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Abstract 
Abstract 
Parametrically excited roll motion has become a relevant technical issue, especially in recent years, 
due the increasing number of accidents related to this phenomenon. For this reason, its study has 
attracted the interest of researchers, regulatory bodies and classification societies. The objective of 
this thesis is the developing of nonlinear analytical models able to provide simplified tools for the 
analysis of parametrically excited roll motion in longitudinal regular and irregular long crested 
waves. The sought models will take into account the nonlinearities of restoring and of damping, in 
order to try filling the gap with the analytical modelling in beam sea. In addition, semi-empirical 
methodologies will be provided to try extending the usual static approach to ship stability based on 
the analysis of GZ  curve, in a probabilistic framework where the propensity of the ship to exhibit 
restoring variations in waves is rationally accounted for.  
The thesis addresses three main topics: the modelling of parametric roll in regular sea (Chapter 2 to 
Chapter 5), the modelling of parametric roll motion in irregular long crested sea (Chapter 6 and 
Chapter 7) and the extension of deterministic stability criteria based on the analysis of geometrical 
GZ  curve properties to a probabilistic framework (Chapter 8). Chapter 1 gives an introduction, 
whereas Chapter 9 reports a series of final remarks. For the regular sea case an analytical model is 
developed and analysed both in time domain and in frequency domain. In this latter case an 
approximate analytical solution for the nonlinear response curve in the first parametric resonance 
region is provided by using the approximate method of averaging. Prediction are compared with 
experimental results for four ships, and the analytical model is investigated with particular attention 
to the presence of multiple stable steady states and the inception of chaotic motions. The influence 
of harmonic components higher than the first one in the fluctuation of the restoring is also 
investigated. In the case of irregular sea, the Grim's effective wave concept is used to develop an 
analytical model for the long crested longitudinal sea condition, that allows for an approximate 
analytical determination of the stochastic stability threshold in the first parametric resonance region. 
Experimental results are compared with Monte Carlo simulations on a single ship, showing the 
necessity of a tuning factor reducing the hydrostatically predicted magnitude of parametric 
excitation. The non-Gaussianity of parametrically excited roll motion is also discussed. Finally, on 
the basis of the analytical modelling of the restoring term in irregular waves, an extension of the 
classical deterministic approach to ship static stability in calm water is proposed, to take into 
account, although is a semi-empirical form, restoring variations in waves. Classical calm water GZ  
curve is then extended from a deterministic quantity to a stochastic process. By limiting the 
discussion to the instantaneous ensemble properties of this process, it is shown how it is possible to 
extend any static stability criterion based on the geometrical properties of the GZ  curve, in a 
rational probabilistic framework taking into account the actual operational area of the ship and the 
propensity of the ship to show restoring variations in waves. General measures of restoring 
variations are also discussed, such as the coefficient of variation of metacentric height, restoring 
lever and area under GZ . Both the short-term and long-term point of view are considered, and the 
method is applied to three different ships in different geographical areas.  
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Sommario 
Il rollio parametrico è diventato, recentemente, un rilevante problema tecnico specialmente a causa 
dell'incremento nel numero di incidenti collegati a questo fenomeno. Per questa ragione ricercatori, 
enti preposti allo sviluppo delle normative e società di classifica hanno intrapreso studi riguardanti 
l'argomento. L'obiettivo di questa tesi è lo sviluppo di modelli analitici nonlineari in grado di fornire 
strumenti semplificati per l'analisi del moto di rollio eccitato parametricamente in mare 
longitudinale regolare ed irregolare a cresta lunga. I modelli cercati terranno in considerazione le 
nonlinearità del termine di smorzamento e di richiamo, nel tentativo di ridurre il divario con la 
modellazione analitica in mare al traverso. Inoltre, si forniranno metodologie semi-empiriche per 
tentare di estendere il classico approccio alla stabilità statica basato sull'analisi della curva del GZ , 
in un framework probabilistico dove si tenga in considerazione in modo razionale la tendenza della 
nave a subire variazioni di momento raddrizzante in mare ondoso. 
La tesi affronta tre principali argomenti: la modellazione del rollio parametrico in mare regolare 
(dal Capitolo 2 al Capitolo 5), la modellazione del rollio parametrico in mare irregolare a cresta 
lunga (Capitolo 6 e Capitolo 7) e l'estensione dei criteri di stabilità deterministici basati sull'analisi 
delle proprietà geometriche della curva del GZ  in un framework probabilistico (Capitolo 8). Il 
Capitolo 1 riporta un'introduzione, mentre nel Capitolo 9 sono riportate alcune note conclusive. Nel 
caso di mare regolare, viene sviluppato un modello analitico, successivamente analizzato sia nel 
dominio del tempo, sia nel dominio delle frequenze. In quest'ultimo caso viene fornita una 
soluzione analitica approssimata basata sul metodo delle medie per la curva di risposta nonlineare 
nella zona della prima risonanza parametrica. Le previsioni vengono confrontate con i dati 
sperimentali per quattro navi, ed il modello analitico viene analizzato con particolare attenzione alla 
presenza di soluzioni stazionarie stabili multiple e all'insorgenza di moti caotici. Viene inoltre 
analizzata l'influenza delle componenti armoniche superiori alla prima nella modellazione del 
termine di richiamo. Nel caso di mare irregolare, lo sviluppo del modello analitico si è basato 
sull'utilizzo del concetto di onda equivalente di Grim. Il modello analitico permette di determinare, 
in modo analitico approssimato, i limiti di stabilità stocastica nella zona della prima risonanza 
parametrica. Una serie di risultati sperimentali sono stati quindi confrontati con simulazioni Monte 
Carlo su un'unica nave, mostrando la necessità di introdurre un fattore di riduzione per l'intensità 
dell'eccitazione parametrica prevista idrostaticamente. Viene inoltre discussa la non-Gaussianità del 
moto di rollio eccitato parametricamente. Infine, sulla base del modello analitico per il termine di 
richiamo in mare irregolare, viene proposta un'estensione del classico approccio deterministico alla 
stabilità statica in acqua calma, per tenere in considerazione, sebbene in forma semi-empirica, 
variazioni del termine di richiamo in mare ondoso. Il classico GZ  in acqua calma è quindi esteso da 
quantità deterministica a processo stocastico. Limitando la discussione alle proprietà statistiche 
istantanee nel dominio delle realizzazioni, viene mostrato come sia possibile estendere qualsiasi 
criterio di stabilità statica basato sulle proprietà geometriche della curva del GZ , in un framework 
probabilistico razionale, tenendo in considerazione la zona operativa della nave e la tendenza della 
carena a mostrare variazioni di richiamo in mare ondoso. Vengono inoltre discusso misure generali 
di variazioni del termine di richiamo, quali il coefficiente di variazione dell'altezza metacentrica, del 
braccio raddrizzante e dell'area sottesa dalla curva del GZ . Vengono considerati sia il punto di vista 
a breve termine, sia quello a lungo termine, e il metodo viene applicato a tre navi differenti in 
differenti aree geografiche. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the problem of parametric roll, to the objectives of the 
present work and  it presents an overview of the structure and contents of this thesis. 
1.1 Background and objectives 
Parametrically excited roll motion has recently become an important operational issue because of a 
series of accidents involving quite recent ship typologies, such as containerships, car carriers, etc. 
that have suffered large rolling angles in conditions usually considered by designers and, especially,  
by masters of vessel to be safe, in particular the head sea condition. Due to the modification in time 
of the absolute hull dimensions and of the hull shapes, characterised nowadays, for some type of 
ships, by large flares and quite strong variations of geometry in vertical direction, the conditions 
(geometrical and dynamical) leading to parametric roll seems to be more often encountered at sea. 
For this reason large attention has been given by the Naval Architecture community, especially in 
the past five years, to the analysis, prediction and means of mitigation of this type of phenomenon. 
Regulatory bodies such as the IMO, Classification Societies (e.g. the American Bureau of Shipping) 
and researchers have undertaken several activities aimed at introducing the idea of parametrically 
excited roll motion as a complementary, and often more dangerous phenomenon, beside the well 
known resonance rolling motion in beam sea. Although for this latter case the analytical modelling 
is presently well developed, and the major nonlinear features seem to have already been 
investigated in both regular and irregular sea, a much less development is available in the case of 
parametrically excited roll. In particular, the nonlinear analytical modelling of parametric roll in 
longitudinal irregular waves seems to have received very little attention, and the order of 
nonlinearities up to which the modelling in regular sea has been pushed is not very high. Analytical 
modelling of ship motions has always represented a privileged door through which the main 
features of the system can come out, being the direct time domain investigations using fully 
nonlinear simulation tools still too expensive in terms of computational time. In addition, the 
analytical models, even if simplified, provide a basis for applying general purpose analytical 
techniques able to shed light on the main, sometime hidden features of the system under analysis. 
Last but not least, analytical models can quite easily be implemented in regulatory frameworks, 
especially when the modelling is sufficiently simple. The use of additional safety factors can 
partially balance the loss of accuracy induced by the unavoidable simplifications.  
It is then the target of this thesis the developing of nonlinear analytical models able to provide 
simplified tools for the analysis of parametrically excited roll motion in longitudinal regular and 
irregular long crested waves. The sought models will take into account the nonlinearities of 
restoring and of damping, in order to try filling the gap with the analytical modelling in beam sea. 
In addition, semi-empirical methodologies will be provided to try extending the usual static 
approach to ship stability based on the analysis of GZ  curve, in a probabilistic framework where 
the propensity of the ship to exhibit restoring variations in waves is rationally accounted for, even if 
in a semi-empirical way. 
1.2 Overview of the thesis 
The thesis is structured in nine chapters, comprising the present one. 
Chapter 2 provides the analytical bases of the modelling for parametric roll in regular longitudinal 
waves. After a first introductory part, the main assumptions used in the modelling are introduced, 
leading to a very general idea for the single degree of freedom dynamical modelling of roll motion 
in the analysed conditions. Using the assumption of constant speed, the spatial periodicity of the 
system is then exploited in order to provide a general expression for the GZ  surface, combining a 
polynomial fitting of the righting arm curve for each wave crest position with a Fourier expansion 
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of each coefficient of the polynomial. Using, again, the assumption of constant ship speed and 
course, the fully analytical model is recast in time domain. The main aspects of the numerical 
implementation of the time domain model are then briefly provided for the common case of 
symmetric ship symmetrically loaded. The analytical symmetrical model is then simplified by 
limiting the polynomial fitting to a 9th degree and the fluctuations involving harmonics higher than 
the first one are neglected. The approximate analytical technique of averaging is then employed to 
obtain a nonlinear frequency domain response curve in the region of the first parametric resonance 
together with information on the stability of the solutions. A brief description of the numerical 
implementation is finally given. 
Chapter 3 reports a series of comparison between numerical predictions and experimental results 
from tests carried out at the hydrodynamic laboratories of the Department of Naval Architecture, 
Ocean and Environmental Engineering (DINMA) of the University of Trieste and at the INSEAN 
Model Basin in Roma. Four ships are used in the comparisons, and for each ship predictions are 
carried out by using both fix trim and free trim calculations for the GZ  surface. Speed dependent 
damping parameters used in the simulation are obtained from the analysis of roll decays. The 
experimental set-up is described for both the tests performed at DINMA and at INSEAN. In the 
discussion of experimental and numerical outcomes for two of the tested ships (ITACA and TR2), 
the theoretically predicted presence of multiple steady state solutions is experimentally confirmed.  
Chapter 4 initially deals with the selection of fitting parameters of GZ  surface in waves and the 
corresponding effects on the predicted roll response curves. An analysis of the relative importance 
and influence of the different harmonics of the fluctuation of the GZ  curve follows. It is shown that 
the relative importance of higher harmonic components increases as the wave steepness is 
increased, and that, for the ship under analysis, higher harmonics have a relative magnitude with 
respect to the first one, that is larger for higher order terms of the polynomial fitting. The linearity 
or nonlinearity of the dependence of the amplitudes of the different harmonics on the wave 
amplitude is discussed, and it is shown how the mean righting arm in waves reduces by increasing 
the wave steepness. Finally, the influence on the roll response curve of neglecting the contribution 
of harmonic components higher than the first one is assessed in both the first and second parametric 
resonance region, showing that such influence is, for the tested case, negligible in the case of first 
parametric resonance, whereas it is not negligible in the case of second parametric resonance 
region. 
Chapter 5 presents a direct time domain numerical investigation of the analytical model in regular 
waves. Firstly the analytically predicted response curve in frequency domain is compared with the 
results of time domain simulations showing, in general, a very good agreement, especially when the 
parametric excitation is not too large. Better agreement is obtained in the range of high encounter 
frequencies, while the agreement is worse close the stability boundary at low tuning ratios. Part of 
the chapter is then dedicated to the analysis of the analytically predicted roll accelerations in 
comparison with numerical results, and it is shown that the agreement is not as good as in the case 
of roll motion, due to the increased relative importance of higher harmonics induced by the time 
derivative operation. A mixed numerical/analytical procedure is the proposed to improve the 
agreement by introducing the first harmonic approximation of the roll motion and roll velocity in 
the original nonlinear differential equation to explicitly obtain the roll acceleration. The remaining 
part of the chapter deals with the presence of multiple steady states and the inception of chaotic 
motions close to the predicted capsize region. The evolution of the shape of the domains of 
attraction is analysed when two coexisting solutions are present showing how the pitchfork 
bifurcation occurs when looking at the plane of initial conditions. The chapter ends with an analysis 
of a region of parameters where the analytical model predicts the inception of chaotic motions. The 
behaviour of the system is analysed using the tuning ratio as bifurcation parameter, both by means 
of Poincaré mapping and by means of Fourier analysis. The way chaos arises is by means of 
symmetry breaking followed by period doubling cascade. Finally the process of safe basin erosion 
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is analysed for both the complete highly nonlinear system and a reduced version of the system with 
fewer nonlinearities.  
Chapter 6 develops the theoretical background for the analytical modelling in irregular longitudinal 
sea. After an initial introduction, the concept of Grim's effective wave is introduced, that will be the 
fundamental basis for the subsequent analytical model. By using the Grim's idea of substituting the 
actual sea surface profile along the ship with a single wave having length equal to the ship length 
(that basically produces a band pass filtering of the sea spectrum), the problem of the infinite 
dimensions governing the sea surface is reduced  to a problem where the instantaneous approximate 
sea surface is governed by two correlated Gaussian process, namely the effective wave amplitude 
and the instantaneous mean value of the Grim's effective wave. Assuming, again, quasi-static 
behaviour for heave and pitch motions, and assuming the Grim's approximation to be sufficient in 
generating the major restoring variations (short and long waves are usually not very effective, for 
geometrical reasons, in leading to variations of restoring under quasi-static assumption for heave 
and pitch), an analytical model is developed for the roll motion dynamics, where the restoring term 
is obtained from a pre-processing stage where hydrostatic calculations are used to determine the 
GZ  surface as function of the heeling angle and of the effective wave amplitude: thanks to the 
quasi-static assumption for heave motion, the mean value of effective wave can be neglected. The 
obtained equation of motion is then a nonlinear system parametrically excited by a Gaussian 
stochastic process, whose spectrum depends on the sea spectrum and on the ship speed. In order to 
obtain a fully analytical model, the surface of the restoring waves is expanded by means of a two 
dimensional polynomial fitting. The chapter continues by analysing the problem of analytical 
determination of stochastic stability boundaries in the first parametric resonance region: the system 
if firstly deterministically linearised with respect to the heeling angle, and a subsequent stochastic 
linearisation is proposed to approximate the nonlinear parametric forcing term. This latter 
linearisation is introduced in order to have a stochastically equivalent, parametrically excited 
Mathieu equation for which analytical results regarding stochastic stability limits in the first 
parametric resonance region are available. A brief discussion is then undertaken regarding the 
practical necessity of truncating the amplitude of the effective wave time histories, and the 
singularities induced in the probability density function of the forcing process by the levelling 
operation. 
Chapter 7 is the chapter where the analytical model for longitudinal irregular sea is applied. In the 
first part stochastic stability boundaries are determined for two ships (ITACA and TR2) and, in the 
case of TR2, comparisons are given between analytical predictions and experimental outcomes 
from tests carried out at INSEAN. Two sea spectra are investigated: a classical Bretschneider sea 
spectrum, and a Narrow Band sea spectrum obtained from linear filtering of a white noise process. 
The analytical methodology is used to obtain the surfaces of limiting significant wave height for 
TR2 as function of the ship speed and of the spectral modal frequency, showing how the differences 
in the spectral shape influence the limit surface. A probabilistic methodology is outlined to define 
an index of susceptibility to the inception of parametric roll in irregular longitudinal sea taking into 
account, if necessary, speed loss in rough sea states by means of a joint probability density function 
of sea spectrum's parameters and ship speed. Some considerations are then provided regarding the 
risk of combined occurrence of geometrical matching (wave length close to ship length), tuning 
matching (characteristic frequency of encounter of the parametric excitation close to twice the roll 
natural frequency), and grouping effects (narrow bandedness of the spectrum of the parametric 
excitation). After having analysed the problem of inception of parametric roll, the roll response 
above threshold is numerically investigated by means of Monte Carlo simulations of the proposed 
analytical modelling. The results of simulations using free trim calculation for the restoring are 
compared, for TR2, with experimental results of tests carried out at INSEAN. It is noted a general 
overestimation of roll motion and, for this reason, an empirical tuning factor is introduced  to 
reduce the parametric excitation by means of a linear scaling of the significant wave height: the 
introduction of  this latter tuning coefficient is necessary in order to carry out meaningful direct 
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comparisons with experimental results. The surface of the roll standard deviation in the plane of 
ship speed/significant wave height is obtained for the two sea spectra under analysis, highlighting 
the influence of the spectral shape. The probability density functions of roll envelope obtained by 
tuned simulations are then compared with experimental results showing a good agreement, and 
confirming the marked non-Gaussian/non-Rayleigh behaviour of parametrically excited roll/roll 
envelope. In addition, bi-modality of the probability density function of the roll envelope is found 
from both experimental and numerical tests in the case of Narrow Band sea spectrum. The chapter 
continues by analysing the change in the shape of the roll motion probability density function as the 
ship speed and the significant wave height are varied. In order to give quantitative measures for 
such variations able to highlight non-Gaussian behaviours, skewness and kurtosis are used. The 
analysis shows that a given roll standard deviation can be obtained with different shapes of the roll 
motion probability density function, depending on the tuning ratio at which the ship is excited. 
Finally, the behaviour of the numerically estimated capsize probability is analysed looking for 
correlations with skewness, kurtosis and roll standard deviation. A sudden increase of the capsize 
probability is found for a certain level of the roll standard deviation, this behaviour resembling 
qualitatively the sudden safe basin erosion in deterministically excited systems. 
Chapter 8 introduces and develops, to some extent, possible ideas for extending the classical  
deterministic calm water static stability assessment in a rational (even if still semi-empirical) 
probabilistic framework taking into account the propensity of the ship to suffer restoring variations 
in irregular waves. By using the analytical expression for the GZ  surface on the Grim's effective 
wave, it is indeed possible to consider the static restoring and, thus, any derived quantity (e.g. 
metacentric height, area under GZ , etc.) as stochastic processes. Limiting ourselves to the analysis 
in the ensemble domain, the stochastic process are then converted to random variables. In 
particular, the value of  GZ  can be considered as a nonlinear transformation of a Gaussian random 
variable, i.e., the effective wave amplitude. The theoretical bases  to analytically obtain the 
probability density functions of the quantities of interest are provided, and a series of applications 
are carried out by calculating examples of probability density function for the metacentric height 
and for GZ , and area under GZ , at certain heeling angles. Nonlinear effects leading to non-
Gaussian probability density functions are underlined and a summarising way of providing results 
for GZ , GM  and the area under GZ  is proposed, where the magnitude of the variations can be 
visually assessed. The chapter then continues introducing a possible rational approach to define 
quantitative measures of restoring variations. Two main approaches are provided: a first one based 
on the extension of present criteria based on the geometrical analysis of GZ  curve in calm water to 
take into account restoring variations, and a second approach directly based on measures of actual 
restoring variations. In the first case the deterministic concept of pass/fail criterion is extended by 
defining a rational measure, the "level of compliance", that formally represents the probability of 
fulfilling the base criterion accounting for the actual environmental conditions.  In the second case 
restoring variations are assessed by means of different measures such as, e.g., the coefficient of 
variation of the metacentric height. The developed ideas are then applied, as a set of examples, to 
three ships. A set of criteria presently part of the IMO Intact Stability Code are used as the base 
criterion to assess the influence of ship absolute dimensions, hull shape and loading condition in 
modifying the obtained values of the compliance level in different geographical areas. The same 
type of exercise is carried out to assess the behaviour of other measures of static restoring 
variations. 
Chapter 9 closes the thesis reporting some concluding remarks. 
Each chapter is given with the relevant references at the end. 
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2 Analytical modelling in regular sea 
This chapter deals with the developing of a nonlinear 1.5-DOF analytical model for simulating roll 
motion in longitudinal regular waves. The initial model is based on a table of restoring moment in 
waves obtained from a pre-processing stage by means of hydrostatic calculations. Thereafter a 
general analytical expression is proposed to fit the surface of GZ  by mixing a polynomial 
approximation of the righting arm for each wave position along the ship and a subsequent Fourier 
expansion of each coefficient of the polynomial fitting. The model is finally recast in fully 
analytical form in time domain and, after some simplifications, an approximate frequency domain 
solution is determined in the region of the first parametric resonance by means of the "averaging 
technique". 
2.1 Introduction 
A ship sailing in upright position in longitudinal regular waves experiences three main typical 
phenomena:  
- heave motion; 
- pitch motion; 
- other wave effects; 
Heave and pitch are, indeed, the result of the direct excitation of waves. In the particular situation 
under analysis, the excitations due to the waves on heave and pitch can be analytically modelled as 
in the usual linear seakeeping theory [1] as deterministic ideal sources of energy [22]. With the 
wording "other wave effects" it is intended here the set of main relevant phenomena that cannot be 
described by a linear approach. In particular, the combined action of wave and vertical motions 
leads to a variation, in time, of the underwater geometry: such variation cannot be accounted for, 
even in the case of rather small waves, by the usual linear seakeeping theory, where the restoring 
matrix is constant and the symmetric DOFs (degrees of freedom) are, for a symmetric ship, 
uncoupled from the anti-symmetric DOFs. 
The variation of the underwater hull geometry induced by vertical motions and non-flat sea surface, 
together with the non-hydrostatic pressure under the wave profile, could cause, under certain 
conditions, the inception of large amplitude rolling motions, induced by the time dependence of  the 
restoring characteristics of the ship.  
In the past years, due to the occurrence of some accidents [2][3] a wider attention has been devoted 
to problem of parametric roll. In order to have a description of the ship behaviour under such a type 
of excitation, a good model is needed. By saying “good” we mean that the model must be able to: 
• determine the conditions (ship speed, wave height) for which the stability of the upright 
position is lost; 
• estimate the roll amplitude when the parametric excitation is above the stability threshold; 
When an analytical model is proposed, there must be a balancing between simplicity and agreement 
with physical and/or numerical experimental results. The simplicity is needed especially when, as in 
the case of this work, a subsequent analytical approach to the problem is one of the targets of  the 
study, and the agreement with experiments is a natural requested feature of every model. 
In order to develop “a not-too-much-simplified” model [5][6], we must be aware of the main 
aforementioned causes leading to parametric excitation. 
The effect of non-hydrostatic pressure (often referred as Smith effect) can usually be neglected for 
regular waves longer than about a half of the ship length. Moreover, in the case of shorter waves for 
which the Smith effect should be taken into account, the associated parametric excitation is very 
small and such a small waves can be almost at all neglected. 
These considerations would lead to a 3-DOF nonlinear model, and this should be the typical case 
when fully nonlinear simulations of ship motions are carried out in longitudinal regular sea 
(assuming surge, sway and yaw to be restrained). The use of a 3-DOF analytical approach has been 
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tried in [7][8] and [21]. In the former two cases the modelling can predict the instability regions 
accounting for the coupling between motions, but, unfortunately, roll amplitude above threshold 
cannot be accurately predicted due to the lack in nonlinear terms involved in the model (at most 
third order nonlinearities are used). In the latter case the analysed model, although approximately 
applicable to a “purely metacentric ship”,  contains a large number of parameters (related to 
geometrical and hydrodynamic aspects of the problem)  whose exact and simple determination is 
doubtful in an early design stage. In addition, a highly nonlinear analytical 3-DOF system, although 
suitable for fast time-domain numerical simulations, can hardly be tackled by means of analytical 
techniques, because of the  cumbersome calculations involved. 
An alternative simplified approach is possible in order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom 
from 3 to 1.5: the quasi-static plus Froude-Krylov assumption [4][5][6][10][11][12][13][14][15]. 
On the basis of these two assumptions, the effects of waves, both direct (modification of hull 
geometry) and indirect (sinkage and trim) can be evaluated. Using standard hydrostatic calculation 
algorithms a look-up table for the restoring arm can be created  and used in a direct time-domain 
simulation [4][5][6]. It is supposed (and the experimental results seem to partially support this 
assumption) that the quasi-static approximation can lead to a good model able to reproduce the 
main features of the phenomenon (loss of stability, bifurcations, etc.)  both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. The 1.5-DOF approach allows a quite straightforward use of analytical approximate 
techniques when the model is represented in a fully analytical form.  
Looking at the existing literature, different authors spent efforts on different aspects of the problem 
of parametric roll in regular sea: 
• Effect of coupling between motions both on predicted response curves and stability 
boundaries [7][8][10][21][27][28];  
• Evaluation of linear part of parametric excitation [4][7][8][10][13][17][18][29]; 
• Effect of damping and restoring nonlinearities [5][6][11][12][15][30][31]; 
• Experimental evaluation of response curves [10][11][12][14][15][27][32]; 
• Numerical prediction of parametric roll amplitude using general purpose nonlinear time 
domain ship motion simulation tools [2][33][34];  
• Dependence of parametric excitation on wave height [4][10][14][19][28]; 
A look at the present regulations and guidelines in force, shows that the assessment of the roll due 
to parametric excitation has received limited attention, especially regarding the estimation of the 
actual amplitude of motion, and especially in head sea case. An exception is represented by the 
recently developed guidelines by ABS [37] where an approach based on three steps is proposed, the 
first two steps of which (determination of critical conditions and estimation of roll amplitude above 
stability threshold in regular waves) can easily be substituted by the present methodology with a 
considerable gain in terms of computational time and accuracy in the qualitative estimation of 
nonlinear phenomena like presence of bifurcations/multiple solutions. At IMO level, on the other 
hand, the MSC/Circ.707 [38] is presently in force, that, unfortunately, only deals with dangerous 
situations occurring in following/quartering sea, without, however, any means for an estimation of 
the roll amplitude in case of encountering such dangerous conditions. In 2002 the German 
delegation submitted a series of proposals to address the dangerous conditions occurring in head sea  
[39], without, anyway, proposing any great novelty regarding the basic methodology. It is however 
important that, in the framework of the revision of the actual Intact Stability Code [40], as decided 
at SLF45 [41], the discussion on the revision of MSC/Circ.707 has greatly speeded up. Among the 
several documents submitted under Item 4 at SLF48, some were intended at providing better 
guidelines to avoid dangerous situations including the head sea case ([43][45][48]), while others 
were trying to introduce performance based approaches [42] in the new set of stability criteria for 
this phenomenon ([44][46][47]) and other situations leading to large rolling motions (1:1 resonance 
in beam sea, pure loss of stability, broaching, etc.).  
Although many features of the parametrically excited roll motion in regular sea are already known, 
past work has often been devoted to the analysis of a particular ship or group of ships, or, on the 
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other hand, to the analysis of generic, but too simplified models for the nonlinear restoring term that 
are not able to take into account a realistic global GZ  fluctuation in highly nonlinear range of 
rolling angles. 
In the following, it will be shown that, on the basis of the quasi-static assumption, a completely 
general form for an analytical approximation of the GZ  curve (that will become a surface taking 
into account the wave crest position as a second variable together with the heeling angle), 
applicable to all ships and based on hydrostatic calculations, can be proposed. The use of an 
analytical expression for the restoring arm in waves leads to a large reduction of computational 
effort when time-domain simulations are carried out. However, the much more important step made 
possible by the proposed approximation is the possibility of obtaining an approximate analytical 
expression for the parametric roll response curve in the region of the first parametric resonance 
(probably the most dangerous) [35]. The proposed procedure is based on a quite straightforward 
combined polynomial plus Fourier fitting of the GZ  surface in regular waves. Hua and Rutgersson 
[36] used a different approach in order to use the Fourier series in the modelling of the GZ  
fluctuation. 
A natural question could arise at this stage: “Why should we have recourse to an approximate 
analytical technique when a direct exact numerical approach can be used instead?”. Apart from 
the gain in computational time, we must bear in mind that one of the  main features of nonlinear 
systems is the possibility of exhibiting multiple solutions for the same set of values of the 
characteristic  parameters (tuning ratio, damping, wave height, etc.). Each solution is associated to a 
domain of attraction, i.e., a particular region in the plane of initial conditions leading to a particular 
steady state solution among the all possible solutions. A numerical simulation usually starts from 
one particular initial condition that lies in a particular domain of attraction: eventually, a particular 
steady state solution (associated to the attraction basin) is achieved at the steady state (if capsize 
does not occur). Without changing the initial condition we are not able to estimate whether or not 
other steady state solutions coexist, and even after having tried a large number of initial condition, 
we cannot say if, perhaps, another steady state solution exists but we have lost it because we did not 
start from any of the initial conditions in the corresponding attractor. Moreover it is very time 
consuming (and thus, sometimes, almost impracticable) to have a global picture of the response 
curve and of bifurcations involved in the phenomenon using numerical simulations, especially when 
complex ship motions tools are used. An analytical approach is usually able to give such a global 
picture in a very fast and quite accurate way, making us aware of the possibility of multiple 
solutions. Although a numerical approach could be needed to have a very accurate estimation of the 
amplitude of the solution (even if the accuracy of approximate solutions is often surprisingly good), 
an initial approximate analytical solution to the problem can give us “the right way”. It is important 
to bear in mind that, often, in the numerical analysis of nonlinear systems: “We find what we are 
searching for!”. 
2.2 Developing of an high order nonlinear analytical model 
2.2.1 Starting from a numerical simplified method: the look-up table 
As already mentioned in the introduction, a ship sailing in a longitudinal regular sea in upright 
position is subjected to the action of symmetrical motions and waves. Regarding the problem of 
parametric rolling, three phenomena should be taken into consideration: 
• heave motion 
• pitch motion 
• wave effect 
The combined action of wave and vertical motions leads to a fluctuation (in time) of the restoring 
characteristics of the ship. 
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Because the large amplitude motions we are dealing with when we are addressing the problem of 
parametric roll, all six degrees of freedom should be considered as coupled.  
However, it is assumed here that, in the case of the capability for the ship to keep her course (on 
average), sway and yaw motions can be neglected in the following simplified modelling. Regarding 
surge, it is assumed that the ship is able to maintain a constant speed, without relevant surging 
motion: this is a quite strong assumption, especially when the steepness of the wave is large and the 
wave length is comparable to the ship length in following sea. Such problem has been investigated 
by Spyrou [9] using a nonlinear coupled model for surge/roll, and an experimental analysis of the 
influence of the speed reduction on the inception of parametric roll in irregular sea has been 
undertaken in [2]. Although in the following development the ship speed is considered constant, a 
coupling with surge in a form similar to [9] can be easily numerically implemented (losing, 
however, the analytical approximate solution in frequency domain presented as main result of this 
chapter). 
The present analysis takes thus into consideration only the following three free degrees of freedom: 
roll, heave and pitch. The influence of roll on pitch and heave could be modelled as an explicit 
forcing (with frequency equal to twice the roll frequency), whereas the influence of heave and pitch 
on roll can be modelled as a parametric excitation. 
The wave induces heave and pitch, modifies the hull geometry and the pressure field around the 
hull. 
If the displacement of the ship can be considered as constant (or with negligible variations induced 
by heaving), the roll motion equation can be written in the following form: 
 
( ) ( )20 , , ,, 0cGZ xd GMφ ϑ ηφ φ φ ω+ + ⋅  =   (2.1)
 
where ϑ  is the pitch angle, η  the heave displacement and Cx  the wave crest position along the 
ship. If, moreover, we assume to be able to correlate ϑ  and η  with Cξ  and φ , that is 
 
( )
( )
,
,
C
C
x
x
ϑ ϑ φ
η η φ
⎧ =⎪⎨ =⎪⎩
 (2.2)
 
the restoring term becomes 
 
( ) ( ), ,cGZ x GZ tφ φ=  (2.3)
 
The explicit dependence on time can be obtained when the ship speed, the wave celerity and the 
encounter angle are known, as will be explained later. 
The question arises now on how to determine the dependence expressed in (2.2): in principle such 
dependence should be obtained dynamically from additional, coupled, equations for the heave and 
pitch motions. This would shift the model towards the need of using direct time domain numerical 
simulations, because of the growing complexity in applying analytical approximate techniques to 
multi-DOF systems with high order nonlinearities. In order to make the model amenable by 
analytical methods without too cumbersome calculations, the quasi-static assumption is done here 
a-priori, this meaning that heave and pitch are assumed to be statically balanced in wave, and 
restoring moment is calculated according to a standard hydrostatic software (non-hydrostatic 
behaviour of pressure under the wave profile, the so called Smith effect, is neglected). When a 
"free-trim" approach is used in the determination of GZ , both sinkage and trim are free, whereas 
when a "fix-trim" methodology  is used, only the sinkage is free to vary, while the trim is kept 
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constant. These two approaches represent the two old possible ways of performing hydrostatic 
calculations for intact ship, whereas presently IMO Intact Stability Code requires free trim 
calculations. By making use of the quasi static assumption, the relation (2.2) is implicitly introduced 
by the standard hydrostatic calculation software. 
Regarding the range of application of this assumption, it is to be said that it is theoretically quite 
correct when dealing with following waves (low encounter frequencies) of length of the order of the 
ship length or more. Indeed, the following sea condition leads to low encounter frequencies, for 
which heave and pitch behave quasi-statically, and in the case of long waves, the non-hydrostatic 
behaviour of the pressure is negligible in the range of ship's draft. However, as it will be shown in 
this work, the used assumption lead to reasonable results even for moderate speeds in head sea.  
In general, the surface ( , CGZ xφ )  can be determined in a pre-processing stage given the hull 
geometry. A table can be created in a suitable range of heeling angles/wave position, and according 
to the constant speed/encounter angle assumption, the wave position domain can be substituted by 
the time domain if the wave characteristics are known [5][6][24]. During the time domain 
simulations (using any discrete time step numerical integration method of  (2.1) ), interpolation is 
carried out from the table in order to know the instantaneous value of the restoring moment. This is 
the so called look-up table approach, and is basically the approach required by the ABS Guidelines 
[37] in the assessment of parametric roll amplitude above stability threshold 
2.2.2  Analytical model for GZ dependence on wave crest position and 
heeling angle 
According to the aforementioned assumptions regarding heave and pitch, the 1.5-DOF roll motion 
equation can be written as [4][5][6][24]: 
 
( ) ( ) 0,, 20 =⋅++ GMxGZd cφωφφφ   (2.4)
 
being  
• ( )φφ ,d  the damping function; 
• φ  the roll angle; 
•  the natural frequency in still water; 0ω
• GM  the still water metacentric height; 
• ( cxGZ ,φ )  the restoring lever in waves; 
•  the wave crest position in a reference system fixed on the ship with x-axis from stern to 
bow and origin supposed located, for example,  at the aft perpendicular; 
cx
The additional half degree of freedom is put as a reminder of the implicit simplified static 
accounting for sinkage and trim.  The aim of this section is to propose a physically/analytically-
sound description for the surface ( )cxGZ ,φ .  
When the quasi-static assumption is used, the restoring lever GZ  can be evaluated for each position 
 of the wave crest along the ship. The wave is assumed to be “frozen” and the restoring moment 
can be evaluated for different heeling angles using either a fix-trim or a free-trim approach. Being 
the displacement constant due to the quasi-static assumption for the heave motion, the value of the 
restoring arm can be determined by means of a standard hydrostatic software. 
cx
The wave is supposed to have a length Wλ  and the sea is supposed to be exactly longitudinal (head 
or following sea conditions). Under these assumptions the following spatial periodicity condition 
holds: 
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( ) ( )
2,...1,0,n 
,,
±±=
⋅+=
with
nxGZxGZ Wcc λφφ  (2.5)
 
The evaluation of  ( cxGZ ,φ )  can be then limited to the interval [ ]Wcx λ,0∈ . ( cxGZ ,φ )  is then 
approximated, for each wave crest position, by means of a least square polynomial fitting with 
degree : pN
 
( ) ( )∑
=
⋅≈
pN
j
j
cjc xAxGZ
0
, φφ  (2.6)
 
The spatial periodicity condition (2.5) leads to the following periodicity condition for the 
coefficients of the fitting polynomial: 
 ( ) ( )
2,...1,0,nwith ±±=
⋅+= Wcjcj nxAxA λ  (2.7)
 
Because of the condition (2.7) each coefficient ( )cj xA  can be expressed as a Fourier series in the 
variable  with main period equal to cx Wλ , that is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
W
Wn
N
n
cn
s
jncn
c
jnjcj
nknk
xkAxkAAxA
h
λ
π2  being
sincos
1
0
⋅=⋅=
⋅⋅+⋅⋅+= ∑
=  (2.8)
 
hN  is the maximum number of harmonic components that can be estimated from  and it 
depends, following the Nyquist theorem, on the number of positions at which 
( )cj xA
( cxGZ ,φ )  is 
evaluated. The Fourier series coefficients are related to ( )cj xA  by means of the well known 
following set of formulae: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )∫
∫
∫
⋅⋅=
⋅⋅=
=
W
W
W
ccncj
W
s
jn
ccncj
W
c
jn
ccj
W
j
dxxkxAA
dxxkxAA
dxxAA
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
0
0
0
0
sin2
cos2
1
 (2.9)
 
Combining expressions (2.6) and (2.8), the following approximation for ( )cxGZ ,φ  is obtained: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
= =
⋅
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+≈
p hN
j
j
N
n
cn
s
jncn
c
jnjc xkAxkAAxGZ
0 1
0 sincos, φφ  (2.10)
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This latter expression can be seen as a physically sound surface response approximation of  GZ  for 
the two variables φ  and . Moreover cx ( )cxGZ ,φ  can be split into a mean constant part (with respect 
to ) and a zero-mean fluctuation, that is: cx
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑
∑
= =
=
⋅
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅=
⋅=
+≈
p h
p
N
j
j
N
n
cn
s
jncn
c
jnc
N
j
j
j
cc
xkAxkAxGZ
AGZ
xGZGZxGZ
0 1
0
0
sincos,
being
,,
φφδ
φφ
φδφφ
 (2.11)
 
It is important noting that the mean value of  GZ  in waves does not coincide, in general, and 
especially for large wave amplitudes, with the still water righting arm. From the previous 
expression the metacentric height, can be determined as a function of wave position along ship, 
assuming that 0φ =  is an equilibrium position: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑
==
⋅⋅+⋅⋅+≈∂
∂= h
N
n
cn
s
ncn
c
n
c
c xkAxkAA
xGZxGM
1
1110
0
sincos,
φφ
φ  (2.12)
 
Equation (2.10) can be inserted into the generic equation (2.4) in order to obtain the following fully 
analytical differential equation for the nonlinear parametric roll: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0sincos,
0 1
0
2
0 =⋅
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅++ ∑ ∑
= =
p hN
j
j
N
n
cn
s
jncn
c
jnj txkAtxkAAGM
d φωφφφ   (2.13)
 
In the last equation the dependence of wave crest position on time has been reported in an implicit 
form. This dependence will become soon explicit after using the assumption of constant ship speed 
and heading angle, as reported in the following. 
2.2.3  Recasting the model in time domain 
In the previous section the roll motion equation has been written keeping an implicit expression for 
the function . In the following this expression will be made explicit, but some simplifications 
will be necessary, as already pointed out at the beginning of the discussion on the developing of the 
model. 
( )txc
A ship sailing in a longitudinal regular seaway is subjected to a surge motion caused by the 
longitudinal forces acting on the hull. When the real surge is considered, the expression for ( )txc  
depends on the solution of the differential equation governing the surge motion. The influence of 
surge time history on the parametric excitation of the roll motion has been analysed by Spyrou [9] 
substituting the differentiation variable from time to relative wave position (that is related to  by 
means of an additive constant) . From this substitution and some assumptions on the form of the 
surge damping, a differential equation for the coupled surge-roll motion without explicit 
dependence on time has been derived and analysed both analytically and numerically. The 
cx
GZ  
approximation (2.10) and equation (2.13) can be implemented, with some minor changes, in the 
model proposed by Spyrou in order to describe a more realistic restoring on waves. 
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In the following analysis the surge velocity is supposed to be negligible and thus the ship speed is 
assumed to be constant. This approximation  can be considered acceptable when we are dealing 
with small waves or when the ship speed is kept approximately constant  by means of an external 
action (as, for example, in the case of the experiments reported in [5][6][10][11][12][13][14][15]) . 
In the case of following waves, when broaching region is considered, the surge motion  must be 
taken into account, but, usually, the first parametric resonance occurs far from the broaching / pure 
loss of stability region, and thus the constant speed approximation seems to be acceptable in this 
work. Moreover this approximation leads to a very simple passage from wave crest position domain 
to time domain in longitudinal regular sea. 
The wave crest position, in an earth fixed coordinate system can be written as 
 
tcwcc ⋅+= 0ξξ  (2.14)
 
being  
• ξ  an horizontal axis pointing in the direction of wave propagation; 
• cξ  the wave crest position; 
• 0cξ  the wave crest position at time 0=t ; 
•  the wave celerity, that can be evaluated from the dispersion relation; Wc
 
x
y
η
ξ
cW
VS
crest trough
χ
 
Figure 2.1: Reference systems used in order to obtain an explicit expression for the wave crest position in time domain 
 
From Figure 2.1 the following relation between fixed and moving reference systems holds for 
: 0=y
 ( ) ( )χξ cos⋅⋅+= tVx S  (2.15)
 
under the assumption that, at time , the origins of the two system coincide. Combination of 
equation (2.14) and (2.15) leads to the following expression for the wave crest position at the ship 
centre plane in the moving reference system: 
0=t
  ( ) ( )χξ cos0 ⋅⋅+=⋅+ tVxtc Scwc  (2.16)
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In the case of non-beam sea ( { }deg270deg;90≠χ ), when 0=t , the initial crest position in the 
moving reference system can be obtained as  
 
( )χ
ξ
cos
0
0
c
cx =  (2.17)
 
Finally, the wave crest position is expressed as a function of time as: 
 
( ) tV
cxx SWcc ⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+= χcos0  (2.18)
 
The definition of encounter frequency is: 
 ( )χωω cos⋅⋅−= SWWe Vk  (2.19)
 
Combining expressions (2.18) and (2.19), and recalling that WWW kc ω= , we obtain 
  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) tkxtVkkxx W
e
cSWW
W
cc ⋅⋅+=⋅⋅⋅−⋅⋅+= χ
ωχωχ coscoscos
1
00  (2.20)
 
and the combination of equation (2.8) and (2.20) allows to write: 
 
( ) ( )
W
c
c
e
c
e
c
W
cn
x
tnntnxnxk
λπψ
χ
ωψχ
ω
λ
π
0
0
00
2   being
coscos
2
⋅=
⋅⋅+⋅=⋅⋅+⋅⋅=⋅
 (2.21)
 
Substitution of (2.21) in (2.8) leads to the following time domain expression for the Fourier 
expansion of the fitting polynomial coefficients: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∑= ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+= h
N
n
e
c
s
jn
e
c
c
jnjj
tnnAtnnAAtA
1
000 cos
sin
cos
cos χ
ωψχ
ωψ  (2.22)
 
If we let now 
 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )00
00
00
cossin
sincos
c
s
jnc
c
jn
s
jn
c
s
jnc
c
jn
c
jn
jj
jj
nAnAQ
nAnAQ
AQ
tAtQ
ψψ
ψψ
⋅⋅+⋅⋅−=
⋅⋅+⋅⋅=
=
=
 (2.23)
 
the time domain expression for the GZ  surface becomes: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑= = ⋅⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅⋅+⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅⋅+≈
p hN
j
j
N
n
es
jn
ec
jnj
tnQtnQQtGZ
0 1
0 cos
sin
cos
cos, φχ
ω
χ
ωφ  (2.24)
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As in the case of the analysis based on wave crest position, the mean part and the zero-mean 
fluctuation can be separated: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
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 (2.25)
 
According to the previous expressions, and assuming that 0φ =  is an equilibrium position, it is 
meaningful to calculate the fluctuation of the metacentric height GM  as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10 1 110
,
cos sin
cos cos
hN
c se e
n n
n
GZ t t tGM t Q Q n Q n
φ
φ ω ω
φ χ==
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂
χ
⋅ ⋅= ≈ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑  (2.26)
 
that can be split into a mean value and in a fluctuating term as follows: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
10
1 1
1
cos sin
cos cos
hN
c se e
n n
n
GM t GM GM t
GM Q
t tGM t Q n Q n
δ
ω ωδ χ χ=
≈ +
=
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⋅ ⋅= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑
 
(2.27)
 
where it is evident that the fluctuation of metacentric height  is given, in general, by several 
harmonic components induced by hull geometrical nonlinearities.  
The final roll motion equation, completely recast in time domain, becomes: 
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 
j⋅ =
 (2.28)
 
Given the ship hull geometry, the wave height and, if needed, the position of the centre of gravity, 
coefficients  can be obtained from the analysis of hydrostatic calculations using the formulas 
reported in (2.9). Chosen the initial crest position , the coefficients  can be evaluated. 
Finally, given the ship speed, the wave length, and the encounter angle (  for following sea and 
 for head sea) the equation (2.28) can be integrated in time domain in order to simulate the 
nonlinear parametrically excited roll motion in regular longitudinal waves. 
(..)
jnA
0cx
(..)
jnQ
deg0
deg180
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In the usual case of a symmetric ship symmetrically loaded, the restoring moment becomes an anti-
symmetric function of the heeling angle. For this reason coefficients associated to even powers of 
the heeling angles must vanish, leading to the following more usual differential equation: 
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jω ⋅ =
 (2.29)
 
where  is odd. In particular, pN 0φ ≡  is always a solution of (2.29). Equations (2.29) can be 
classified as a nonlinear Hill's equation, and its linearisation reduces to the classical linear Hill's 
equation. If, in addition, only the first harmonic is considered in the fluctuating term, a Mathieu 
equation is obtained. 
2.2.4 Numerical implementation 
The proposed analytical approximation of the GZ  surface has been implemented as a group of 
functions in MatLab® [16] environment. 
As a first step ( cxGZ ,φ )  is evaluated, for 21 positions of the wave crest along the ship, by means of 
a hydrostatic calculation software. The first position corresponds to a wave crest at aft 
perpendicular ( ), whereas the last position corresponds to the same wave crest at 0=cx Wcx λ= . A 
set of heeling angles is then analysed, usually from 0deg to 80deg with a step of 2.5deg. A surface 
matrix can thus be created: the generic i-th column of this matrix contains the curve ( )icxGZ ,,φ , 
being  the i-th crest position. icx ,
The second step of the procedure is the polynomial approximation of each column of the matrix, 
with consequent evaluation of the polynomial coefficients for each crest position. The GZ  curve is 
resampled by means of cubic spline interpolation before performing the fitting in order to have the 
restoring lever with a step of 1deg. The least square procedure assumes the symmetrical ship 
simplification as reported in equation (2.29) and in the following paragraph 2.3.1. The polynomial 
degree  (odd) is an input parameter given by the user. The linear coefficient pN ( )icxA ,1  (that is the 
metacentric height) is not obtained in the least square procedure but is estimated from the numerical 
derivative of the GZ  curve near 0=φ  in order to allow a direct comparison with analytical (linear 
and nonlinear) approaches for the estimation of the GM  fluctuation in waves [17][18][19]. A new 
characteristic matrix is thus created in order to substitute the previous one. At this stage the i-th 
column is substituted with a column containing the coefficients ( )icj xA , . The next step is the 
Fourier approximation of each coefficient ( )icj xA ,  using (2.8) and (2.9). Each row of the matrix 
containing the polynomial coefficient as a function of the wave crest position is analysed using a 
DFT algorithm (the FFT function in MatLab®). Being 21 the wave crest positions in the usual 
calculation, and being  and 00, =cx Wcx λ=21,  the maximum number of Fourier coefficients that can 
be estimated is 11: the mean value, 9 harmonics with full information and the harmonic associated 
to the Nyquist frequency that does not contain any information on the sinusoidal component of the 
signal at this frequency, but only gives the amplitude of the cosinusoidal component. At the end of 
this step the coefficients  are estimated. (..)jnA
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From the knowledge of the initial wave crest position in time domain, the  coefficients can be 
calculated using (2.23) and all the parameters needed for the time domain simulation of roll motion 
by means of equation (2.28) are available. A graphical summary of the methodology is reported in 
Figure 2.2. 
(..)
jnQ
 
 
Figure 2.2: Scheme of the steps used  for the implementation of the mixed polynomial-Fourier (PolyFour) 
approximation of restoring lever in waves. 
 
2.3 Analytical solution 
2.3.1  Simplification of the model 
The coefficients  are obtained from a least square fitting of the (..)jnQ GZ  surface calculated using a 
standard hydrostatic software. Regarding the damping function, the following expression is 
supposed to be suitable when a limited range of frequencies is of concern: 
 ( ) ( ) 32, φδφφβφµφφφ  ⋅+⋅+⋅== dd  (2.30)
 
If the ship is considered intact, she is usually symmetric and symmetrically loaded: in such a case 
the even terms of the polynomial approximation of the GZ  curve disappear, as already noted 
previously. Moreover we can assume a 9th degree polynomial to be sufficient to guarantee a 
reasonable fit of the restoring lever curve up to not too large heeling angles. Using these last two 
assumptions the righting lever surface in waves can be simplified as follows: 
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 (2.31)
 
Substitution of (2.31) and (2.30) in (2.28) leads to the following differential equation: 
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Equation (2.32) can be recast in nondimensional form using the following transformation of 
variables: 
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Finally, the nondimensional equation of motion has the following expression: 
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where the prime symbol denotes derivation with respect to the nondimensional time variable τ . 
2.3.2 Averaged amplitude/phase equations 
Equation (2.34) (or, it is equivalent, (2.32)) can be easily integrated to obtain a simulated roll 
motion time history. In this paragraph an approximate autonomous system is derived starting from a 
simplification of equation (2.34) and using the averaging technique [20][21][22][23]. The target is 
to move from a time domain to a frequency domain analysis of the roll response curve. The basic 
hypothesis is that roll is excited in the first parametric resonance zone, i.e. 
 
102 γ⋅≈Λ  (2.35)
 
and that roll motion exhibits a symmetric 2nd order subharmonic response. This meaning that the 
oscillation frequency of the response is supposed to be one half of the encounter frequency and, 
thus, the roll occurs at a frequency close to the natural frequency of the ship in waves. 10γ  is the 
mean value of the metacentric height in waves divided by the still water metacentric height. In the 
case of  010 <γ  the upright position is “unstable on average” and becomes a saddle point. Two 
competitors attractors could arise and, basically, the system is pushed off from the upright condition 
and tends to oscillates around one of the two stable equilibrium points depending on the initial 
condition if the parametric excitation is small. If the parametric excitation is large, the system can 
oscillate on an orbit, in the phase plane, that contains both the equilibrium points and the saddle 
upright condition. This very particular behaviour is not explicitly considered in this work and thus 
the normalized value 10γ  of the mean metacentric height is request to be positive, i.e. 010 >γ : this 
means somewhat like that the ship, in waves, must be “statically stable on average”.  Moreover, if 
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the value of 10γ  is negative and sufficiently large there are no stable equilibrium points around 
which the system can oscillate for small values of the parametric excitation, thus the ship capsizes.  
On the basis of the hypothesis that the system is excited in the region of the first parametric 
resonance, the harmonic components having order greater than one in the expression of the 
restoring arm fluctuation ( ) are supposed to have a negligible effect on the roll response 
[24][25]. 
2≥n
The model to be analysed, finally, becomes: 
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The following ( ) ( ψφφ   phaseA, amplitude' velocity roll, roll →  transformation is performed in 
order to obtain the system in Lagrange standard form for averaging [21][22][23]: 
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After substitution of (2.37) into (2.36) the following system of two first order differential equations 
governing the time evolution of the amplitude ( )τA  and the phase ( )τψ  are obtained: 
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(2.38)
 
It is worth noting that the system (2.38) is equivalent to the second order differential equation (2.36) 
because only a transformation of variables has been performed. 
The next step of the calculation is the application of the averaging technique to the system (2.38) 
[20][21][22][23]. ( )τA  and ( )τψ  are supposed slowly varying functions of the nondimensional time 
τ , thus, in the application of the time averaging operator, they are considered as constants. 
Moreover ( )τA  is chosen to be non-negative, that is, ( ) 0≥τA . After averaging over ],[ πϑπϑ +− , 
and letting 
 
Λ≈ /* ττ  (2.39)
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the following approximate autonomous system is obtained: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]⎪⎪⎩
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It can be seen from (2.40) that  is always a solution of the problem. Bearing in mind this latter 
consideration, and letting , the first equation of the system (2.40) can be divided by . The 
following system is finally obtained: 
0≡A
0>A A
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Expressions for coefficients  and  are reported in paragraph 2.3.7.1. hkM hkB
The final system (2.41) is the basis for the following determination of the non-trivial steady state 
solutions and for the analysis of their stability.  
2.3.3 Steady state solutions 
Steady state (i.e. stationary) solutions are defined in the framework of this search as that class of 
solutions having constant amplitude  and phase A ψ . From the system (2.41) such solutions can be 
easily obtained by letting the time derivatives to be zero. Recalling that, by assumption, , the 
following system is obtained for the determination of the steady states: 
0>A
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )⎩⎨
⎧
Λ=⋅+⋅
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That can be recast in matrix form as follows: 
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Assuming M  is full rank, the system (2.43) can be formally solved, leading to 
 
BMy ⋅= −1  (2.44)
 
From the definition of y  the following equalities hold: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
2
1222
2
1sincos BMy ⋅==+= −ψψ  (2.45)
 
Where 
2
⋅  indicates the usual two dimensional Euclidean norm. The last equality in (2.45) leads, 
finally, to the following equation involving the coefficients of the matrix M : 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 0211212111221121122221122211 =−+−−− BMBMBMBMMMMM  (2.46)
 
Expanding equation (2.46) and collecting coefficients of the same powers of , a polynomial 
having degree 32, whose roots are the steady state amplitudes, can be written as 
A
 
( )∑
=
=⋅Λ
32
0
0
h
h
h AP  (2.47)
 
Expressions for coefficients  are reported paragraph 2.3.7.2. hP
Only positive real roots of the polynomial (2.47) are considered meaningful due to the assumption 
 done during the previous analytical calculation. For each steady state amplitude, the 
corresponding phase 
0>A
ψ  can be obtained by using (2.44). 
2.3.4 Stability of non-trivial solutions 
In order to assess the stability properties of the non-trivial steady state solutions the Routh-Hurwitz 
criterion is used [20][22], based on the analysis of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the 
system (2.41). 
The nonlinear averaged system (2.41) is linearised in the vicinity of the steady state solution under 
analysis, and the real parts of both the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are requested to be 
negative for the stability of the steady state solution.  
Let, then, ( )00 , Aψ  be a solution of (2.42). The following small perturbations are considered: 
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From a Taylor expansion of (2.41) the following linearised system is obtained, describing the 
behaviour of ( )*τa  and ( )*τp : 
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Because ( 00 , A )ψ  is an equilibrium solution of the original system (2.41), it follows: 
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Thus, finally, from (2.49) and (2.50), we have 
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This is a linear system of two first order differential equations whose solutions are known to be of 
the form 
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and jλ  are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix ( ) . In order to be Λ,, 00 AJ ψ )( 00 , Aψ  a stable 
solution, the real parts of the eigenvalues must be negative, that is: 
 { } 1,2j  0Re =<jλ  (2.53)
 
Being the Jacobian matrix coefficients real, condition (2.53) can be substituted by the following 
relations regarding the determinant and the trace of the Jacobian matrix: 
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Using the last relations, the evaluation of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix can be substituted 
by the much simpler evaluation of the determinant and the trace of the same matrix (this is basically 
the Routh-Hurwitz method). 
Expressions for the coefficients of the Jacobian matrix are reported in paragraph 2.3.7.6. 
2.3.5 Stability of the trivial solution (upright position) 
The procedure reported in the above paragraphs is based on the assumption that positive amplitudes 
of roll are of concern, and cannot be used for 0=A . In order to assess the stability of the upright 
condition, the linear part of the motion equation (2.34) can be used. Let  being a small 
perturbation of the upright condition 
( )tf
0≡φ . Substituting ( )tf  in (2.34) and retaining only linear 
terms due to the fact that  is supposed to be small, leads to the following differential equation 
governing the evolution of the perturbation: 
( )tf
 ( ) ( )[ ] 0sincos'2'' 111110 =⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+ ffff sc ηγηγγν  (2.55)
 
This last equation can be recognised as a Mathieu equation. Let now  
 
( ) ( )21121111 sch γγ +=  (2.56)
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Using harmonic balance technique, it can be shown that the threshold for  is approximated by 
the following expression: 
11h
 
( )2
22
10lim,11 4
2 Λ⋅+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Λ−⋅= νγh  (2.57)
 
Finally, the stability of the upright condition can be assessed: 
 
lim,1111    stable is  0 hh <⇔≡φ  (2.58)
2.3.6 Numerical implementation 
The analytical method proposed in this section has been implemented as a module of the software 
developed for the analysis of the parametric roll motion in longitudinal regular waves. The 
following steps are needed for the evaluation of the response curve using the frequency domain 
approach: 
1) Estimation of damping parameters, natural frequency and mechanical characteristics of the 
ship; 
2) Selection of a particular wave length and wave height; 
3) Calculation of the restoring arm surface in waves using an hydrostatic software; 
4) Fitting of the analytical GZ  surface in order to obtain coefficients ; (..)jnQ
5) Selection of the ship speed range to be analysed close to the first parametric resonance 
region; 
6) Calculation of the polynomial coefficients  ; hP
7) Search of roots of (2.47) and discarding of meaningless solutions. The root searching has 
been carried out using the function ROOTS in MatLab®, however several other algorithms 
can be found (e.g. [26]); 
8) Calculation of corresponding phases according to (2.44); 
Due to the assumptions made in the approximate analytical calculation, the approximate response 
curve is assumed to give sufficiently reliable results in the following range of parameters: 
 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ <<
<Λ<
max
10
0
5.2/5.1
φ
γ
A
 (2.59)
 
being maxφ the maximum heeling angle up to which the polynomial fitting of the GZ  curve is 
performed [24][25]. The first equation in (2.59) takes into account the fact that, while the tuning 
ratio  is calculated, from (2.33), using the natural frequency Λ 0ω  in still water, the actual natural 
frequency in waves has to be modified according to the variation of the mean metacentric height in 
waves. The variation of the natural frequency is represented by the coefficient 10γ , as can be seen 
from (2.33). Finally, it should be noted that the boundaries 1.5 and 2.5 are given only as an 
indication. 
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2.3.7 Expressions for the coefficients to be used in the frequency domain 
approach 
The following paragraphs report explicit expressions for the coefficients needed in the 
implementation of the approximate solution given by  (2.47). Reference is made to the analytical 
model in the form (2.36). 
2.3.7.1 Coefficients  and  ijM ijB
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2.3.7.2 Coefficients  hP
Each coefficient  is given by: hP
 ( ) 32,...,0    =+−= hGGGP chbhahh  (2.61) 
 
In the following, expressions for coefficients  are given: ahG
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The same expressions are to be used for coefficients  and  provided that coefficients  are 
substituted by coefficients  and  respectively. All the coefficients ,  and  are given in 
the following sections. 
bhG chG ka
kb kc ka kb kc
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2.3.7.3 Coefficients  16,...,0   =kak
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2.3.7.4 Coefficients  16,...,0   =kbk
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2.3.7.5 Coefficients  16,...,0   =kck
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2.3.7.6 Coefficients of the Jacobian matrix 
The Jacobian matrix is 
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Partial derivatives of the  and  coefficients are given by the following expressions: ijM ijB
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3 Comparison with experimental results in regular sea 
This chapter deals with the comparison of the results of experiments on four different ships, and the 
predictions obtained by the methodology proposed in Chapter 2. After an initial introduction and 
the description of the experimental set-up, each ship is presented, showing the bodyplan, the 
damping model used in the numerical/analytical predictions and the experimental results 
superimposed to the predicted response curves using Fix and Free Trim calculations. For each ship 
some comments are reported, and the chapter closes with a series of remarks. 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the nonlinear modelling introduced in Chapter 2 is used to predict the parametrically 
excited roll motion in longitudinal regular sea of several ships for which experimental results are 
available. Four models have been used in this comparison, that will be better described in the 
following, namely: 
- CT1: a destroyer at scale 1:50 having a length between perpendiculars  at full 
scale; 
126.6BPL m=
- FR1: a frigate at scale 1:50 having a length between perpendiculars  at full 
scale; 
120BPL = m
- ITACA: a RoRo at scale 1:30 having length between perpendiculars  at full 
scale; 
52.55BPL m=
- TR2: a RoRo at scale 1:50 having length between perpendiculars  at full 
scale; 
132.22BPL m=
The experimental results for the destroyer and the frigate were available from a previous test 
campaign [1] carried out at the towing tank of the Department of Naval Architecture, Ocean and 
Environmental Engineering (DINMA) of the University of Trieste.  
For the RoRo TR2 a series of test carried out at DINMA were already available from the same 
source [1]. Additional experiments have been carried out on the same model at the model basin of 
INSEAN in Rome during the development of this work, in order to compare the results of the tests 
carried out at DINMA with those performed at INSEAN to assess the influence of the limited 
dimension of the DINMA's towing tank [2]. 
Tests on the model of the ship ITACA have been performed at DINMA in the framework of the 
present work to assess the influence of bilge keels in the reduction of roll motion amplitude. The 
same model has been used for tests in regular beam sea [3] and for assessing the (seemingly 
limited) accuracy of empirical methods for roll damping prediction [4]. 
As it will be shown later, the tests carried out on TR2 and ITACA during this work have 
qualitatively confirmed the theoretical prediction of presence of coexisting multiple steady state 
solutions for the roll motion equation, as obtained from the proposed analytical nonlinear 
modelling. 
For all the models, damping parameter as a function of speed have been obtained from fairing of 
data obtained from sallying experiments with forward speed by using classical methodologies for 
the analysis of roll decays [5][6]. In the particular case of FR1, some uncertainty in the fairing 
process was found at slow speeds, and thus the nonlinear damping  in the range of speed below a 
Froude number of 0.145 has been tuned by using, as a guide, the experimental and theoretical 
results of parametric roll amplitudes. In the case of CT1 a large scattering was found for the 
nonlinear cubic damping coefficient as a function of the speed: for this reason a constant mean 
value for such coefficient has been used. It is to be noted that the experimental set-up (mainly the 
towing elastic ropes) and the limited breath of the DINMA towing tank could have had a non-
negligible and not easily quantifiable influence on the roll behaviour, as already pointed out in [1]. 
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The main target of this chapter is to try to understand if the proposed frequency domain 
methodology can be used as a preliminary tool for assessing whether  the ship is prone to suffer 
large amplitude motions in regular longitudinal sea. It is to be underlined that the following 
numerical predictions are based on a 9th degree polynomial fitting of the righting arm curve for each 
wave position, and this is an inherent limit of the frequency domain method when the shape of the 
curve is too complicated or when the fitting is performed up to very large heeling angles. In 
addition, as it will be discussed in Chapter 5, the analytical frequency domain response curve does 
not coincide exactly with the numerically obtained response curve from time domain simulations, 
due to the approximate nature of the frequency domain approach. Especially in the region of small 
tuning ratio (occurring towards low speeds or speeds in following sea) close to the limit of stability, 
the agreement  between numerical results and analytical predictions is not as good as in the case of 
high speeds. Disagreements between predictions and experimental results are then to be analysed 
bearing in mind these two main limitations of the frequency domain method.  
3.2 Experimental Set-Up 
All tests, both those carried out in this work and those carried out in previous campaigns, have been 
performed with basically the same experimental set-up. 
The model was connect to the towing carriage by means of elastic ropes connected at the bow and 
at the stern slightly above waterplane level. The elastic ropes were then connected to the towing 
carriage by means of four vertical rigid bars, in order to keep the elastic ropes horizontal. The scope 
of this type of connection is to help in keeping the course and speed of the model, reducing yaw and 
surge motion, without exerting, hopefully, a too strong interference with heave, pitch and roll 
motion. A discussion on this set-up is reported in [1]. Figure 3.1 shows the connection of TR2 to the 
guides by means of elastic ropes at stern and bow, while Figure 3.2 reports a whole picture of the 
TR2 rolling at INSEAN model basin. Figure 3.3 shows the experimental set-up for the ship ITACA. 
Free running tests, although more adherent to the reality [7], suffers from a series of shortcomings: 
- They are much more expensive and difficult: the propulsion and control systems must be 
fitted. 
- For the previous reason they are much more time consuming because of the time needed to 
fit the model. 
- To avoid scale effect in the propulsion, the model should be larger than the models tested in 
this work: this increases the costs of the test campaign. 
- Due to the speed loss in waves there is the need to record the instantaneous ship position 
along the tank in order to determine the instantaneous encounter frequency: with the 
experimental set-up  based on elastic-ropes the ship speed is basically kept almost constant 
(with limited surge) and equal to the carriage speed (that is known with high accuracy). 
- Moments in the roll DOF due to the effect of rudder should be modelled as an external time 
dependent forcing, the time history of which depends on the time history of the rudder 
angle, that should then be recorder as an additional variable. Such a type of forcing would 
lead the analytical modelling and the steady state analysis extremely much more 
complicated, and the results would be dependent on the modelling of the rudder control. 
Roll motion has been measured by means of a gyroscopic measurement system for the experiments 
carried out at DINMA where the roll angular velocity is given by the measuring system, and the roll 
angle is obtained from time integration with appropriate initial conditions. 
The Krypton [8] position measurement system has been used at INSEAN. This system is 
particularly interesting because it allows for the instantaneous measuring of all the 6-DOF of the 
ship in terms of linear displacements and Euler's angles in an almost completely non-intrusive way. 
The position of the rigid body is indeed determined by three cameras carried on-board of the towing 
carriage: these cameras trace the position of three infrared LEDs rigidly connected to the model. By 
determination of the instantaneous position of the three reference leds, and by the knowledge of the 
carriage speed, the 6DOF of the ship can be obtained. As result of such measurement system, a 
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massive interesting quantity of data is easily made available even in the case of relatively simple 
experiments like those reported in this work: in particular, correlations between different DOF can 
be analysed.  
 
   
Figure 3.1 Connection of TR2 to the guides by means of elastic ropes: stern (left) and bow (right). Experiments at 
INSEAN. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: TR2 rolling in waves while attached to the towing carriage (INSEAN experiments). 
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Figure 3.3: Experimental set-up for experimental tests carried out at DINMA on the ship ITACA. 
3.3 Experimental results and comparisons 
3.3.1 Analytical model 
In all the following comparison, the analytical model used is  
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where damping parameters and natural frequency are assumed to be, in general, speed dependent. 
The set of coefficients ( )...jnQ  are obtained by least square fitting of GZ  surface obtained by means of 
standard hydrostatic calculations: non-hydrostatic behaviour (often referred as Smith effect) has 
been neglected. The response curves are obtained by applying the analytical frequency domain 
methodology presented in Chapter 2 with a 9th polynomial degree.  
3.3.2 Destroyer CT1 
3.3.2.1 Bodyplan and main particulars 
In Figure 3.4 the transversal view of the destroyer CT1 is shown and the main particulars are 
reported in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.4: Bodyplan of the destroyer CT1. 
 
Table 3.1: Main particulars of the destroyer CT1. 
Hull  Destroyer CT1 DINMA C83-227 
Length between 
perpendiculars  BPL
[m] 126.6 
Breadth B  [m] 13.65 
Draught T  [m] 3.985 
Hull volume ∇  [m3] 3313 
Longitudinal position of the 
centre of buoyancy from 
mid perpendicular Bx  
[m] -1.055 
Vertical position of centre 
of buoyancy KB  
[m] 2.392 
Vertical position of 
metacentre KM  
[m] 6.550 
Vertical position of centre 
of mass KG  
[m] 5.800 
Metacentric height GM  [m] 0.750 
Horizontal position of the 
centre of mass from mid 
perpendicular Gx  
[m] -1.055 
Model scale  1:50 
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3.3.2.2 Experiments and comparisons 
The set of available experimental conditions for CT1 is reported in Table 3.2, while Figure 3.5 
shows the parameters used in the numerical predictions regarding damping and natural frequency. 
 
Table 3.2: Experimental conditions for the destroyer CT1. 
Destroyer CT1 
Wave length 
Wλ  [m] 
Wave height 
WH  [m] 
Wave steepness 
W W Ws H λ=  
Wave length ratio 
W BPLλ  
126.6 1.266 1/100 1.000 
126.6 2.532 1/50 1.000 
126.6 4.220 1/30 1.000 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Natural frequency/damping model used for CT1. 
 
The decreasing of the nondimensional cubic damping as a function of the Froude number is due to 
the assumption of constant dimensional cubic damping parameter together with the decreasing of 
the natural frequency as the forward ship speed increases. 
In Figure 3.6 to Figure 3.8 experimental results are compared with the predictions. 
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Figure 3.6: Experimental results and prediction for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
100W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Experimental results and prediction for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Experimental results and prediction for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
30W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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3.3.2.3 Comments 
By comparing experiments and predictions, it can be seen that, in general, the agreement is not very 
good, with the exception of the case 1W
BPL
λ =  with 1
100W
s =  and Fix Trim method. The Free Trim 
approach in all cases underestimates the amplitude of motion and the range of speeds where 
instability of the upright position is observed. On the other hand the Fix Trim methodology is able 
to reasonably  predict the amplitudes of roll in terms of peak, even if the description of the shape of 
the response curve is not satisfactory. 
Such a large difference between Fix Trim and Free Trim approach is due to the large difference in 
the obtained fluctuations of the restoring moment by the two methods. As a measure of comparison, 
the metacentric height GM  calculated according to the two methods is reported in Figure 3.9 to 
Figure 3.11 as a function of the wave crest position along the ship for the three tested steepnesses. 
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Figure 3.9: Calculated  GM  variation for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
100W
s = .  
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Figure 3.10: Calculated  GM  variation for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = .  
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Figure 3.11: Calculated  GM  variation for CT1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
30W
s = .  
 
Apart from the large difference in the magnitude of the amplitude of the GM  fluctuation among the 
two methods, it is important to notice the difference in the phase of the fluctuations between the two 
methodologies: such difference is reflected in the phase angle of the response as predicted by the 
analytical approach. In addition, it is to be underlined that the conditions of maximum/minimum 
GM  occur far from the conditions trough/crest amidship, usually considered as reference 
conditions. 
A final main observation is that the Fix Trim calculation is, in general, conservative with respect to 
the Free Trim approach: this is an important point to bear in mind when considering the present 
requirement in the IMO Intact Stability Code [9] to carry out static calculations according to a Free 
Trim method. Although this latter requirement is absolutely physically sound for calm water 
calculations, it could be on the "unsafe" side when quasi-static approaches are used, as in this case, 
to model dynamical phenomena. 
3.3.3 Frigate FR1 
3.3.3.1 Bodyplan and main particulars 
The bodyplan of the frigate FR1 is shown in Figure 3.12, and main particulars of the ship are given 
in Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.12: Bodyplan of the frigate FR1. 
 
Table 3.3: Main particulars of the frigate FR1. 
Hull  Frigate FR1 DINMA C84-236
Length between 
perpendiculars  BPL
[m] 120.00 
Breadth B  [m] 14.25 
Draught T  [m] 4.060 
Hull volume ∇  [m3] 3225 
Longitudinal position of the 
centre of buoyancy from 
mid perpendicular Bx  
[m] -1.293 
Vertical position of centre 
of buoyancy KB  
[m] 2.480 
Vertical position of 
metacentre KM  
[m] 7.216 
Vertical position of centre 
of mass KG  
[m] 6.557 
Metacentric height GM  [m] 0.659 
Horizontal position of the 
centre of mass from mid 
perpendicular Gx  
[m] -1.293 
Model scale  1:50 
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3.3.3.2 Experiments and comparisons 
The set of available experimental conditions for FR1 is reported in Table 3.4, while Figure 3.13 
shows the parameters used in the numerical predictions for damping and natural frequency. 
Experiments and predictions for FR1 are compared in Figure 3.14 to Figure 3.17. 
 
Table 3.4: Experimental conditions for the frigate FR1. 
Frigate FR1 
Wave length 
Wλ  [m] 
Wave height 
WH  [m] 
Wave steepness 
W W Ws H λ=  
Wave length ratio 
W BPLλ  
120 1.200 1/100 1.000 
120 2.400 1/50 1.000 
120 3.000 1/40 1.000 
120 4.000 1/30 1.000 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Natural frequency/damping model used for FR1. 
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Figure 3.14: Experimental results and prediction for FR1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
100W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Experimental results and prediction for FR1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.16: Experimental results and prediction for FR1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
40W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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Figure 3.17: Experimental results and prediction for FR1 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
30W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
3.3.3.3 Comments 
From the comparison between experimental results and predictions it can be seen that the Free Trim 
approach always underestimate the rolling amplitude. On the other hand the predictions carried out 
by using the Fix Trim method are amazingly good considering the bunch of simplifications used in 
the development of the analytical model: for all the four values of wave steepness the agreement is 
very good in both the shape and the position (in terms of ranges of speeds) of the response curve. In 
Figure 3.14 a series of experimental non-zero amplitudes are present in a region where upright 
position should be stable according to the analytical prediction: although such responses could be 
due to wave reflection and/or experimental inaccuracies, even increased parametric excitations due 
to vertical motions resonance cannot be a-priori discarded, and thus additional investigations should 
be performed. 
Particular attention deserves the case 1W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s =  (Figure 3.15) at zero speed. As can be 
seen by the Fix Trim prediction, a marked discontinuity in the response curve occurs at this point, 
that is due to the bow/stern asymmetry of the ship: the analytical model predicts a considerable 
difference in the roll response if the ship is positioned at zero speed with waves travelling from bow 
to stern (about 28deg) in comparison with the case of waves travelling from stern to bow (about 
42deg). Available tests were carried out before the development of the methodology proposed in 
this work, and thus experiments did not addressed this particular possible feature of the system. It is 
to be noted, however, that such discontinuity at zero speed is always present, because it is an 
inherent characteristic of the modelling, but in the case of Figure 3.15 it is particularly evident. 
A final comment addresses the problem of damping determination: from sallying experiments a 
moderate scattering was found, for damping parameters, in the region of low speeds (below about 
): for this reason the value of the cubic damping coefficient was chosen using, as guides, 
both the mean value of the experimental damping coefficient as obtained from experiments for 
 and the agreement of simulations with parametric roll experimental results. Especially 
when nonlinear damping is modelled used a cubic term, relatively small variations of cubic 
damping coefficients can lead to quite large variations of the response curve at large amplitudes, 
where the nonlinear effects dominate. On the other hand, even quite large variations of nonlinear 
damping, have a relatively small influence on the response curve at moderate rolling amplitudes, 
provided the tuning condition is far from the 2
0.15Fn =
0.15Fn <
nd order sub-harmonic nonlinear resonance. 
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3.3.4 RoRo ITACA 
3.3.4.1 Bodyplan and main particulars 
The bodyplan of the RoRo ITACA is shown in Figure 3.18. The model has been tested in two 
conditions: 
- bare hull ("BH"), and... 
- ...with a pair of bilge keels ("BK") 
The main particulars of the ship are given in Table 3.5. In the same table the main data of the bilge 
keels are reported. 
 
 
Figure 3.18: Bodyplan of the RoRo ITACA. 
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Table 3.5: Main particulars of the RoRo ITACA. 
Hull  RoRo ITACA DINMA C84-234 
Length between perpendiculars  BPL [m] 52.55 
Breadth B  [m] 10.00 
Draught T  [m] 2.100 
Hull volume ∇  [m3] 569 
Longitudinal position of the centre of 
buoyancy from mid perpendicular Bx  
[m] -0.232 
Vertical position of centre of buoyancy KB  [m] 1.222 
Vertical position of metacentre KM  [m] 5.615 
Vertical position of centre of mass KG  [m] 4.558 
Metacentric height GM  [m] 1.057 
Horizontal position of the centre of mass 
from mid perpendicular Gx  
[m] -0.232 
Station where bilge keels start (0 at AP/20 at 
FP)  5 
Station where bilge keels stop (0 at AP/20 at 
FP)  12.2 
Longitudinal extension of bilge keels [m] 18.2 
Mean span of each bilge keel [m] 0.225 
Area ratio of bilge keels ( )2bk BPA L B⋅  1.6% 
Model scale  1:30 
  
3.3.4.2 Experiments and comparisons 
The set of conditions tested for ITACA is reported in Table 3.6, while Figure 3.19 shows the 
parameters used in the numerical predictions for damping and natural frequency in both bare hull 
condition and with the model fitted with the pair of bilge keels. 
Experiments and predictions for ITACA are compare in Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21. 
 
Table 3.6: Experimental conditions for the RoRo ITACA. 
RoRo ITACA – Both BH and BK conditions 
Wave length 
Wλ  [m] 
Wave height 
WH  [m] 
Wave steepness 
W W Ws H λ=  
Wave length ratio 
W BPLλ  
52.55 1.051 1/50 1.000 
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Figure 3.19: Natural frequency/damping model used for ITACA. 
 
 
Figure 3.20: Experimental results and prediction for ITACA-BH - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  
surface according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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Figure 3.21: Experimental results and prediction for ITACA-BK - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  
surface according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
3.3.4.3 Comments 
The comparison between predictions and experimental results shows a quite good agreement for 
both the Fix Trim and the Free Trim approach. The Fix Trim calculation shows a very good 
agreement in the high speeds region, while the Free Trim calculation seems to better fit the 
experimental behaviour at low speeds, even if more qualitatively than quantitatively. The general 
agreement could be considered, globally, as satisfactory. 
In particular it is important underlining the capability of the analytical method to disclose the 
possible presence of multiple steady state stable solutions. 
In the case of bare hull both the Fix Trim and Free Trim approaches predict the coexistence of a 
stable upright position, a stable limit cycle of large amplitude and another unstable limit cycle 
having smaller amplitude in a range of speeds below the pitchfork bifurcation after which the 
upright position becomes unstable. In the case of Free Trim the predicted pitchfork bifurcation is of 
the unstable type, whereas it is of the stable type in the Fix Trim prediction (this leading to a limited 
additional range of speeds with two non-zero amplitude stable solutions together with an unstable 
upright position and an unstable solution having intermediate amplitude between the two stable 
limit cycles). The predicted presence of the stable upright position together with the large amplitude 
limit cycle has been confirmed experimentally as can be seen from the experimental time series 
reported in Figure 3.22. The ship speed reported in the figure is the nominal speed of the carriage: 
the actual speeds reported in the previous figures have been estimated, instead, from the actual 
measured roll frequency by assuming a 2nd order sub-harmonic regime and a linear dispersion 
relationship correlating wave frequency and wave length. 
In the case of bilge keels fitting, due to the increasing of the nonlinear damping, the region of 
coexistence of a stable upright position and a stable limit cycle is largely reduced: however the Free 
Trim approach predicts a limited region of speeds where two stable non-zero amplitude motions 
coexist, in a way almost identical to that discussed for the Fix Trim calculation in bare hull 
condition. For the hull fitted with bilge keels the presence of this type of nonlinear feature has been 
experimentally confirmed as beautifully shown in Figure 3.23: although the position of this region 
of bi-stability, in terms of speed, is not very well predicted by the analytical methodology, the 
qualitative indication given by the proposed method has been confirmed. In the best author's 
knowledge this is the first time that a bi-stability of two non-trivial solutions in progressive regular 
waves is described for the parametrically excited roll motion. In the past Oh et al. [10] showed a 
similar behaviour  theoretically and experimentally by using standing waves. 
As a concluding comment, it can be seen that the fitting of the bilge keels did not solved the 
problem of parametric roll: 
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- The instability range of speeds, being related to the linear damping, is only marginally 
affected by the fitting of bilge keels (that slightly increased the linear damping term) 
especially if, as in the case under analysis, the parametric excitation is large. 
- The amplitudes above threshold have been reduced in the region of the peak, thanks to the 
increased nonlinear damping, in a way that is similar to the case of beam sea (as described in 
[11]). However, this large mitigating effect is present only in a region where the domains of 
attraction of the resonant solution were already quite limited in bare hull condition and the 
effect is basically to make disappearing the resonant stable and unstable solutions coexisting 
with the stable upright position at reduced speeds in head sea. In the range of speeds where 
the non-trivial resonant solution is the only one to be stable (between the two limiting 
pitchfork bifurcations), the reduction effect of bilge keels is not so evident. It is to be said, 
however, that the small dimension of the bilge keels (a span of about 7.5mm at model scale) 
poses some question regarding the possibility of occurrence of scale effects leading to a 
reduction in the damping effect of the bilge keels due to a too thick boundary layer at model 
scale. 
 
 
Figure 3.22: Experimental time series showing the presence of a stable upright position together with a stable large 
amplitude sub-harmonically resonant roll motion for ITACA in bare hull condition. The reported speed is the nominal 
speed of the carriage. 
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Figure 3.23: Experimental time series showing the presence of two stable non-zero amplitude solutions for the sub-
harmonically resonant roll motion. ITACA fitted with bilge keels. The reported speed is the nominal speed of the 
carriage. 
 
3.3.5 RoRo TR2 
3.3.5.1 Bodyplan and main particulars 
Figure 3.24 shows the bodyplan of the RoRo TR2, and main particulars of the ship are reported in 
Table 3.7. 
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Figure 3.24: Bodyplan of the RoRo TR2. 
 
Table 3.7: Main particulars of the RoRo TR2. 
Hull  
RoRo TR2 
DINMA C73-97 
INSEAN 2463 
Length between perpendiculars  BPL [m] 132.22 
Breadth B  [m] 19.00 
Draught T  [m] 5.875 
Hull volume ∇  [m3] 7714 
Longitudinal position of the centre 
of buoyancy from mid perpendicular 
Bx  
[m] -0.464 
Vertical position of centre of 
buoyancy KB  
[m] 3.378 
Vertical position of metacentre KM  [m] 9.525 
Vertical position of centre of mass 
KG  
[m] 8.660 
Metacentric height GM  [m] 0.865 
Horizontal position of the centre of 
mass from mid perpendicular Gx  
[m] -0.464 
Model scale  1:50 
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3.3.5.2 Experiments and comparisons 
The set of available experimental conditions is reported in Table 3.8. Figure 3.25 shows the 
damping model used in the numerical predictions.  
 
Table 3.8: Experimental conditions for the RoRo TR2. 
RoRo TR2 
Wave length 
Wλ  [m] 
Wave height 
WH  [m] 
Wave steepness 
W W Ws H λ=  
Wave length ratio 
W BPLλ  
99.2 2.652 1/37.4 0.750 
99.2 1.984 1/50 0.750 
123.2 4.107 1/30 0.932 
123.2 2.464 1/50 0.932 
132.22 4.407 1/30 1.000 
132.22 2.644 1/50 1.000 
132.22 1.322 1/100 1.000 
132.22 0.661 1/200 1.000 
132.22 0.441 1/300 1.000 
132.22 0.331 1/400 1.000 
165.3 3.306 1/50 1.250 
165.3 2.624 1/63 1.250 
 
 
Figure 3.25: Natural frequency/damping model used for TR2. 
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Figure 3.26: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 0.750W
BPL
λ =  and 1
37.4W
s = . Calculation of GZ  
surface according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.27: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 0.750W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.28: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 0.932W
BPL
λ =  and 1
30W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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Figure 3.29: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 0.932W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.30: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
30W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.31: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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Figure 3.32: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
100W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.33: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
200W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
Figure 3.34: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
300W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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Figure 3.35: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
400W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
Figure 3.36: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.250W
BPL
λ =  and 1
50W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.37: Experimental results and prediction for TR2 - 1.250W
BPL
λ =  and 1
63W
s = . Calculation of GZ  surface 
according to Free Trim method on the left, and Fix Trim method on the right. 
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3.3.5.3 Comments 
Looking at the large number of conditions for which experimental results are available, it can be 
seen that the RoRo TR2 is the model that has most extensively tested among the presented ships. 
The first comment addresses the differences between experimental results obtained from tests 
carried out in the past at DINMA, and those performed at INSEAN during the development of this 
work. Figure 3.31 shows a limited disagreement between INSEAN's and DINMA's results in the 
region of head sea. On the other hand, in the following sea condition, data obtained at DINMA 
show remarkably larger rolling amplitudes. This difference is likely to be due to the effect of the 
limited dimensions of the basin at DINMA, that, in following sea, lead to short experimental time 
series prone to be influenced by reflected waves in longitudinal and transversal direction. The good 
agreement in the head sea case is confirmed by Figure 3.32. 
By a global analysis of  Figure 3.26 to Figure 3.37, it seems that for TR2, the Free Trim calculations 
better reproduce the results from experiments. In the cases for which 0.750W
BPL
λ = , a general 
overestimation of experimental results is observed. The differences could be mainly due to: 
- Inaccuracies in the experiments. 
- Effects of diffraction (more important for shorter waves). 
- Increased influence of non-hydrostatic behaviour  for pressure under the wave (all 
calculations for GZ surface are performed hydrostatically). 
- Effects of coupling with pitch and heave (change of relative phases between wave and 
vertical motions influences the phase and the amplitude of the fluctuations of the restoring 
moment). 
In the particular case of Figure 3.26, the range of speeds where upright position becomes unstable 
seems to be predicted with relatively good accuracy by the Free Trim calculations. For the case in 
Figure 3.27 the limited number of experiments prevents any conclusion. 
In the case of longer waves having 0.932W
BPL
λ = , an extremely good prediction is noticed in Figure 
3.28 for both Fix and Free Trim calculation methods. For the smaller wave in Figure 3.29, although 
the peak of roll is predicted with sufficient accuracy, the global response curve is not very well 
reproduced. By comparing experiments and Free Trim prediction, the shape of the response curve 
seems to be quite well reproduced, but the range of speeds seems to be shifted, for the numerical 
calculations, towards the higher speeds. This behaviour is qualitatively equivalent to an 
overestimation, in the numerical calculations,  of the natural roll frequency: smaller roll frequencies 
shift the instability region to the left, i.e., towards smaller speeds (accounting for the sign in 
following sea). The shift in terms of speed is anyway limited: of the order of 1m/s corresponding to 
about 2knots. 
Focussing now the attention on the cases 1.000W
BPL
λ =  reported from Figure 3.30 to Figure 3.35, an 
extremely good agreement is observed in Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31 for the Free Trim predictions, 
that agrees very well with experiments in both the range of instability of the upright position and 
regarding the amplitude above threshold, even if, in general, a systematic overestimation of the 
instability  region is observed for all the cases. In the case of Figure 3.31 the overestimation of the 
amplitude at the peak of the response curve is a result of the assumed modelling for damping in 
Figure 3.25: additional nonlinear damping would have reduced such peak showing a much better 
agreement, without basically modifying the remaining part of the response curve (the influence of 
damping on the roll response curve has been investigated in [11]). In Figure 3.32 a sort of shifting 
of the response curve seems again to be present, even if the predicted region of coexistence of a 
stable upright position together with a stable large amplitude resonant solution has been confirmed 
experimentally as it will be better discussed below. Figure 3.33 to Figure 3.35 seem to confirm the 
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shift of the response curve, but the limited number of experimental results for each condition does 
not allow to draw any final conclusion. 
Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37 report the comparisons in the case 1.250W
BPL
λ = , showing again a better 
agreement for the Free Trim calculations. In Figure 3.36 the maximum rolling amplitude is well 
predicted, whereas the shape of the experimental response curve is quite different from the shape of 
the numerical response curve. It is however to be pointed out the complexity of the experimental 
response curve showing two peaks. This complexity is to be observed bearing in mind the complex 
shape of the numerical response curve showing, around the peak, a region of coexistence of two 
large amplitude stable solutions: such a coexistence could have led to experimental results of 
difficult interpretation.  
As anticipated, in the case 1.000W
BPL
λ =  and 1
100W
s =  a series of  runs have been carried out at 
INSEAN to prove the existence of a quite extended region of coexistence of a stable upright 
position and a stable large amplitude motion. As it can be seen from Figure 3.32, such region 
experimentally extends for about  0.8m/s (1.5knots), the condition 0Fn =  being inside this region. 
Figure 3.38 shows the way this coexistence has been observed in practice in the case of zero speed. 
Starting from the upright position, a series of three perturbations of increasing strength have been 
given to the model, after each of which the roll motion decayed to zero, proving the stability of the 
upright position. A fourth stronger perturbation was then given to the model, leading to the escape 
of the system from the attractor of the upright position, and the consequent transient build-up of 
rolling amplitude, until the ship reached a stable steady state of about 26deg of amplitude. A 
subsequent manual stopping of the roll motion of the model led the system to come back to the 
attractor of the solution 0φ = , showing a beating decay similar to those observed at the beginning 
of the record. A final perturbation similar to the previous one (in terms of heeling angle) was then 
given to the model to make it jump again to the attractor of the large amplitude solution after a 
transient showing a rate of increasing of the rolling amplitude similar to that observed in the 
previous jump.  
 
 
Figure 3.38: Experimental time series showing the presence of a stable upright position together with a stable large 
amplitude sub-harmonically resonant roll motion for TR2. 
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Finally, the comparisons for TR2 show a better agreement for the Free Trim calculations. Although 
the number of experiments is in general very large, such experiments do not always allow to have a 
complete picture for the response curve, this making quite difficult an objective comparison 
between experiments and numerical predictions. For such cases for which the roll response curve 
has been completely determined a general good agreement has been noticed, even if a sort of 
shifting of the roll response curve in terms of speed has very often been noticed: the reason of this 
shifting is still not clear. The numerically predicted presence of multiple stable steady state 
solutions has been confirmed experimentally. 
3.4 Final Remarks 
In this chapter the proposed approach has been compared with a series of experiments on four 
different ships. Particular attention has been given to the assessment of the actual capability of the 
methodology in predicting the roll response curve and the main bifurcation phenomena. The 
agreement between experimental and numerical response curves has sometimes been unsatisfactory 
(in particular for CT1 and for the shorter wave length for TR2), but in several other cases a 
surprisingly good agreement has been obtained. In general it is not possible to clearly select the best 
methodology among the Fix Trim and Free Trim method, the better performing depending on the 
particular ship. However it can be said that, in general, the Fix Trim calculation is the most 
conservative and, from a safety point of view, is to be preferred. Looking back at the prediction on 
the tested ship using the Fix Trim method, the agreement between the maximum rolling amplitude 
obtained numerically and, when available, experimentally should be considered satisfactory from a 
practical point of view, bearing in mind the relatively limited information needed for carrying out 
the calculations. The most critical data required still remaining the speed dependent damping 
coefficients: although the damping effect far from the nonlinear sub-harmonic resonance peak is 
quite limited, it has an important influence at the peak of the response curve, and too low damping 
values usually lead to the presence of a variety of bifurcations that are likely to be not observable in 
reality. 
Using as a guide the outcomes from the simulations, a series of interesting nonlinear phenomena 
has been observed experimentally confirming the predictions (sometime qualitatively, and 
sometime even quantitatively). In particular it has been experimentally proved the possible 
coexistence of multiple steady state solutions in a way that is similar to the well known multiple 
solutions' region for a ship forced at large rolling angles in regular beam sea. 
On the basis of the available results, the methodology seems to be applicable with practical 
accuracy in the early design stage to assess the propensity of the ship to suffer large amplitude 
motions in longitudinal regular sea, accounting for nonlinear phenomena. Additional accuracy is to 
be sought in more complex tools taking into account the coupling with other motions (mainly heave 
and pitch), the diffraction effects, the non-hydrostatic behaviour of pressures under the wave, the 
effect of active appendages such as the rudder and the active fins, etc. 
As a final comment, it is however to be recalled the particular experimental set-up based on elastic 
guiding ropes attached from the carriage to the model at bow and stern. The influence of such 
connections has not been investigated in this work: for this reason additional experiments are 
advisable in order to obtain more realistic information from self-propelled tests. In addition there is 
still a quite large uncertainty regarding the exact shape of some of the reported response curves, due 
to the limited number of available experiments. In view of this, additional tests should be 
systematically carried out aimed at a better analysis of the performances of the proposed 
methodology. 
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4 Nonlinear characteristics of restoring term 
This chapter addresses the problem of a correct nonlinear description of the restoring term of the 
motion equation, and the consequent effects on the roll response curves regarding the steady roll 
amplitude and the presence of bifurcations. An additional analysis is carried out on the quantitative 
assessment of the contributions to the fluctuation of GZ  induced by harmonic components higher 
than the first one. 
4.1 The right choice of parameters 
The presented modelling in regular wave is based on an analytical approximation of the numerically 
obtained ( ), cGZ xφ  surface: this can basically be considered as a surface response approach, where 
GZ  is the response to the variation of the two free variables: heeling angle φ  and wave crest 
position cx . The analytical expression is based on a mixing of a polynomial approximation of the 
GZ  curve at each wave crest position, together with a Fourier expansion of the polynomial 
coefficients as follows: 
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where, in the case of symmetric ships symmetrically loaded, the coefficients of even powers in the 
polynomial expansion are to be considered as zero. 
While the number of harmonic components  is uniquely determined (by the Nyquist sampling 
theorem) from the number of wave crest positions for which 
hN
GZ  is evaluated, in the polynomial 
fitting two parameters can be freely chosen: the degree of the polynomial  and the maximum 
fitting angle 
pN
max,fitφ  up to which polynomial fitting is performed. These two latter parameters have to 
be judiciously selected bearing in mind the final result we expect, i.e., the roll response curve. Two 
basic rules should be basically followed: 
- max,fitφ  is to be larger than the maximum steady state roll amplitude: this because any 
extrapolation of the polynomial approximation outside the fitting range is meaningless.  
-  is to be sufficiently high to allow a good fitting of the shape of the pN GZ  curve: this 
because the shape of the restoring lever and of its fluctuation has a large influence on the 
resulting response curve. 
Figure 4.1 shows the restoring lever surface calculated using a Fix Trim approach for the ship TR2 
when the wave length is equal to the length between perpendiculars and the wave steepness is 1/50. 
In addition the variation of GM  is reported as a function of the wave crest position along the ship. 
In Figure 4.2 the effect of changing max,fitφ  and  is summarised for the same wave used in the 
previous figure. 
pN
max,fitφ  increases from top to bottom, while  increases from left to right. By 
comparing the actual and the fitted 
pN
GZ  curves, it can be said that the larger max,fitφ , the higher 
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should be the polynomial degree  to allow a good approximation of the shape of the restoring 
lever [1]. 
pN
It is to be recalled that, when the analytical frequency domain approach developed in this work is 
used, the limit of  cannot be exceeded. Such limitation can be overcome by increasing  
in the analytical calculations, by using, perhaps, symbolic calculation tools (e.g. Mathematica
9pN = pN
®
[2] , MapleTM [3] or Mathcad® [4] among others). 
The differences in the representation of the varying GZ  shape induced by different fitting 
parameters direct reflect on the predicted response curves. As an example, Figure 4.3 shows how 
the response curves change by changing the fitting polynomial order  for the ship TR2 and a 
wave having length equal to the length between perpendiculars with a steepness 1/100. Calculations 
have been carried out using a Free Trim method and the maximum fitting angle is 40deg: this latter 
parameter does not affect the linear approximation (
pN
1pN = ) because GM  is obtained by the first 
derivative of GZ  at the origin, and not by direct global fitting. In the case of  it is to be 
underlined that the limitation of the roll response curve is completely due to damping effects, being 
them the only nonlinear contribution to the motion equation. For  nonlinear effects are 
present in the restoring too: the effect on the response curve is a general significant reduction of roll 
motion far from the response peak. At the response peak the damping effect seems still to be 
dominant. The instability region is not affected by the change of the  parameter because 
instability of upright position is obtained only by linear damping and amplitude of the fluctuation of 
the linear part of restoring (i.e. 
1pN =
1pN >
pN
GM ). In the case 3pN = , the instability region is bounded by two 
stable pitchfork bifurcations at Froude number values of about 0.005 and 0.115. When  the 
roll response decreases in the high speeds range and increases at low speeds, in addition a limited 
region of coexistence of a stable upright position and a stable resonant solution is introduced below 
, with the creation of a fold bifurcation at about 15deg . Such region enlarges when 
, and the shifting of the response curve towards low speeds is more evident: such shifting is 
the result of the nonlinear global softening behaviour of the restoring. Resonant responses are in 
addition predicted in following sea, and the fold bifurcation is now located at 20deg at . 
The increasing of the polynomial order from 7 to 9 does not change the response curve 
significantly, this meaning that, in this case, the 7
5pN =
0.005Fn ≈
7pN =
0.01Fn ≈ −
th order approximation is sufficient, and additional 
terms are redundant. It is interesting underlining that the amplitude of the peak does not change for 
, but the response outside the peak region is significantly different: this seems to support the 
idea that nonlinearities in restoring plays a fundamental role in a large part of the response curve far 
from the peak, while at the peak damping is dominant (provided the correct nonlinear behaviour of 
the resonance frequency is modelled). 
5pN ≥
The effects of terms up to the fifth order have recently been addressed by the 24th ITTC Seakeeping 
Committee [7] and by Spyrou [8], considering fluctuations only in the linear term of the restoring 
(higher order term of the polynomial approximation of GZ  are assumed constant). 
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Figure 4.1: GZ  surface for TR2 with wave length equal to the length between perpendiculars and wave steepness 
equal to 1/50. Fix Trim calculations. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Fitting of GZ  curve: effect of polynomial order and maximum fitting angle. Ship TR2. BPLλ = and 
1/ 50Ws = . Fix Trim calculations. 
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Figure 4.3: Effect of the polynomial order  on the predicted roll response curves. , Ship TR2. pN BPLλ = and 
. Free Trim calculations.  1/100Ws =
4.2 The relative importance of harmonic components 
The full analytical 1.5-DOF model has been proposed, in general, as  
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Equation (4.2) can be referred as a nonlinear Hill's equation. In a fully numerical time domain 
approach, (4.2) can be quite easily integrated by accounting for all the harmonic components. 
However, in the analytical approximate solution in the region of the first parametric resonance 
developed in this work, only the first harmonic has been considered, assuming it to be the most 
important contribution in determining the fluctuation of the restoring term in the equation of motion 
and in affecting the final steady state amplitude. Such assumption reduces the model (4.2) to the 
following simplified equation: 
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By using (4.3), an approximate solution in frequency domain for the roll motion amplitude has been 
derived in the region of the first parametric resonance, i.e., 02eω ω≈  (for sake of correctness we 
should write 1002e
Q
GM
ω ω≈ ). However the assumption of dominant first harmonic (in terms of 
amplitude of the fluctuation) can in some cases be not very correct, even if it leads to sufficiently 
accurate approximate estimations in frequency domain when 02eω ω≈ . In particular, when other 
instability region are of concern (e.g. the second parametric resonance region where 0eω ω≈ ), 
higher harmonics, even if small, can have a large influence because they oscillate in regions of 
instability characterised by low stability boundaries. As an example, if 0eω ω≈ , the second 
harmonic ( ) falls in the first parametric resonance region. In general, if the ship is in the k-th 
parametric resonance region where 
2n =
02 /e kω ω≈ , the k-th harmonic component falls in the most 
dangerous region, i.e. 02ek ω ω⋅ ≈ . This matter has been addressed in the past by Spyrou [5], 
limiting the discussion to the fluctuation of the linear term of the restoring. However the numerical 
outcomes he found regarding the effect of higher harmonics are in contrast with those obtained 
during the development of the present work: he found, indeed, that higher harmonic components in 
the fluctuation of GM  led to the reduction of the instability region for parametric resonance regions 
above the first one. He gave, then, to higher harmonics, a mitigating effect. From numerical 
simulations carried out in the region of second parametric resonance by using the model (4.2) it has 
been noticed a general increasing of the rolling motion when higher harmonic components are 
accounted for, this meaning that higher harmonic components has been found to lead, in general, to 
a detrimental effect. These outcomes will be shown at the end of this section. The possible cause of 
differences between such outcomes could be searched in the particular phasing of the second 
harmonic introduced by Spyrou [5] in the analytical modelling, whereas here the phase between 
components is not fixed, but depends on the shape of the restoring lever surface. 
An analysis is then carried out on TR2 to assess the relative importance of the different harmonic 
components, in particular with respect to the fluctuation induced by the first harmonic component. 
GZ  surface has been determined by hydrostatic Fix Trim calculations for a set of waves having 
length equal to the ship length between perpendiculars and using four values of steepness, namely 
1/400, 1/200, 1/100 and 1/50. An additional calculation has been carried out in calm water, that can 
be considered as a wave having zero steepness. 
For each case coefficients  have been determined by using the following parameters for the 
polynomial approximation of the 
(...)
jnQ
GZ  curve: 9pN =  and max,fit 60degφ = . In addition, being the GZ  
curve anti-symmetric, an odd polynomial expansion has been used. 
The amplitude of the fluctuation for each harmonic component in the j-th order coefficient of the 
polynomial expansion of GZ  has been non-dimensionalised by defining the following coefficients: 
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While coefficients  represents the dimensional fluctuation of the j-th order coefficient induced 
by the n-th harmonic component, coefficients  represents such fluctuation normalised by using 
the mean value of the coefficient. In particular, the first harmonic effect is represented by . 
jnQ
jnK
1jK
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By increasing the wave amplitude, in general, the coefficients  change (almost always 
increasing) because of the increased hull geometrical variations induced by the wave passage. In 
addition the mean value coefficients  depend on the wave amplitude, and they are in general 
different from those obtained in calm water, as it will be shown below. 
jnK
0jQ
In order to allow a meaningful comparison of the relative effect of different harmonics, coefficients 
 have been normalised with respect to the first harmonic relative fluctuation : this 
normalisation allows to compare the effect of increasing the wave steepness. 
jnK 1jK
The results of the analysis are reported from Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.4: Relative influence of harmonic components on 1st order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
 
Term phi^3 (j=3) - TR2 Fix Trim
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Figure 4.5: Relative influence of harmonic components on 3rd order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
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Term phi^5 (j=5) - TR2 Fix Trim
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Figure 4.6: Relative influence of harmonic components on 5th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
 
Term phi^7 (j=7) - TR2 Fix Trim
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Figure 4.7: Relative influence of harmonic components on 7th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
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Term phi^9 (j=9) - TR2 Fix Trim
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Figure 4.8: Relative influence of harmonic components on 9th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
 
A series of observations can be made: 
- The importance of higher harmonics increases as the wave amplitude is increased, due to the 
nonlinear geometrical effects induced by underwater hull. 
- For the linear term ( ), that is fundamental in the determination of stability boundaries, 
the influence of higher order harmonics is always limited. 
1j =
- The importance of higher order harmonics increases as the order of polynomial term  is 
increased, this meaning that, for example, the second harmonic component ( ) is more 
important for the term associated to 
j
2n =
9φ  than for the term associated to 3φ . 
- For the 5th, 7th and 9th order term of the polynomial expansion of the restoring lever, the 
second contribution from the second harmonic is larger than that from the first harmonic. 
In Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.13, coefficients  (mean term),  (first  harmonic fluctuation) and 
 (second harmonic fluctuation) are reported as functions of the wave amplitude. From the 
analysis of the plots it can be seen that, with good approximation 
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this meaning that, while the first harmonic component is a first order quantity with respect to the 
wave amplitude, the mean variation of the mean term and the second harmonic fluctuation are 
higher order terms with respect to the wave amplitude. These outcomes are consistent with the 
analysis carried out by Hua et. al [6] on the analytical expression of high order contributions to the 
GM  variation in regular and irregular waves: it is recalled, indeed, that the fluctuating metacentric 
height in wave is given by the first order term in the polynomial expansion of GZ : 
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It is in addition to be noted that the linear dependence on the wave amplitude of the term  
together with the quadratic behaviour of the terms  and  is in line with the work of Neves 
and Rodríguez [9], although in their study such terms dynamically depend on the  heave and pitch 
motions, whereas here such motions are treated statically.  
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Dependence of Q10, Q11 and Q12 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.9: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 1j = BPLλ = , 
Fix Trim calculation. 
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Dependence of Q30, Q31 and Q32 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.10: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 3j =
BPLλ = , Fix Trim calculation. 
 
Dependence of Q50, Q51 and Q52 on wave amplitude
TR2 - Fix Trim
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Figure 4.11: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 5j =
BPLλ = , Fix Trim calculation. 
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Dependence of Q70, Q71 and Q72 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.12: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 7j =
BPLλ = , Fix Trim calculation. 
 
Dependence of Q90, Q91 and Q92 on wave amplitude
TR2 - Fix Trim
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Figure 4.13: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 9j =
BPLλ = , Fix Trim calculation. 
Finally, in Figure 4.14, it can be seen that the mean GZ  curve in waves is different from the calm 
water curve, and that the difference is more evident the larger the wave amplitude: such variation 
leads, in general, to a shifting of the 2:1 resonant speed as the wave amplitude is increased, 
according to the variation of the "natural frequency in waves". 
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Dependence of mean GZ curve on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.14: Dependence of the mean GZ  curve on the wave amplitude. Ship TR2, BPLλ = , Fix Trim calculation. 
 
An identical analysis has been carried out for the same set of waves, by using a Free Trim approach 
in the calculation of the GZ  surface, in order to disclose differences in the outcomes. Results are 
reported in Figure 4.15 to Figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.15: Relative influence of harmonic components on 1st order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Free Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
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Term phi^3 (j=3) - TR2 Free Trim
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Figure 4.16: Relative influence of harmonic components on 3rd order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Free Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
 
Term phi^5 (j=5) - TR2 Free Trim
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Figure 4.17: Relative influence of harmonic components on 5th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Free Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
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Term phi^7 (j=7) - Free Trim
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Figure 4.18: Relative influence of harmonic components on 7th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Free Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
 
Term phi^9 (j=9) - TR2 Free Trim
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Figure 4.19: Relative influence of harmonic components on 9th order term of polynomial expansion of GZ  curve by 
varying wave steepness. TR2, Fix Trim calculations, wave length equal to ship length between perpendiculars. 
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Dependence of Q10, Q11 and Q12 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.20: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 1j =
BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
 
Dependence of Q30, Q31 and Q32 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.21: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 3j =
BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
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Dependence of Q50, Q51 and Q52 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.22: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 5j =
BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
 
Dependence of Q70, Q71 and Q72 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.23: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 7j =
BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
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Dependence of Q90, Q91 and Q92 on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.24: Dependence on the wave amplitude of the coefficients ,  and  for . Ship TR2, 0jQ 1jQ 2jQ 9j =
BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
 
Dependence of mean GZ curve on wave amplitude
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Figure 4.25: Dependence of the mean GZ  curve on the wave amplitude. Ship TR2, BPLλ = , Free Trim calculation. 
 
By comparing the outcomes from Fix Trim and Free Trim calculations it can be noticed that, 
although the general behaviour is very similar, two important differences are evident: 
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- In Free Trim calculations the magnitude of high order harmonics in GZ  fluctuation is more 
limited. 
- GZ  calculated according to a Free Trim approach is smaller than the corresponding value 
obtained by Fix Trim calculations for large angles, while the curves are almost the same for 
small heeling angles, both in waves and in calm water. A similar analysis on the difference 
between Fix Trim and Free Trim GZ  curve was already present in [10]. 
So far the influence of harmonic components higher than the first one has been analysed only from 
a static point of view, by examining the GZ  surface: now the effects are analysed from a dynamic 
point of view by looking at the roll response under parametric excitation. As already discussed at 
the beginning of this section, the influence of higher harmonics has been found to be important for 
parametric resonance regions higher than the first one. In particular, in the case of the second 
parametric resonance, the second harmonic of the GZ  fluctuation oscillates with a frequency falling 
in the first parametric resonance region, this making it a "dangerous" component. On the other 
hand, in the case of first parametric resonance, oscillations associated to harmonic components 
higher than the first one, all have all frequencies outside any parametric resonance region. 
In order to show the influence of the accounting for higher harmonic components, the roll motion of 
TR2 in the region of first and second parametric resonance has been simulated, according to a Fix 
Trim calculation for the GZ  curve with a wave having length equal to the length between 
perpendiculars and a steepness of 1/100. In both cases three simulations have been carried out by 
considering, in the GZ  fluctuation, respectively: 
- only the first harmonic component ( 1hN = ); 
- the first and the second harmonic component ( 2hN = ); 
- harmonic components up to the 10th ( 1hN 0= ); 
Results of the simulations are reported in Figure 4.26. As can be clearly seen, in the case of first 
parametric resonance ( 02eω ω≈ ), the first harmonic component has a dominant effect, and the 
addition of higher harmonics has a negligible effect on the steady state response curve. The 
situation is completely different in the case of second parametric resonance ( 0eω ω≈ ), where the 
introduction of the second harmonic component largely increase the roll motion and enlarge the 
instability region for the upright position. The effect of additional harmonics seems to be, instead, 
negligible. Finally, it could be said that in the second parametric resonance region, the dominant 
effects are given by the first and second harmonic component of the GZ  variation. 
 
  
Figure 4.26: Effect of the number of harmonic components taken into account in the GZ  fluctuation. Regions of first 
parametric resonance (on the left) and second parametric resonance (on the right). Ship TR2, BPLλ = , , 
Fix Trim calculation.  
1/100Ws =
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5 Numerical investigation of the nonlinear model in regular 
waves 
The analytical model developed in Chapter 2 for the regular sea condition is investigated in this 
chapter from a numerical point of view. Roll amplitudes obtained from direct time domain 
integration are compared with the results of the approximate frequency domain analytical solution 
when feasible, i.e. in the first parametric resonance region. In particular, roll acceleration is 
analysed showing the increased importance of higher harmonic in comparison with the roll motion 
time history. In the region of coexistence of multiple steady states, domains of attraction are 
determined, and the change of the shape of different basins is investigated as a function of the 
tuning ratio. Finally, the phenomenon of capsize is addressed, showing that classical period 
doubling cascade, together with symmetry breaking and following chaotic motions are precursors of 
system's failure.  
5.1 Exact time domain vs. approximate frequency domain: response 
curves and time histories 
The analytical approximate solution determined in Chapter 2 represents a fast tool to determine the 
roll response curve in frequency domain for the first parametric resonance region accounting for 
nonlinear effects. However it suffers from a series of drawbacks: 
- The roll motion is assumed to be harmonic: this approximation leads to the neglecting of 
higher harmonic components, that can have a significant effect especially in the analysis of 
roll motion acceleration. 
- As it is presented, the analytical method is limited to a 9th degree polynomial approximation 
for the  GZ  curve: although this limitation could in principle be removed by carrying out 
the analytical calculation for fitting polynomials having higher degree, at the moment it 
limits the accuracy of the analytical model in the representation of GZ  curve when very 
large rolling angles are addressed, especially if the shape of the righting arm curve is 
particularly complex. 
- Because of the 2nd order sub-harmonic regime assumed for the response, the frequency 
domain approach is limited to the first parametric resonance region, where the ratio between 
the encounter frequency and the roll natural frequency is close to two, and it cannot be used 
outside this region. 
- Being the assumed solution a single harmonic stationary oscillation, the methodology does 
not give any information on the capsize (system failure) phenomenon and its precursors 
(symmetry breaking, period doubling, chaos). 
- Although the method is able to predict the coexistence of multiple steady state solutions, it 
does not give any information regarding the shape and the "relative importance" (see, in 
addition, the concept of "relative robustness" in [1]) of different attraction basins in the 
plane of initial conditions. 
- Because only the steady state amplitude is addressed by the analytical method, information 
regarding the transient stage, in particular its "nominal" duration, are lost.  
As usual, we have gained something from the analytical approach (in particular speed and clear 
global view), at the price of losing something else (detailed aspects). 
In order to better appreciate pros and cons of "exact time domain" versus "approximate frequency 
domain", in the following a series of comparisons are reported. Roll motion is analysed, because 
large rolling amplitude are a typical problem of the "static" or "quasi-static" type. In addition, a 
certain attention is devoted to the roll acceleration, being this latter a problem of the "dynamic" 
type. It is indeed to be noted that the worst condition in terms of roll amplitude does not coincide 
with the worst condition in terms of roll accelerations. 
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5.1.1 Roll response curves 
The main goal of the analytical approximate technique is the prediction of the amplitude of roll 
motion above the stability threshold level. For the ships already analysed in the previous chapters, a 
series of time domain simulations have been preformed and analysed as shown in Figure 5.1. In the 
time domain approach, a long time history (100 roll periods) is simulated for each tested velocity, 
and only the final part (10% of the record) is considered as steady state. By analysing the roll 
envelope at steady state, the roll amplitude is determined. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the time domain analysis of a typical roll time history. 
 
In Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.6, numerically determined response curves are reported by black squares, 
together with the corresponding approximate frequency domain predictions. Stable solutions are 
reported in blue and unstable solutions are reported in red. In the region where the analytical 
solution showed more than one possible stable steady state, initial conditions have been 
systematically changed in the time domain analysis in order to check for the coexistence of multiple 
stable steady states. 
From the analysis of the results, the following comments can be made: 
- The general agreement for the tested cases is satisfactory. There are cases where the 
agreement is excellent  (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5), and others where the agreement is less 
satisfactory (in particular Figure 5.3). In general it can be said that the analytical solutions 
perform well when the ratio between encounter frequency and roll frequency is close to two, 
while the agreement tends to be worse when the ship speed is such to largely move from this 
condition. This is readily understandable by looking at the poor agreement in  Figure 5.3, 
where the response curve is mostly shifted towards the region where the tuning ratio is close 
to 1.5.  
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- In general the agreement is better in the high speed region, where the ratio between 
encounter frequency and natural frequency is larger than two. The analytical solution shows 
worse performances in the low frequencies region, and this is related to the first order 
approximation of the instability threshold of the Mathieu equation, where the high frequency 
branch is better predicted than the low frequency branch. This can be nicely seen in 
particular in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.6, where the agreement is in general very good if the 
encounter frequency is high (high speeds in head sea), whereas the agreement becomes 
poorer at low encounter frequencies. 
- Almost all the analytically predicted bifurcations have been confirmed numerically. The 
presence of multiple steady states has been confirmed in all cases but in Figure 5.6, where a 
disconnected solutions was not found by time domain integration, despite the search over a 
large number of initial conditions.   
- Figure 5.3 confirms the possible presence of a discontinuity in the response curve at zero 
speed when comparing head and following sea conditions.  
- The difference in the response curves in Figure 5.6 in the high speed region is due to the 
limitation of the 9th degree polynomial approximation of GZ  curve together with the need 
of fitting the righting arm from 0deg to 60deg. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Comparison between approximate analytical prediction, and corresponding direct time domain analysis. 
Ship CT1, wave length BPLλ = , wave steepness 1 30Ws = . Fix Trim GZ . 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between approximate analytical prediction, and corresponding direct time domain analysis. 
Ship FR1, wave length BPLλ = , wave steepness 1 50Ws = . Fix Trim GZ . 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Comparison between approximate analytical prediction, and corresponding direct time domain analysis. 
Ship ITACA – Bare Hull, wave length BPLλ = , wave steepness 1 50Ws = . Fix Trim GZ . 
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between approximate analytical prediction, and corresponding direct time domain analysis. 
Ship TR2, wave length BPLλ = ,  wave steepness 1 100Ws = . Free Trim GZ . 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Comparison between approximate analytical prediction, and corresponding direct time domain analysis. 
Ship TR2, wave length 0.75 BPLλ = ⋅ ,  wave steepness 1 37.4Ws = . Fix Trim GZ . 
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5.1.2 Roll acceleration 
The previous section has dealt with the comparison of analytically and numerically predicted roll 
response curves. The agreement, in general has been found to be satisfactory, and thus the analytical 
frequency domain approach can be considered suitable for the prediction of the rolling amplitude. 
Although rolling amplitude is often considered the major problem to be solved in order to increase 
safety, there is an additional matter to be taken into account: the roll acceleration.  
Roll amplitude is, indeed, by definition, a static quantity, and thus should be mainly related to static 
aspects of the problem (e.g. static sliding, immersion of progressive flooding points, etc.). On the 
other hand, roll acceleration is a typical important dynamic quantity, that takes into account the 
frequency of oscillation: a roll amplitude of 15deg has, as a matter of fact, a very different impact if 
the roll period is 20s with respect to the case in which the rolling period is 10s. Extreme roll 
accelerations should be considered as a safety matter and not only as a comfort problem, due to the 
possibility of cargo shift induced by such accelerations: cargo shift could indeed be the initial event 
eventually leading to the ship capsize. 
In general, the roll response curve in terms of amplitude is different from the roll response curve in 
terms of acceleration, the differences being due to the variation of the frequency of oscillation: in 
particular, the maximum of the roll acceleration and the maximum of the roll amplitude occur in 
different conditions. This shifting of the maximum is evident especially when the region of 
instability of the upright position extends in a wide range of speeds (i.e. in a large range of 
oscillation frequencies). 
From an analytical point of view, the roll motion equation is solved assuming the roll time history 
having the following steady state form: 
 
( ) cos
2 2
et A tω ψφ ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (5.1)
 
For consistency, the roll acceleration is then given as: 
 
( ) ( )2 222 cos2 2 2 2e e e
d t A t
dt
ω ω ωφ ψ tφ φ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + = − ⋅⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
  (5.2)
 
The motion is basically assumed to be harmonic, thus having a single harmonic component. The 
amplitudes of roll acceleration and roll motion are then related by the multiplicative factor 2 4eω . In 
Figure 5.7 a comparison is reported in the case of ship TR2 between analytical predictions 
according to (2.32) and (5.2), and results from numerical time domain simulations: the wave length 
is equal to the ship length and two steepnesses are tested, in order to assess the influence of 
nonlinear effects. 
From Figure 5.7 it can be noticed that, as already discussed, in both cases, the single-harmonic 
approximation compares well with the numerical simulations in terms of roll motion amplitude. On 
the other hand, in the case of the acceleration the agreement between analytical prediction and 
numerical simulation is satisfactory only for the small steepness (1/400), and in the case of the large 
steeepness, leading to very large rolling motion, the agreement between the single-harmonic 
analytical approximation and the results from numerical simulations is not satisfactory: the actual 
maximum roll acceleration at steady state being larger than the analytically predicted one. Such 
difference can easily be understood by looking at the time histories of roll acceleration as reported 
in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.7: Analysis of roll amplitude and roll acceleration curves. Ship TR2. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Time histories of roll acceleration. Ship TR2. 
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In Figure 5.8 roll accelerations are shown for a ship speed of 2m/s and for the two steepenesses 
already used in Figure 5.7 (1/400 and 1/50): in addition to the simulated time history, the time 
history of ( )2
4
e tω φ− ⋅  is superimposed (where ( )tφ  is the time history of roll as obtained from the 
direct numerical integration), to highlight the differences between the single harmonic 
approximation and the actual behaviour. In the case of the smaller steepness 1
400W
s =  the single-
harmonic approximation is sufficient to well describe the actual roll acceleration. The same cannot 
be said in the case of 1
50W
s =  where the influence of the higher harmonic components is very 
noticeable. 
The key point of the disagreement is in the increased importance of the high frequency component 
as the roll amplitude is increased (this typically occurring when the steepness is increased, even if 
there could be some exceptions [2] for which roll decreases as the steepness is increased). 
A Fourier series expansion is useful to clarify this latter concept. Let assume the roll motion to be 
symmetric with respect to 0φ = , as it is the case in the first parametric resonance region (if the 
parametric excitation is not too large), and to be governed by a fundamental frequency equal to 
2eω  (again, characteristic of the sub-harmonic regime of the response if the parametric excitation 
is not too large). The Fourier expansion of the steady state roll motion is as follows: 
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that, assuming a non-zero main component (i.e. 1 2 0A ≠ ), can be written as: 
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where the coefficients , 2nkφ  represent the ratio ("relative importance") of higher harmonic 
components with respect to the first, main, harmonic component 1 2A . Summation is performed 
only over odd values of n  because of symmetry. By using the expression (5.4), the roll velocity and 
acceleration are determined by time differentiation as follows: 
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where the coefficients , 2nkφ  and , 2nkφ  play, for the velocity and acceleration, the same roll of the 
originally defined coefficients , 2nkφ . From (5.5), it can be seen that higher harmonic components 
increase their relative importance with respect to the main harmonic ( 1n = ) with a factor  for the 
roll velocity and a factor  for the roll acceleration, this meaning, for example, that if the third 
harmonic ( ) component of roll motion is 10% of the first harmonic, then the third harmonic 
component of the roll velocity will be 30% of the first harmonic component, and the ratio will be 
90% for the roll acceleration: this is the reason for the departure, in Figure 5.8, of the roll 
acceleration from the almost sinusoidal behaviour observed for the roll motion. 
n
2n
3n =
Figure 5.9 shows the results of the Fourier analysis of the time histories reported in Figure 5.8 in 
terms of coefficients , 2nkφ , , 2nkφ  and , 2nkφ . 
 
  
Figure 5.9: Fourier analysis of roll motion, velocity and acceleration. Ship TR2. 
As can be seen, the higher harmonic components are more relevant for the larger steepness, and the 
increasing of the 5th harmonic component ( 5n = ) is particularly noticeable. The increased 
importance of the higher harmonic components is evident for the acceleration when compared with 
the analysis of roll angle. For the small steepness (1/400) the third harmonic component of the 
acceleration is about 7% of the first harmonic, whereas this ratio increases to 19% in the case of 
1
50W
s = . The same ratio increases, for the 5th harmonic, from 0.6% to 14%. 
The single harmonic approach cannot account for the contribution of the higher harmonic 
components because of the assumptions on which it is based. However, by recalling the initial 
nonlinear differential equation governing the roll motion dynamics, it could be proposed to 
determine the roll acceleration from a simple numerical procedure. 
The equation of motion used in the frequency domain calculation is: 
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and the result from the frequency domain approach is the first harmonic approximation of the roll 
angle as given in (2.32). By assuming, in addition, that a first harmonic approximation is still 
sufficient to describe the behaviour of the roll velocity, the time derivative of equation (2.32) can be 
directly used. Substitution, then, of (2.32) and its time derivative in (5.6) allows to determine an 
approximate time domain representation of the acceleration as follows: 
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The subscript "1" is reported as a reminder for the single harmonic approximation. This type of 
approach can be considered as a "mixed analytical/numerical" method, because the roll acceleration 
is determined in time domain using (5.7): it is in any case to be underlined that, by using the 
expression given in (5.7), an approximate frequency domain representation of the roll acceleration 
can be obtained, in principle, by expanding in Fourier series the right hand side of the first equation 
defining . In addition this "mixed" approach allows to reduce the computational time because, 
thanks to the sub-harmonic regime of the roll response at steady state, it is sufficient to calculate the 
roll acceleration over only two encounter periods.  An example of application is shown in Figure 
5.10, where now the agreement between the actual roll acceleration from time domain integration 
and the predicted roll acceleration is good, and the high frequency contribution is well reproduced.  
( )tφ
 
 
Figure 5.10: Ship TR2. Comparison between acceleration obtained by time domain integration, and by using the mixed 
analytical/numerical approach. 
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5.2 Presence of multiple stable solutions: analysis of domains of 
attraction 
In this work, the possible presence of multiple stable steady states has been proved analytically, 
numerically and experimentally. In particular, by the analysis of the analytically determined 
response curve, it seems that the coexistence of a stable upright position (or, in certain cases, a low 
amplitude resonant solution) together with a stable large amplitude limit cycle is a quite common 
feature in certain ranges of speeds (see, e.g, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.7). A question now 
arises: "Should we always be concerned regarding this coexistence?". From the safety point of view 
the response is "Yes", however the possibility of actual occurrence of the large resonant solution is 
to be addressed bearing in mind the fact that when multiple steady states exist, each of them is 
associated to a particular set of initial conditions: if the set associated to a particular solution is 
"sufficiently small" the possibility of obtaining the corresponding solution is remote. It is then 
interesting to analyse the shape of the different domains of attraction in the plane of initial 
conditions, and the modifications that such domains undergo as the ship speed (and consequently, 
the tuning ratio) is changed. 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Analysis of domains of attraction. Ship ITACA Bare Hull. 
 
Figure 5.11 shows the case of the ship ITACA in Bare Hull condition, when the wave length is 
equal to the ship length between perpendicular, the wave steepness is 1/50 and GZ  curve is 
calculate using a Fix Trim approach. The roll response curve was already determined both 
numerically and analytically in Figure 5.4. In the region between about 0.66m/s and 1.31m/s a 
resonant stable large amplitude motion can be found from numerical simulations together with a 
stable upright position. Similarly, in a very small range of speeds (between 1.31m/s and 1.34m/s) 
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two stable non trivial solutions are present, one having large amplitude (about 29deg on average) 
and the other having small amplitude (about 3deg on average). In addition, for certain initial 
conditions (e.g. very large initial heeling angle), capsize (failure of the system) can occur. 
From a practical point of view, if numerical simulations are carried out at a speed close, but just 
above the low speed fold bifurcation, it is usually difficult to find a suitable couple of initial roll 
angle and roll velocity leading, at steady state, to the large amplitude motion, because the majority 
of initial conditions eventually lead to the stable upright position. On the other hand, if the speed is 
very close to the pitchfork bifurcation at about 1.31m/s, the conversely occurs, and the majority of 
the simulations lead to the large amplitude resonant solution. This qualitative discussion is 
quantitative represented in Figure 5.11 by the plots reporting the different attraction basins in the 
plane of initial conditions for five different speeds, i.e. 0.5m/s, 0.7m/s, 1.0m/s , 1.3m/s and 1.5m/s. 
At the lowest speed, 0.5m/s, the upright position 0φ ≡  is the only stable solution, and the 
corresponding plane of initial conditions is divided in two regions: the domain of attraction of the 
stable solution, and the region of initial conditions leading to capsize. If the speed is increased to 
0.7m/s, a stable large amplitude motion emerges due to the fold bifurcation occurring at about 
0.66m/s. In the case of  the plane of initial conditions can be divided in three regions: a 
domain of attraction associated to capsize, one associated to the large amplitude oscillation, and the 
third one associated to the upright position (
0.7 /U m= s
0φ ≡ ). It is  important noticing that the domain of 
attraction of the large amplitude oscillation extends over a limited region, and the majority of the 
safe basin (defined as the region of initial conditions not leading to capsize) is occupied by the 
domain of attraction of the upright position (trivial solution). As the speed moves through 1.0m/s 
and 1.3m/s, there is a smooth change in the attraction basins: the domain of attraction of the 
resonant solution gradually grows while the one associated to the upright position correspondingly 
shrinks. It is very interesting underlining that the extension of the safe basin is more or less 
unchanged, and the modification in the attraction domains is basically a sort of smooth exchange of 
initial conditions between the safe attractors in the frontier region. When the ship speed is 1.3m/s, 
the attractors of 0φ ≡  has a very limited extension, and the majority of the safe basin belongs to the 
attractor of the large amplitude motion. When the speed is further increase above about 1.31m/s, the 
upright position undergoes a loss of stability through a stable (supercritical) pitchfork bifurcation, 
and the large amplitude motion coexists together with a small (finite) amplitude motion. Just after 
this bifurcation, the initial conditions originally associated to the solution 0φ ≡  become the 
attraction domain of the small amplitude resonant solution without any abrupt change of shape: for 
this reason the domains of attraction depicted in the case of 1.3 /U m s=  (before pitchfork) have 
basically the same shape of the domains of attraction just after the pitchfork bifurcation. Therefore, 
the enlarging/shrinking process of the domains of attraction smoothly proceeds until the fold 
bifurcation occurring at about 1.35m/s, where the attractor of the small amplitude motion 
disappears, and the safe basin becomes a single attractor for the  large amplitude motion. As the 
ship speed is further increased (e.g. to 1.5m/s), the only stable solution is the large amplitude 
resonant motion, and thus the whole safe basin belongs to this attractor.  
In Figure 5.11, superimposed to the response curve, a series of dash arrows show the path followed 
by the roll amplitude if the ship speed is very slowly changed from high to low values or vice-versa, 
in order to underline the possibility of jumps. 
Although the analysed case is a particular one, the behaviour could be considered quite general: the 
domain of attraction of the solution emerging from a fold bifurcation being limited, and gradually 
enlarging inside the safe basin by smoothly reducing the size of the other solution(s) present  as the 
tuning ratio moves far from the original fold bifurcation. For this reason, from a practical point of 
view, a large resonant solution suddenly emerging from a fold bifurcation should be considered as 
dangerous, that is, associated to a sufficiently large domain of attraction, only if the speed is 
sufficiently far from the original fold bifurcation, otherwise the domain of attraction of the resonant 
solution still remains very limited. Of course the quantification of the wording "sufficiently" is not 
an easy task, and could, from some points of view, be related to the "acceptable level of risk" 
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considered allowable in an assessing procedure. As an example, a solution could be considered as 
"practically negligible" if it occupies less than, say, 10%  of the safe basin.  
It is interesting noticing that the outcomes reported in Figure 5.11 are very similar to the results 
depicted in the paper of Liaw et. al [9] where domains of attraction in case of multiple steady states 
have been investigated for a box shaped ship (thus hardening in nature regarding GZ  curve ) and a 
coupled heave roll analytical modelling. 
5.3 The way to capsize: is it through chaos? 
The frequency domain analytical solution proposed in this work is not able to address the capsize 
phenomenon, however, the proposed general analytical modelling, when integrated in time domain, 
shows the presence of divergent solution if the initial conditions and the parameters of the 
parametric excitation are suitable. As already shown in Figure 5.11, capsize can always occur if the 
initial conditions are sufficiently "extreme": this meaning a very large initial heeling angle and/or 
roll velocity. However this is the most trivial, and less interesting, way of capsizing, that is basically 
related to the fact that the restoring moment firstly disappears and eventually becomes negative if 
the heeling angle is too large. The other, much more intriguing way of leading the system to failure 
(capsize) is by a sufficient increasing of the parametric forcing in a suitable range of tuning ratios. 
The "route to capsize" has been extensively studied in the case of beam sea, from the point of view 
of the nonlinear dynamics, by Thompson [3] making use of simplified 1-DOF and 2-DOF analytical 
modelling. His work has the great merit to have widely introduced concepts like  safe basin erosion, 
transient analysis, engineering integrity measure, etc., in the world of Naval Architects, and a 
comprehensive recent survey of the using of nonlinear dynamics tools in the filed of Naval 
Architecture can be found in [4]. 
In particular, simplified models of a ship excited in beam sea have shown that the route to capsize, 
when the forcing is sufficiently large and the frequency of excitation is in the right region, is often 
through  typical nonlinear phenomena like period doubling cascade followed by chaotic motions 
and corresponding erosion of the safe basin (with loss of engineering integrity) with the creation of 
boundaries having fractal nature (see, among others, [5][6][7]). Sometime incomplete period 
doubling cascade can be observed if the excitation is large but not extreme (see [8]). Such route to 
failure seems to be quite typical for nonlinear systems, despite their actual origin. 
In the case of longitudinal sea, a less developed literature on this topic is available. However, a 
series of studies based on numerical and/or analytical models ([9][10][11][12]) have shown that 
such type of phenomena could be possible, together with other complex behaviours. In addition, 
Kan et al. [13] have  experimentally found the possibility of capsize events whose precursor seems 
to be a period doubling bifurcation in the roll motion. 
This section deals with the analysis of the roll motion predicted for the ship FR1 under the effect of 
a wave having length equal to the length between perpendicular and a steepness equal to 1/30, when 
the restoring lever in waves is calculated according to a Fix Trim approach. In such conditions, 
close to the region 0V =  in head sea, the aforementioned nonlinear phenomena have been observed 
from numerical time domain simulations. It is important to note that the analytical frequency 
domain approach predicts the presence of a stable steady state large amplitude (about 50deg) 
solution. Figure 5.12 shows four examples of time histories obtained from direct time domain 
numerical integration of the analytical model for different values of tuning ratio. As it will be 
clearer after the following discussion, the four examples represent typical dynamical behaviours 
found just before the capsize region, namely: 
- A symmetric subharmonic regime with a dominant first harmonic in the upper left plot; 
- A biased subharmonic response occurring after symmetry breaking and the first series of 
period doublings with the presence of several harmonic components of comparable 
magnitude; 
- A chaotic motion characterised by transition between time windows inside which the roll 
motion is almost regular (low entropy motion [12]); 
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- A chaotic motion where the regular behaviour is almost completely lost (high entropy 
motion [12]); 
In Figure 5.13 a bifurcation map is reported where numerically simulated time domain series have 
been analysed, in the steady state region, in frequency domain (Fourier  Analysis, upper plot) and 
by using Poincaré Mapping (lower plot). The bifurcation parameter is the tuning ratio 
0
eω
ωΛ = , 
being eω  the encounter frequency and 0 0.515 /rad sω =  the natural frequency in calm water. It is 
recalled here that, due to the change in the mean value of the metacentric height, the natural 
frequency in waves 0,wω  is, in general, different from the natural frequency in calm water: for this 
particular condition it is 0, 0.439 /w rad sω =  due to the reduction of the metacentric height from 
0.659m in calm water to a calculated mean value of  0.479m in waves.  
 
 
Figure 5.12: Examples of numerically determined roll time histories. Ship FR1. 
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Figure 5.13: Ship FR1. Bifurcation map. 
 
The Poincaré map is constructed, for each value of the tuning ratio, by sampling the roll motion 
time history at each encounter period, after the initial transient has died out. In particular, given a 
starting time for the analysis , the  first roll peak occurring at a time  is 
determined. Subsequent Poincaré sections are obtained at 
0startt > ,1peak startt t>
( ) ,1Poinc peak et n t n T= + ⋅  with 1, 2,...n =  
The lower plot  in Figure 5.13 reports, finally, ( )
0
e
Poinct n
ωφ ω
⎛ ⎞⎜⎝ ⎠⎟
. A subharmonic of order k  appears, 
in the Poincaré map, as a set of  distinct points. A non-periodic motion appears as a set of an high 
number of different points (in the limit, infinite points, if the time history had been infinite). From 
the analysis of the map, a series of typical nonlinear phenomena can be observed. In the right side 
of the graph, a 2
k
nd order symmetric sub-harmonic regime is noticeable, this being the classical sub-
harmonic roll motion in the region of the first parametric resonance. From the Fourier analysis, the 
basic subharmonic component ( 1
2 e
ω ) can be seen together with higher odd harmonics 
( 3
2 e
ω , 5
2 e
ω , 7
2 e
ω  etc.) induced by the nonlinearities of the GZ  curve. At a symmetry 
breaking occurs, leading to a non-zero mean value for the roll motion: the motion is still 
subharmonic of order 2, but with a non-zero mean value, this steadily shifting the mean value of the 
two points in the Poincaré map. It is extremely interesting to notice that, in frequency domain, 
symmetry breaking is connected with the creation of even harmonic components not previously 
present (
1.54Λ ≈
eω , 2 eω , 4 eω , etc. ). At a period doubling occurs, where the 21.475Λ ≈ nd order biased (not 
symmetric) subharmonic motion, modifies to a 4th order subharmonic motion, this meaning that the 
period of the response is four times the period of the forcing and low frequency harmonic 
components arise in the FFT analysis. An additional period doubling occurs at , followed 1.465Λ ≈
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by a series of further period doublings: the classical period doubling cascade, ending into (likely) 
chaotic motions at . The Poincaré map shows chaotic motions for all the region of tuning 
ratio , however a series of further subsequent modifications can be noticed. Quasi 
periodic motions, for example, seem to be present at 
1.461Λ ≈
1.461Λ <
1.4576Λ ≈ , while a window of periodic 
motions undergoing a period doubling cascade is found in the region 1.4547 1.4553Λ ≈ ÷ . At 
 symmetry breaking almost disappear, and the motion, even if still chaotic, shows a global 
almost-symmetric (almost-zero mean) behaviour. Again, a periodic window is found at  
with a period doubling cascade inside, and then, at 
1.45Λ ≈
1.4435Λ ≈
1.4365Λ ≈  a sudden enlargement of the bounds 
of the Poincaré map is noticed: a similar enlargement was already found after the recovering of the 
system from the symmetry breaking at . By decreasing the tuning ratio, the bounds of the 
Poincaré map keep on enlarging (growing entropy [12]), and at 
1.45Λ ≈
1.4135Λ ≈  the lower bound of the 
upper band touch the upper bound of the lower band, and the Poincaré points spread from the 
maximum to the minimum value. An interesting additional (quasi-)periodic window with a relevant 
levelled noise signal is found at . Finally, for tuning ratio below, about, 1.397, capsize is 
found. From the FFT analysis, despite the creation of a large number of new harmonic components 
as the tuning ratio is reduced from the initial 2
1.412Λ ≈
nd order subharmonic regime, it can be seen that the 
system, in some way, "keep memory" or the original motion occurring before the symmetry 
breaking, by maintaining the strong presence of the 1
2 e
ω  subharmonic component. In Figure 5.14 a 
series of frequency domain analysis are reported for different values of the bifurcation parameter 
0
eω
ω : the symmetric sub-harmonic period regime can be seen for 1.58Λ = , and the presence of a 
non-zero mean together with even harmonics is noticeable for  1.6Λ =  and after the first period 
doubling (see ). For the FFT analyses in the second row, a series of quite distinct 
harmonic components can be noticed together with an increasing background noise. The noise is 
not present for , and a non-symmetric period 6 motion is visible. At  the 
even harmonic components have disappeared, even if there seems to be some sort of "memory" of 
the destroyed harmonics in the background noise. For 
1.4701Λ =
1.4553Λ = 1.4474Λ =
1.4437Λ =  a period 10 symmetric motion 
shows the following harmonics: { }1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,...
10
eω ⋅ 1.412. At Λ =  a very strange FFT 
spectrum is found, where we found the same harmonic components observed for , but 
now a levelled background noise is superimposed. Finally, for 
1.4437Λ =
1.4Λ = a noisy signal is observed, 
showing a clear reminiscence of the harmonics 
2
eω , 3
2
eω  and 7
2
eω : surprisingly the harmonic 
component at  5
2
eω  is not noticeable. Finally in Figure 5.15 the amplitude of several important 
harmonic components is reported: from the graph the symmetry breaking is clearly noticeable, 
together with the coming back to a symmetric (or almost-symmetric) condition. In addition it can be 
seen how the harmonics 
2
eω  and 3
2
eω  seems to be very slightly influenced by the bifurcation 
phenomena occurring as the tuning ratio is modified. 
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Figure 5.14: Ship FR1. Frequency domain analysis of different motions. 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Ship FR1. Behaviour of the amplitude of some relevant harmonic components. 
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Although the visual inspection of the Fourier analysis of time histories can give a preliminary 
evidence of chaotic motions, it is to be said that the theoretically correct way of deciding upon the 
actual presence of chaotic solutions should be based on the calculation of Lyapunov exponents [16] 
as measure of the tendency to diverge for different initially close trajectories as the time increases. 
This type of rigorous analysis has not been carried out in this work, however, to give additional 
evidence of the likely chaotic nature of the motions showing a noisy background in the FFT 
analysis, an example of Poincaré map in the phase space is reported in Figure 5.16, where the shape 
of the attractor indicates the likely actual chaotic behaviour of the underlying motion.  
 
 
Figure 5.16: Ship FR1. Example of chaotic attractor obtained from Poincaré mapping. 
 
From the numerical experiments carried out, it has been noticed that for tuning ratios below roughly 
, unbounded motions (capsize) can easily be observed. The period doubling cascade, 
followed by the inception of chaotic regimes, suggests that the route to capsize could encompass the 
mechanism of safe basin erosion widely described for different analytical modelling concerning 
beam sea condition (see, e.g., [3][7] )  and/or parametric excitation (see, e.g, [3][10][14]), and in 
case of multi-DOF direct numerical simulations [15]. In Figure 5.17 a plot is reported of the safe 
basins for the ship FR1 at zero speed (in head sea) and for 
1.4Λ ≈
0.05 /U m s=  and for the same other 
parameters used in Figure 5.13: black dots reports non-capsize simulations (safe conditions) after 
35 encounter periods, while the white region represents the capsize region. For the following 
discussion, it is important reporting that the polynomial describing the GZ  curve at each time 
instant has degree 23. A reminiscence of a safe basin envelope similar to those obtained for ITACA 
in Figure 5.11 can be seen, however the interior of the safe basin shows a generalised erosion 
process: especially for the zero speed case, initial conditions leading to non-capsize motions and 
those leading to capsize alternate in such a way that even very small differences in the initial roll 
angle and/or roll velocity in any region of the eroded (almost-)safe basin are responsible for 
completely different behaviours of the system. This characteristic is less evident for the higher 
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speed. It is evident that the engineering integrity [5] for 0.05 /U m s=  is larger than in the case of 
. It is interesting noticing that this type of erosion seems to be different from the usual 
"incursive fingers" widely reported in the beam sea case, and the basin looks to be modified by a 
generalised diffused erosion together with anti-symmetric streaks evolving and enlarging as the 
tuning ratio is reduced. In addition, thanks to the symmetry of the system, the general structure of 
the basin is anti-symmetric with respect to the origin of the plane of initial conditions. Some 
similarities with the results of Sanchez and Nayfeh [10], especially regarding the presence of 
streaks and in the shape of the envelope of the (almost-)safe basin, can be recognised, even if in the 
generalised diffused erosion of the safe basin observed from simulations for FR1 is not present in 
[10].  
0 /U m= s
 
 
Figure 5.17 Ship FR1. Example of eroded safe basins (grids of initial conditions: 481x641). 
 
In order to try understanding the reason of this unusual behaviour, an additional calculation has 
been carried out in order to determine, with the same software used for the analysis in Figure 5.17, 
the safe basin for the following simplified system: 
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 (5.8)
 
The resulting eroded safe basin, together with the parameters used in the simulation, are shown in 
Figure 5.18. The fluctuation of the metacentric height used in Figure 5.18 corresponds to 72.5% of 
the actual fluctuation used in Figure 5.17, and the calm water vanishing angle of stability used in 
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model (5.8) corresponds to the vanishing angle of stability of the mean restoring lever curve in 
wave as used in Figure 5.17. The other parameters (damping coefficients and frequencies) are the 
same in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. The reduction of the parametric excitation in the linear term 
has deemed necessary because of the reduced GZ  generated by the cubic approximation with 
respect to the actual curve in Figure 5.17. By comparison of Figure 5.17 (left) and Figure 5.18, it 
seems that the reduction of the order of nonlinearities in the restoring term from a maximum power 
23φ  to a maximum power 3φ  has removed the generalised diffused erosion, however, it is not clear 
at the moment of writing, whether the "diffused erosion" is a numerical issues or an actual feature 
of the system. 
 
 
Figure 5.18 Simplified FR1 model up to cubic nonlinearities: eroded safe basin (grid of initial conditions: 481x641). 
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6 Analytical modelling in irregular sea 
In this chapter an analytical nonlinear model for the parametrically excited roll motion in irregular 
longitudinal sea is developed. The basis of the development is the Grim's effective wave concept, 
that allows to substitute the infinite degrees of freedom sea surface with a regular wave whose 
amplitude and mean value are correlated Gaussian processes. The determination of the transfer 
functions for the effective wave parameters is presented. The nonlinear model is then 
deterministically linearised in the vicinity of the upright condition, and, thanks to an additional 
stochastic linearisation of the expression for the stochastic fluctuation of the metacentric height, a 
criterion is given, based on analytical results available in literature, for the determination of the 
stochastic stability boundaries. 
6.1 Introduction 
It is today well known and accepted that the regular sea condition is an hardly encountered situation 
in a seaway: apart from swells, and especially during storms, the sea is irregular. In the case of 
linear seakeeping the response of the ship to a regular sea excitation if of utmost importance to 
determine response amplitude operators and following spectra for the responses given the sea state 
[1]. However, when systems for which the superposition principle does not hold are of concerns, 
the concept of linear transfer function is partially lost and the response to a stochastic Gaussian 
excitation (as it is, with sufficient accuracy, the sea elevation) is no more determinable by means of 
superposition. In addition, the response of a nonlinear system to a Gaussian excitation is, in general, 
not Gaussian, and frequency domain approaches are much more difficult to be applied. The 
parametrically excited large amplitude roll motion can be characterised as a nonlinear response to a 
stochastic Gaussian excitation: it is then important to develop a modelling for addressing such 
phenomenon taking into account both the stochastic nature of the sea and the nonlinear effects 
intervening in the dynamics of roll. 
Although the analytical modelling of GM  fluctuation in irregular sea has received a considerable 
attention in the past ([2][3][4][5]), much less efforts have been spent in the 1-DOF analytical 
modelling of the ship's nonlinear restoring components, with usual representations limited to 
additional, more or less empirical, nonlinear terms roughly acting as  a sort of nonlinear correction 
to the linear model (see, e.g., [6]). On the other hand, general purpose nonlinear time domain 
simulation codes have been successfully applied to describe parametric roll in irregular sea [7][8]. 
What seems then to be missing is an analytical nonlinear model able to fill the gap between the 
linear analytical modelling, unable to address ship responses above the stochastic stability 
threshold, and the application of time consuming direct simulation tools. Similarly to the case of 
regular sea, indeed, the linear modelling of roll motion is not sufficient to predict the ship behaviour 
above the stochastic stability threshold where the motion is mainly limited by the nonlinearities in 
damping and restoring (especially for large excitations). In particular, in irregular sea, where the 
system can be considered as in a "continuous transient", the role of damping is more important than 
in the case of steady state roll motion in regular sea, this because the roll damping slows down the 
build-up of roll when large wave groups are encountered in a way that is similar to the initial 
transient in regular waves (see [9]). The nonlinearities of restoring, on the other hand, limit the 
build-up of roll motion by introducing a detuning effect. 
Because parametric roll in irregular sea has been proved to be a dangerous phenomenon for several 
present ship typologies actually occurring in realistic sea states [10][11], it deserves the necessary 
attention, especially when considering that large ships are hardly endangered by the beam sea 
condition if the metacentric height is not excessive. It is in particular to be noted that the occurrence 
of parametric roll in irregular sea is much more dangerous and subtle than the same phenomenon in 
regular sea, this because the build-up of roll can occur suddenly and unexpectedly after very long 
periods of quiescence with a fast increasing of the roll amplitude in few cycles during which the 
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master is hardly in the position to take effective countermeasures [6]. A suitable analytical model is 
then needed, able to appropriately take into account: 
- Nonlinear restoring (detuning at large rolling angles); 
- Nonlinear damping (larger energy dissipation at large rolling angles/roll velocities); 
- Actual sea spectrum (range of frequencies where energy of the sea concentrates); 
- Effect of ship speed (Doppler effect, modifying the sea spectrum); 
Nonlinearities of damping can easily be introduced by means of quadratic (or higher order) terms in 
the roll velocity as it is common in the simulation of ship motions, but the problem of nonlinearities 
of roll restoring is not so simple to be tackled. 
In the past, the fluctuation of GM  in irregular sea has been analytically addressed by means of 
linear superposition principle [2] or taking into account nonlinear geometrical effects by using 
Volterra series [3]. Direct numerical simulations have in addition been carried out to analyse the 
stochastic properties of the fluctuation of the metacenter [4][12]. It is not easy to extend 
superposition principle to large heeling angles without ending up with very complicated and quite 
cumbersome analytical expressions making the direct time domain numerical simulations a much 
more appealing option. In order to overcome this problem it is decided here to follow the way 
already introduced in the case of regular sea, and to try developing an analytical model on the basis 
of a pre-processing stage where suitable hydrostatic calculations are performed. In fulfilling the 
requirements for the analytical model, of fundamental importance will be the concept of "Grim's 
effective wave" [13] because it allows to substitute an infinite degrees of freedom system, as it is 
the actual free surface of the irregular sea, with a two (or, in the extended version of Soeding [14], 
three) degrees of freedom process, that is the effective wave. By using the simplification introduced 
by Grim, together with the assumption of quasi-static behaviour for heave (actually sinkage) and 
pitch (actually trim if trim is left free), an analytical model for the parametrically excited roll 
motion can straightforwardly be determined in a way similar to that followed in the case of regular 
sea. 
In the following, the main results concerning the Grim's effective wave concept will be presented, 
and particular attention will be given to the effect of advance speed and corresponding Doppler 
effect. The analytical modelling of roll motion will then be presented, and it will be shown how to 
determine an approximation of the actual stochastic stability boundaries by using the analytical 
results of Roberts [15] together with a stochastic linearisation procedure [16] necessary to deal with 
nonlinear terms in the parametric stochastic forcing. 
6.2 Grim's effective wave: outline of the theory 
In the following the main results concerning the concept of effective wave introduced by Grim are 
derived, that are necessary for the subsequent modelling of roll motion. The reader is referred to the 
original paper of Grim [13] for further information. 
The ship is considered sailing with constant speed V  in a long crested irregular sea as shown in 
Figure 6.1, where the earth fixed reference system ξ ηΩ and the ship fixed reference system xOy  
are shown. In particular the centre O  of the ship reference system is at midship.  
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Figure 6.1: Reference systems. 
 
Assuming ξ  to be the positive direction of wave's propagation, the irregular wave elevation can be 
written, in the earth fixed reference system as a Fourier series: 
 
( ) (
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, , cosW n n n
n
z t c t k )nξ η ω∞
=
= ⋅ − +∑ ξ σ   (6.1)
 
The change of reference system from earth to body fixed can be performed as follows: 
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It is now assumed, without loss of generality, that, at time 0t =  the origins of the two reference 
systems coincide, so that 
 
cos
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O
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V t
ξ χ
η χ
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Combining (6.1) to (6.3), the wave elevation can be obtained in the ship reference system as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
1
, , cos cos cos sinW n n n n
n
z x y t c k V t k x yω χ χ χ∞
=
= ⋅ − − − +∑ σ  (6.4)
 
By defining the encounter frequency as: 
 
, cose n n nk Vω ω χ= −   (6.5)
 
the final expression of the wave elevation in the ship reference system is 
 
( ) ( )( ),
1
, , cos cos sinW n e n n
n
z x y t c t k x y nω χ χ
∞
=
= ⋅ ⋅ − − +∑ σ   (6.6)
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If we now restrict our attention to the wave elevation at the ship centreplane, where , we 
obtain 
0y =
 
( ) ( ), ,
1
, cos cosW cp n e n n n
n
z x t c t k xω χ σ∞
=
= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ +∑   (6.7)
 
Now it is the Grim's idea to substitute the actual wave profile given by (6.7), with an "equivalent" 
wave having the following expression: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 2, coeq effz x t a t t xL
πη ⎛ ⎞= + ⋅ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠s   (6.8)
 
Expression (6.8) represents a wave having a length equal to , a mean instantaneous value L ( )a t  
and an instantaneous amplitude . In addition the equivalent wave always have, by definition, 
a crest, for , or a trough, for 
( )eff tη
( ) 0eff tη > ( ) 0eff tη < , at 0x = , i.e. at midship. Because we are 
interested in describing the variation of the ship restoring moment in waves, and because often 
regular waves having a length close to the ship length induce the larger variations of GZ , the 
reference length  is pragmatically assumed equal to the ship length between perpendiculars. 
Although this is a more or less arbitrary choice, it is sounding and practical from an engineering 
point of view. 
L
The "equivalency" between (6.7) and (6.8) is stated in a least square sense, i.e., the unknown mean 
value and amplitude of the instantaneous effective wave are determine by minimizing the following 
error function 
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L
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with respect to the two parameters  and a effη . The following system of equations is then to be 
solved: 
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Regarding the mean value a , substitution leads to: 
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And, in the case of effective wave amplitude effη , we obtain: 
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By comparison of (6.11) and (6.12) it follows that the two transfer function can be simply related by 
 
( ) ( ) ( )2 22 22 2
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n a n
Q
a nf k f kQ
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χ
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Looking at expressions (6.5), (6.7), (6.11) and (6.12), it can be seen that what we have obtained are 
basically the transfer functions of the processes ( )a t  and ( )eff tη  with respect to the driving process 
:  ,W cpz
- ( )a nf k  is the transfer function for the mean value of the effective wave: the relative phase, 
 or 0 π , is automatically introduced by the sign of ( )a nf k ; 
- ( )nf kη  is the transfer function for the effective wave amplitude: the relative phase, 0  or π , 
is automatically introduced by the sign of ( )nf kη ; 
It is to be noted that the transfer functions are based on geometrical considerations, this is why they 
depend on the wave numbers , i.e., on the wave length (more precisely on the ratio between the 
length of the wave and the length of the ship), of the different harmonic components. The Grim's 
method, then, introduce a linear filtering of the sea elevation process  and creates two derived, 
in general correlated, Gaussian processes  and 
nk
,W cpz
a effη . 
Because  and a effη  can be derived in terms of transfer functions starting from the sea elevation 
process, they admit a spectral representation. If the sea spectrum at the real frequencies is ( )ZS ω , 
the spectra of  and a effη  can be obtained as follows: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )
2
2
a a Z
Z
S f k S
S f k Sη η
ω ω ω
ω ω ω
⎧ = ⋅⎪⎨ = ⋅⎪⎩
  (6.14)
 
Spectra defined in (6.14) are to be calculated at the real frequencies of the sea, because the transfer 
functions are based on geometrical considerations (actually, it would be sounder to work in terms of 
spectral representation in the domain of the wave number). In the ship reference system, however, 
the spectra of the effective wave amplitude and mean value are modified according to the Doppler 
effect, as it is shown by the expressions (6.11) and (6.12). 
In Figure 6.2 the squared transfer functions  2af  and 
2fη  are reported as functions of the ratio 
between wave length λ  and ship length , with encounter angle L χ  taken into account. The 
following characteristics are easily noticeable: 
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- The effective wave amplitude shows a marked peak at 0.888
cosL
λ
χ ≈ , and a series of 
smallest humps and hollows (where 0fη = ) are noticeable for shorter waves; 
- The transfer function af  and fη  has the same zeroes for  1cosL
λ
χ <  in accordance with 
(6.13); 
- The transfer function af  asymptotically tends to 1 as the wave length increases, while the 
transfer function fη  asymptotically tends to zero; 
Basically, it can be said that the transfer function for the mean value acts as a low-pass filter in 
frequency domain (effects of short waves are negligible), while the transfer function for the 
effective wave amplitude acts as a band-pass filter centred close to 0.888 1
cosL
λ
χ ≈ ≈ , cutting the 
effect of larger and smaller waves. Finally, Figure 6.3 shows two generated examples of actual sea 
surfaces with the corresponding Grim's effective waves superimposed: it can be noticed that the 
quality of the approximation given by the Grim's effective wave is not always very good, however 
the effective wave seems to be able to catch the most dangerous conditions, i.e., that cases in which 
the global irregular wave profile resembles a global trough or crest in the midship region ( 0x
L
≈ ). 
 
Figure 6.2: Squared transfer functions for effective wave amplitude and mean value. 
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Figure 6.3: Examples of actual sea surface with Grim's effective wave superimposed. Sea spectrum: JONSWAP type. 
6.3 Analytical model of roll motion dynamics 
Assuming that roll dynamics in irregular long crested longitudinal sea could be modelled as a 1-
DOF system, the  roll motion equation would have in general the following archetypal form: 
 
( ) ( )( )20 , , , 0WGZ z td GMφ ξ ηφ φ ω+ + ⋅ =    (6.15)
 
where ( , ,Wz )tξ η  is the actual sea surface elevation and acts as a parametric excitation with an 
infinite number of degrees of freedom. The complexity of the problem induced by the geometrical 
description of the ship, is likely to preclude a direct general analytical approach to (6.15). However, 
according to the simplification introduced by the Grim's effective wave, the following substitution 
is assumed as "equivalent": 
 
( ) ( ) (( ), , , ,W eq ez t z x a tξ η η→ )ff t   (6.16)
 
and such equivalence allows to rewrite the restoring term as 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , , , , , ,W eq effGZ z t GZ z x a t t GZ a t tφ ξ η φ η φ η→ = eff  (6.17)
 
The formal substitution in (6.17) has already tremendously simplified the problem, being now GZ  
described as a deterministic function of three variables: the heeling angle φ , the mean value of the 
effective wave  and the effective wave amplitude a effη . We now assume, similarly to the way 
followed in the case of regular longitudinal sea , that heave motion dynamics could be simplified 
according to a quasi static approach. Thanks to this additional simplification, the influence of the 
mean value  of the effective wave disappears, leading to the following further reduction: a
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ), , ,eff effGZ a t t GZ tφ η φ η→   (6.18)
 
The restoring term is now a function of only two variables: the instantaneous roll angle and the 
instantaneous amplitude of the Grim's effective wave, this latter being, according to (6.12), a  
stationary Gaussian process described by its spectrum ( )Sη ω . 
The equation of motion is now: 
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( ) ( )( )20 , 0effGZ td GM
φ ηφ φ ω+ + ⋅ =    (6.19)
 
Equation (6.19) is assumed to be a suitable model to describe the parametrically excited roll motion 
in irregular long crested longitudinal sea if heave and pitch dynamics is not very strong. Of course a 
lot of simplification are introduced in (6.19), that were needed to develop a sufficiently simple 
model to be used in a preliminary design stage without having resort to much more complicated, 
and more time consuming, tools. 
Having drop the influence of , the effective wave can be considered as depending on ( )a t ( )eff tη  
only. The surface ( , effGZ )φ η  can then be determined by using a standard hydrostatic software 
where the restoring lever is determined at different heeling angles on a wave having the following 
profile with respect to the calm water level: 
 
( ), 2, coseq calc eff effz x Lπη η ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠x   (6.20)
  
that is a wave having an amplitude equal to effη , a wave length equal to the ship reference length  
(pragmatically ) and with a crest (or trough) amidship. An example of surface 
L
BPL L= ( ), effGZ φ η  
is reported in Figure 6.4 for the ship TR2, where hydrostatic calculation are carried out using a Free 
Trim approach: it can be noticed that the restoring capabilities of the ship almost disappear in this 
case for an effective wave amplitude above 5m. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Example of surface ( ), effGZ φ η  for the ship TR2. Free Trim calculation. 
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After having determined ( , effGZ )φ η  in a pre-processing stage, an analytical description of the 
surface is required in order to develop a fully analytical model of roll motion. 
In the case of regular sea, periodicity has been exploited and a polynomial+Fourier approximation 
has been proposed for the restoring lever as a function of the wave crest position along the ship. In 
this case there isn't any periodicity to take advantage of, and so a general bi-variate polynomial 
model will be used. For each effective wave amplitude effη , the corresponding ( )effGZ φ η  is 
approximated with a classical polynomial fitting, i.e.: 
 
( ) ( )
0
GN
n
eff n eff
n
GZ Kφ η η
=
= ⋅∑ φ
)G
  (6.21)
 
where the fitting coefficients  depend on the actual value of the effective wave 
amplitude. A sufficient number of wave amplitudes is then analysed in a suitable range, allowing to 
give a numerical estimation of the functions 
( 0,1,...,nK n N=
( )n effK η , that can be finally fitted, again, with a 
polynomial, i.e.: 
 
( )
0
KN
j
n eff jn eff
j
K Qη η
=
= ⋅∑   (6.22)
 
Combining (6.21) and (6.22), the general representation of the restoring lever surface is determined 
as: 
 
( )
0 0
,
G KN N
j n
eff jn eff
n j
GZ Qφ η η
= =
= ⋅∑∑ φ⋅   (6.23)
 
Recalling that  is a Gaussian stochastic process, it can be understood  that the restoring lever 
surface is, actually, a stochastic process too, parametrized on the basis of the heeling angle 
( )eff tη
φ . The 
instantaneous metacentric height GM  can be obtained by its definition as a stochastic process 
deriving from a nonlinear transformation of ( )eff tη . Similarly the area b  under the GZ  curve can 
be obtained too. Assuming that 0φ =  is an equilibrium position, it is indeed: 
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∑∫
⋅
  (6.24)
 
It is now important, from the Naval Architect point of view, to make clear how the modelling (6.23) 
and (6.24) link with a variation in the vertical position of the centre of mass, i.e., KG . By recalling 
that  
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( ) ( ) ( )
fix trim
free trim
, ,eff effGZ KR KG sinφ η φ η
⎧ ⎫=⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ − ⋅⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪≈⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
φ   (6.25)
 
and assuming that the influence of KG  on the change of trim is small (that is very often the case), 
the following equalities hold: 
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eff
eff eff
eff eff
b
GM KM KG
b KR d KG
φ
φ η
η η
sφ η ξ η ξ
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∫
	

φ   (6.26)
 
Finally, it can be said that a polynomial regression of the type (6.23) performed on ( ), effKR φ η , i.e. 
of ( , effGZ )φ η  for 0KG = , represents a tool for subsequent analyses with different vertical 
positions of the centre of mass.  
Coming back now to the roll motion equation, combining (6.19) with (6.21) (having in mind 
(6.23)), and assuming a (general enough) linear+quadratic+cubic expression for the damping term, 
the totally analytical model follows as: 
 ( )
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3 2
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 (6.27)
 
Equation (6.27) is suitable for the analysis of large amplitude rolling motions, however, when the 
stochastic stability of the upright position is of concern, the linearisation of (6.27) with respect to φ  
is of interest. Assuming that 0φ =  is an equilibrium position it follows that  and 
linearisation of (6.27) leads to: 
( )0 0effK η ≡
 ( )
12
0
0
12
02 0
NK
j j
eff
j
eff
Q
GM
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ω η φ
ηφ µ φ ω φ
=
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⋅ ⋅ ⋅⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
+ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ =
∑
 
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A better way of writing equation (6.28) is: 
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where now the stochastic parametric excitation ( )h t  is evident as an indirect function of the time 
through the effective wave process ( )eff tη . The term  is related to the variation of the mean 
metacentric height. 
01q
The linearisation (6.28) of the proposed modelling (6.27) allows to tackle the stochastic stability 
analysis by means of an analytical method given by Roberts [15] and Ibrahim  [17] in a fully 
analytical way. The response above threshold, on the other hand, will be obtained here by means of 
numerical Monte Carlo simulations of (6.27). Analytical approximate solutions have been derived 
for simplified cases of model (6.27) in [15] and [18]. In the analytical solution of Roberts [15], 
however, roll motion is limited only by damping effects, and nonlinearities of restoring moment do 
not influence the solution, whereas, as it will be shown later, it seems that nonlinearities play a 
significant role similar to that played in regular sea. In the analysis carried out by Rong et al. [18] 
only non fluctuating third order restoring terms were addressed for the nonlinear component of GZ  
assuming the parametric fluctuation to be a narrow band gaussian process: although the narrow 
bandedness assumption fits quite well the behaviour of the effective wave amplitude at zero speed 
for small significant wave heights, the simplified model for nonlinear terms used by Rong et al. [18] 
cannot describe the more complicated fluctuation of GZ  curve as modelled in (6.27). In the 
following both the determination of stability boundaries and the analysis of roll motion above 
threshold will be addressed. 
6.4 Stochastic stability in the first parametric resonance region 
Stochastic stability in the region of first parametric resonance (i.e. when the energy of the excitation 
process at encounter frequencies is mainly close to twice the natural roll frequency) for the model 
(6.27) is of primary importance: the stability analysis allows the determination of dangerous regions 
of parameters where parametrically excited roll motion could be observed. 
The definition of local Lyapunov stability for an equilibrium solution in a deterministic 
environment is unique. The situation is, unfortunately, different when dealing with stochastic 
processes, because in this latter case different definitions of stochastic stability can be used, and 
different definitions usually lead to different results in terms of stability threshold ([12][15][17]). In 
the following we will use the Lyapunov stochastic stability criterion for the expected value (first 
moment) of roll envelope process according to  [17]. Let ( )C t  be the instantaneous envelope of roll 
motion, then this latter stochastic process is said to be Lyapunov asymptotically stable in the mean 
when 
 
( ){ }lim 0
t
E C t→+∞ =  (6.30)
 
where {}.E  is the expected value operator (often referred as "mean"). Roughly speaking, definition 
(6.30) is requiring that (almost) all the realizations of roll motion decay to zero as time increases. 
In order to apply to (6.27) the analytical results available in [15][17] two steps are needed. 
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Firstly, a deterministic linearisation of (6.27) with respect to the static equilibrum heeling angle 
0φ = is to be carried out in the form of equation (6.28). Equation (6.28) is linear with respect to the 
heeling angle, but still nonlinear regarding the dependence of the coefficient  on the 
effective wave amplitude. In principle, thanks to the analytical relation (6.22), the properties of the 
(in general) non-Gaussian stochastic process  are determined. However, analytical approximate 
results for the stability threshold of equation (6.28) are available in the case of  being a 
Gaussian process. In order to reduce, then, equation (6.28) to a known problem, a stochastic 
linearisation of  is carried out according to [16] (it is to be noted, however, that stochastic 
linearisation technique, as it is here and widely applied, has been criticised from a conceptual point 
of view in [19]). The following Gaussian "equivalent" substitution is used: 
(1 effK η )
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The stochastic equivalent solution of (6.31) in terms of coefficients  and  is given by the 
following linear system involving statistical moments of the stochastic process 
0D 1D
effη : 
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The solution of system (6.32) allows to write the stochastically equivalent, completely linear 
equation of roll motion as 
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that is in the sought form. For equation (6.33) the stochastic stability limit according to definition 
(6.30) is given as: 
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where ( )eSη ω  is the single-side spectrum of the effective wave amplitude at the encounter 
frequencies. It is to be noted that, according to the linearisation (6.32), coefficients  and  
depends on the actual standard deviation 
0D 1D
ησ  of the effective wave amplitude. Looking at (6.33) it 
can be seen that nonlinearities in the coefficient ( )1 effK η  lead, in general, to a coefficient  
different from the calm water 
0D
GM : this is an effect qualitatively similar to that obtained by the 
analytical approach presented in this work for the regular sea case, where the mean value of the 
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metacentric height in wave is different from the calm water value, and depends on the actual length 
and amplitude of the regular wave (see also [12][20][21][22][23]). Mean value variations are a 
typical nonlinear effect that cannot be addressed by linear techniques. 
By changing ship speed and sea spectrum's parameters, different conditions can be analysed, and 
requirement (6.34) can be used to determine likely dangerous zones. 
Recalling that effη  is in principle assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian process (i.e. ( )20,eff N ηη σ∈ ) 
described by the single-side spectrum Sη , the expressions for the statistical moments are given 
analytically by: 
 
{ } 2
0  if  is odd
2 1   if  is even
2
kk
eff k
k
E k kη
η σ π
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 (6.35)
 
where  is the gamma function. By using (6.35), equations (6.32) reduce to two uncoupled 
equations for 
( ).Γ
( )0D ησ  and (1D )ησ , where the former depends only on coefficients  involving 
even powers 
1jQ
effη , while the latter depends on coefficients involving odd powers of effη  in ( )1 effK η . 
It is interesting to note that nonlinearities introduce a more or less evident (depending on the 
strength of such nonlinearities) sort of "bending" of the instability regions when compared to the 
case of constant values of  and . Again, this is an effect qualitatively similar to that occurring 
in a 1-DOF regular sea nonlinear modelling when the wave amplitude is increased. 
0D 1D
The above discussion assumes effη  to be a Gaussian process, however, for practical reasons, in 
simulating (6.27), it is necessary to limit the value of the effective wave amplitude in a range 
[ ]min max,η η for which ( , effGZ )φ η  was calculated from hydrostatics (this in order to avoid 
meaningless extrapolations) . For this reason the effective wave amplitude process is in practice 
substituted by a "truncated" process Tη  defined as follows: 
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The effect of this correction is, basically, to level the largest crests and troughs of , as shown 
in the example in Figure 6.5. 
( )eff tη
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Figure 6.5: Example of truncation of effective wave time history. 
 
According to the definition (6.36), the process ( )T tη  is no more Gaussian. In particular its 
instantaneous probability density function 
T
pdfη  is characterised by two Dirac delta at the limiting 
values, i.e.: 
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where pdfη  and cdfη  are, respectively, the probability density function and the cumulative 
distribution function of the Gaussian process effη . 
The k-th statistical moment for the variable Tη  can be expressed as follows: 
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In particular, if ησ  is sufficiently small with respect to maxη  and minη , expressions (6.35) are good 
approximations of (6.38), being ( ) ( )( )min max, 1 1cdf cdfη ηη η−  . 
It is to be noted that in principle, when effη  is substituted by Tη , the using of condition (6.34) is no 
longer justified from a theoretical point of view. On the other hand the stochastic linearisation as 
reported in (6.32) can still be used, being based on a definition of "stochastic equivalence" where 
the expected value of the squared error is minimised, and in (6.32) statistical moments of effη  are to 
be substituted by statistical moments of Tη  according to (6.38). In order to not artificially introduce 
a large modification of the mean value of the effective wave process it is a good practice to use 
{ } { }max min 0 T effE Eη η η η≈ − > ⇒ ≈ = 0 . Finally, condition (6.34) can be applied as a sort of simple 
"practical approximation" by using the original spectrum of effη . Such approach becomes 
theoretically correct, according to [15], in the limit maxmin ,
η η
ηη
σ σ → +∞ . 
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7 Application of the analytical model for irregular sea 
In this chapter the analytical model in irregular sea based on the Grim's effective wave concept is 
applied. Two ships are initially investigated, namely TR2 and ITACA. In particular, for the ship 
TR2 experimental results are available that can be compared with the numerical simulations: it will 
be shown the necessity of a tuning factor for the intensity of the parametric excitation in order to 
match experiments and simulations. Both linear stability boundaries and roll response above 
threshold are addressed, showing the effect of the spectrum shape and of the speed of advance. 
Non-Gaussianity of the resultant roll is investigated. 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter an analytical model for the parametrically excited roll motion in irregular 
long crested longitudinal sea has been developed on the basis of the Grim's effective wave concept. 
The obtained resulting differential equation has the following form: 
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Where  is the Grim's effective wave amplitude process. The linearised (w.r.t. the roll angle ( )eff tη
φ ) version of the model (7.1) is: 
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That, in principle, is suitable for analysing the problem of the stochastic stability of the upright 
equilibrium solution 0φ = . However, in order to use available analytical results for the stochastic 
stability threshold, it has been necessary, for consistency, to apply a stochastic linearisation 
technique [1] to transform the parametric excitation in a stochastically equivalent Gaussian process 
as follows: 
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where the coefficients  and  depend on the actual standard deviation of the process 0D 1D effη  
(obtainable from the effective wave spectrum Sη ), and, thus, from the significant wave height. For 
this latter equation, an approximation of the stochastic stability limit for the envelope mean in the 
first parametric resonance region is determined by [2][3]: 
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Unfortunately, however, the analytical approximate description of the stochastic stability limits 
given in (7.4) is not sufficient to tackle the problem from a practical point of view, and an analysis 
of the response above threshold, similarly to what has been done in the case of regular sea, is 
necessary. The stability boundaries given in (7.4) are, of course, depending only on linear damping 
that, in the case of roll, is usually very small. For this reason, it is likely, for any approach based 
solely on the application of (7.4) as an indication of danger, to be too conservative. The roll motion 
above threshold is instead to be analysed in order to address the actual possibility for the ship to be 
endangered by large amplitude motions. This is, actually, one of the scopes of this chapter, together 
with the practical application of the linear criterion (7.4) and some general discussions: because an 
analytical approximate solution of the general equation (7.1) seems, to the best author's knowledge, 
to be not available in literature (even if there are examples of approximate solutions for simplified 
versions of (7.1) [2][4]), extensive use will be made of Monte Carlo simulations, with subsequent 
statistical analysis.  
7.2 Analytical determination of stochastic stability boundaries 
Stochastic stability boundaries have been determined for TR2 and ITACA according to the 
methodology reported in Chapter 6. Main particulars for the used ships can be found in Chapter 3. 
The calm water metacentric heights are 0.865m and 1.057m for TR2 and ITACA respectively, and 
the dependence of the metacentric height on the amplitude of the Grim's effective wave is reported 
in Figure 7.1 for both Free Trim and Fix Trim calculations. 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Dependence of the metacentric height on the amplitude of the Grim's effective wave. 
 
For the two ships under analysis, damping coefficients as functions of the advance speed have been 
obtained from experimental roll decay tests as already reported in Chapter 3. The effective wave 
length has been chosen, in both cases, to be equal to the length between perpendiculars, and 
stability boundaries have been determined for a series of Bretschneider sea spectra all having a 
modal frequency corresponding to a wave length equal to the length between perpendicular of the 
ship under analysis and different significant wave height. In particular, for the ship ITACA, roll 
damping coefficients are available for both the bare hull condition and for the hull fitted with a pair 
of bilge keels. The results of the analysis are reported in Figure 7.2, where the limiting significant 
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wave height is given as a function of the Froude number (negative value of Froude number 
correspond to following sea). 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Stochastic stability threshold. 
It can be seen that: 
- The fix trim calculation is more conservative than the free trim calculation: the same 
observation arose in the case of regular sea; 
- The effect of the bilge keels, for ITACA, is not large: this because stability limits are related 
to the linear damping coefficient, and the effect of bilge keels on the wave making is 
limited; 
The minimum significant steepness for TR2 is about 1/100, while it is in the range of 1/40 for 
ITACA: this large difference is due to the fact that the ratio 1 0D D  is larger for TR2, this leading to 
larger nondimensional fluctuations of the metacentric height for a given effective wave amplitude. 
In both cases parametric roll is excited mainly in head sea, even if for TR2 a region of instability 
can be seen in following sea: parametric roll in following sea can be more dangerous than 
parametric roll in head sea, due to the energy concentration of the sea spectrum at the encounter 
frequencies induced by the Doppler effect. The hollows in the stability threshold for TR2 (close to 
Fn=-0.075) are due to the humps in the effective wave transfer function for wave lengths shorter 
than the ship length as shown in Chapter 6 in combination with the application of Doppler effect to 
the effective wave spectrum. The effective wave spectrum shows, then, a series of humps at high 
frequency (see Figure 7.3) that, depending on the ship speed, can occur close to frequency 02ω , that 
is the critical one (assuming that 0D GM≈ ) in the evaluation of the stochastic stability limits 
according to (7.4). 
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Figure 7.3: Effective wave spectrum for TR2 and different Froude numbers. 
 
In the case of TR2, experimental tests have been carried out [5][6] in order to determine the 
stochastic stability threshold in irregular waves in the case of a Bretschneider sea spectrum and for 
the following spectrum obtained by linear filtering of white noise: 
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where the parameter γ  is chosen in order to obtain a desired value of the spectral bandwidth 
parameter  defined as sbw
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In the particular case of spectrum named "NB" (narrow band) it is 0.1sbw = . All experimental tests 
have been carried out using a spectrum modal frequency corresponding to a wave length equal to 
the ship length between perpendiculars. 
Figure 7.4 shows a comparison between predicted stability boundaries and experimental results. 
The agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions is quite good, even if there 
is a systematic underestimation of the limiting significant wave height that will be discussed in the 
following sections). Results are comparable with the completely linear method proposed in [6]. It is 
however to be said that stability boundaries for the narrow band spectrum, as predicted by condition 
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(7.4) are un-conservative, this meaning that the instability region as obtained from direct numerical 
simulations of (7.1) (or, it is the same, the linearised counterpart (7.2))  is actually wider. On the 
other hand, predictions obtained for the Bretschneider spectrum by the analytical condition (7.4) are 
in good agreement with simulations. It has been noted during this study, that condition  (7.4) works 
quite well if the spectrum of the excitation Sη  is not too narrow banded. This could be explained by 
comparing the general results of Roberts [2] and Ibrahim [3] obtained for a coloured gaussian noise, 
and the results of Dunwoody [7], Parkus [8] and Muhuri [9] for a white noise description of the 
parametric fluctuation: if in the "white noise based" results the white noise spectrum value is 
substituted by the value of the spectrum of the effective wave amplitude at twice the natural roll 
frequency, then the results of  Roberts [2] and Ibrahim [3] are obtained. It could be then argued that 
condition (7.4) better applies to wide band excitations.  
In the presented cases it can be noted the capability of the method to address the different shape of 
stability boundaries according to the different shape of the spectrum: narrower spectra (as the NB) 
lead to narrower regions of instability due to the considerable energy concentration in a limited 
range of frequency (bearing in mind the previous considerations), however, for the same reason, 
they are more dangerous than broader spectra for a given significant wave height, because they are 
able to induce the inception of parametric roll more effectively, thanks to the inherent marked wave 
grouping of the corresponding exciting Gaussian process. Recalling that narrowing of the spectrum 
excitation occurs in following sea due to Doppler effect, it can be understood that parametric roll in 
following sea could be more dangerous than parametric roll in head sea. 
 
   
Figure 7.4: Stability boundaries: comparison between experimental results and analytical for TR2. 
 
Results of Figure 7.4 are limited to a particular sea spectrum modal frequency, and the only free 
variable is the ship speed. Of course, the shape of the stability depend on the actual modal 
frequency of the sea spectrum under analysis: in Figure 7.5 the predicted stochastic stability 
boundaries are determined in the case of a series of Bretschneider sea spectra having different 
modal period . In Figure 7.6  on the left it is shown the shape of the unitary (mT 1/3 1H m= ) sea 
spectra on which the results of Figure 7.5 are based. The right plot shows the corresponding 
effective wave spectra.  
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Figure 7.5: Dependence of predicted stochastic stability boundaries on the modal period of the sea spectrum.  
  
Figure 7.6: Unitary sea spectra (left) and corresponding effective wave spectra (right) relevant to Figure 7.5. 
  
The dependence of the standard deviation of the effective wave on the modal period of the sea 
spectrum is the cause of the vertical shift of the stochastic stability boundaries in Figure 7.5: the 
minimum being obtained for the sea spectrum having 9.2mT s= , i.e., the spectrum having modal 
wave frequency corresponding to a wave length equal to the Grim's reference length. In addition, 
the different positions of the peaks of the effective wave spectra induce the horizontal shift of the 
minimum of the stochastic stability boundaries in terms of ship speed. However, the picture given 
in Figure 7.5 is still partial, because only a discrete series of sea spectra have been tested: to have a 
more global picture, it is necessary to consider the modal frequency of the sea spectrum as an 
additional, continuous, variable. 
It is then possible to determine a surface of the limiting significant wave height as a function of the 
modal frequency of the spectrum and of the ship speed, i.e., ( )1/3,lim ,mH ω V , given a particular 
spectrum shape (Bretschneider, JONSWAP, etc.). Such a surface has been determined for the TR2 
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using a Fix Trim calculation for ( ), effGZ φ η : results of calculation are reported in Figure 7.7 for a 
Bretschneider spectrum shape, and in Figure 7.8 for a NB spectrum shape. Superimposed to the 
surfaces, it can be seen a dark dashed line reporting the 2:1 regular wave resonance condition based 
on the peak frequency of the sea spectrum and on the calm water roll natural frequency. 
 
 
Figure 7.7: Ship TR2. Stochastic stability boundaries for Bretschneider sea spectrum. Fix Trim Calculation. 
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Figure 7.8: Ship TR2. Stochastic stability boundaries for Narrow Band sea spectrum. Fix Trim Calculation. 
 
The stability boundaries of Figure 7.4 actually represent sections of the surfaces in Figure 7.7 and 
Figure 7.8 at the plane 0.683 /m rad sω = . Similarly, the limit curves in Figure 7.5 represent 
sections of the surface in Figure 7.7 for different modal frequencies. It can be noticed that the 
instability regions for the narrower spectrum are concentrated around the "regular wave line", this 
because of the high energy concentration of the narrow spectrum in the region of the peak. The 
minimum limiting significant wave height for the NB spectrum is found to be of the order of 0.1m. 
On the other hand, in the case of the broader spectrum (Figure 7.7), the region of instability is more 
spread in the plane ( , but the minimum limiting significant wave height is larger (of the 
order 0.85m). In addition, for the Bretschneider sea spectrum, the "regular wave 2:1 condition" is of 
less help for the determination of the critical conditions. In both cases, a disconnected region of 
instability is found in following sea, again due to the humps in the effective wave spectrum. 
),m Vω
In a way similar to that followed in Figure 7.5, the surface ( )1/3,lim ,mH ω V  can be analysed by 
means of sections for a given set of ship speeds, in order to analyse the dependence of the limiting 
significant wave height on the modal wave period: examples of such type of projection of the 
limiting surface are reported in Figure 7.9, where three different ship speeds are considered in the 
case of both Bretschneider spectrum type and Narrow Band spectrum type.  
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Figure 7.9: Stochastic stability boundaries for a set of ship speeds. Ship TR2. Bretschneider (left) and NB (right) sea 
spectra. 
 
In accordance with the generating surfaces ( )1/3,lim ,mH ω V , the instability boundaries for the NB 
spectrum are narrower, and the corresponding minimum limit significant wave height is 
significantly smaller, due to the stronger energy concentration of NB spectrum in comparison with 
the Bretschneider sea spectrum. Diagrams of the type reported in Figure 7.9 are particularly useful 
when the proposed approach is introduced in a long term probabilistic framework based on classical 
wave scatter diagrams. Global diagrams of the type reported in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 can easily 
be used to obtain an index of susceptibility of the ship to encounter dangerous situations with 
respect to parametric excitation. Let indeed ( )1/3 , ,mpdf H T V  be the joint probability density 
function of the significant wave height, modal spectral period and ship speed, we can define the 
index of susceptibility SI  as: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
1/ 3
1/3 1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3,lim
1/3
1/3 1/3,lim
, , , ,
1   if  ,
, ,
0   if  ,
m
S m m
T H V
m
m
m
mI W H T V pdf H T V dVdH dT
H H T V
W H T V
H H T V
⎧ = ⋅⎪⎪⎨ ⎧ ≥⎪⎪ = ⎨⎪ <⎪⎩⎩
∫ ∫ ∫
(7.7)
 
Index SI  is always in [ , and represents the probability of encountering conditions able to lead to 
parametric roll in the region of first parametric resonance. Usually, in accordance with concepts 
related to voluntary and involuntary speed reduction, it is possible to write 
0,1]
 
( ) ( ) ( )1/3 1/3 1/3, , , ,m m mpdf H T V pdf V H T pdf H T= ⋅ (7.8)
 
where ( 1/3 , m )pdf V H T  depends on the capability of the ship to sustain the speed V  (positive in 
head sea, negative in following sea) in a longitudinal long crested sea defined by parameters 
, and ( )1/3 , mH T ( 1/3 , m )pdf H T  is the joint probability density function of the sea state's parameters. 
Usually ( 1/3 , m )pdf H T  is given in terms of joint probability mass function  by means 
of wave scatter diagrams: in such case the double integral on significant wave heights and modal 
periods is to be substituted by a double summation. The idea of a "susceptibility check" is presently 
the first step of the "ABS Guide for the assessment of parametric resonance in the design of 
container carriers" [16], where, however, such test is carried out in a regular sea condition. In any 
( 1/ )SEAP H T3, m
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case, it is important to stress that a susceptibility check like that in (7.7) is just an initial indication 
and that the nonlinear roll response above threshold is to be addressed, as will be discussed in the 
following sections, in order to judge on the actual danger for the ship to suffer large rolling angles. 
Some additional qualitative consideration can be done on the basis of the proposed analytical 
modelling and that are strictly related  to the work of Takaishi [10] and to the present 
MSC/Circ.707 [11]. Dangerous situations can be considered, in general, as those for which the 
following conditions are met: 
- The modal wave frequency mω of the sea spectrum corresponds to a wave length that is 
close to the ship's length between perpendiculars , this leading, in deep water, to BPL
 
2
m
BP
g
L
πω ≈  (7.9)
 
 This latter can be considered as a "geometrical" condition.  
- The ship speed is such to lead to a modal wave frequency of the encounter spectrum close to 
twice the natural roll frequency. This condition is a "dynamic" condition necessary for the 
inception of parametric roll. 
The second condition can be met in head sea or in following sea. The latter case can be particularly 
dangerous when the "dynamic" condition is obtained at a speed for which the singularity of the 
Doppler mapping occurs approximately at the modal frequency of the sea spectrum: this case is 
sketched in Figure 7.10. 
 
 
Figure 7.10: "Worst" case in irregular following sea for parametric roll. 
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As already pointed out by Takaishi [10] the speed leading to a consistent energy concentration at 
the encounter frequencies is that for which the singularity of the Doppler mapping coincides with 
the dominant (modal) frequency of the spectrum, i.e.: 
 
1 1 0.2
2 2 2crit critm
gU Fnω π≈ − ⇒ ≈ − ⋅ ≈ −  (7.10)
 
where, in the latter expression, the "geometrical" condition (7.9) has been assumed to be met and 
the minus sign indicates following sea. 
If (7.10) is satisfied, the singular frequency of the spectrum at the encounter frequencies is half the 
modal wave frequency of the sea, i.e., by using again (7.9), 
 
, 2 2
m
e crit
BP
g
L
ω πω ⋅= ≈ ⋅  (7.11)
 
Finally, if , 2e crit 0ω ω≈ , the  majority of the energy falls into the first parametric resonance region, 
leading to an extremely dangerous condition. This latter situation can be recast in the following 
approximate form: 
 
( )0 2' '
1
8
BP
xx xx
g GM LGM
B B B
πω ρ ρ
⋅= ⇒ ⋅ ⋅⋅ ≈  (7.12)
 
Expression (7.12) is plotted in Figure 7.11 for different values of the virtual nondimensional roll 
radius of inertia 'xxρ . As an example, a ship of 380m in length and 54m in breadth with  
could run into a "worst" critical condition in following sea at a Froude number about equal 0.2 
when the modal wave period is about 15.6s and the value of the metacentric height is about 0.60m: 
fortunately this is a very low value of metacentric height likely to not comply with stability 
regulations. In general the critical condition addressed by (7.12) and (7.9) leads to very low values 
of the ratio 
' 0.45xxρ =
GM B , that could be unrealistic even for very large ships. It is however to be noted that 
the previous conditions can be partially relaxed without by keeping, in any case, a quite large 
degree of danger: such relaxation could move dangerous conditions in more realistic regions of 
ships parameters. 
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Figure 7.11: Potentially dangerous GM B  ratios for following sea parametric roll. 
 
The discussion above has been based, however, on more or less qualitative considerations regarding 
the sea spectrum. It is known that parametric roll builds up when a sufficiently long and large wave 
group occurs [6][12] with the "right" frequency ratio. The wave grouping is strictly related to the 
spectral bandwidth parameter  [12][13][14]: the smaller  , the stronger the groupiness of 
the process. Due to the analytical modelling, the grouping characteristics of the Grim's effective 
wave process are to be considered instead of the characteristics of the sea, this because the roll 
motion equation is driven by the effective wave process. As mentioned, more or less explicitly, 
above, three aspects are to be considered when dealing with parametric excitation in irregular sea: 
sbw sbw
- Geometrical requirements: the  wave length is to be of the order of the ship length. This 
aspect is implicitly addressed by the transfer function of the effective wave amplitude, 
where the sea spectrum is basically band-pass filtered. 
- Frequency ratio: the frequency ratio of the exciting process is to be in the range of twice the 
roll natural frequency. However, for a stochastic process, the oscillation frequency is, 
usually, a stochastic process too. As a reference the mean frequency of the effective wave 
process ,e ηω  at the encounter frequencies could be considered [12]: 
 
1,
,
0,
e
e
e
m
m
ηω =  (7.13)
  
 where  is the k-th moment of the spectrum at the encounter frequencies, defined as: ,k em
 
( ) ( )2,
0 0
k
k
k e e e e
Vm S d S
gη η
ω dω ω ω ω ω
+∞ +∞ ⋅= ⋅ = + ⋅∫ ∫ ω (7.14)
  
being  the ship speed in head sea. 0V >
- Groupiness: spectra that are narrow banded at the encounter frequencies lead to marked 
grouped behaviour for the excitation process. The concentration of energy in a narrow range 
of frequencies has both pros and cons. The positive aspect of this concentration is that 
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potentially dangerous conditions occurs in ranges of speed that are smaller than those for a 
broader spectrum: this effect has been already underlined in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. On 
the other hand, in the dangerous region, given a significant wave height (⇒ standard 
deviation for the excitation process), a narrow spectrum is more effective in inducing the 
inception of parametrically excited roll motion. The tendency towards marked groupiness 
can then be measured by the spectral bandwidth parameter ,esbw η  calculated according to 
definition (7.6) by using spectral moments as defined in (7.14). 
In Figure 7.12 the dependence of ,e ηω  and of ,esbw η  on the Froude number is shown for TR2. The 
length of TR2 is, thus, chosen as the reference length for the effective wave and as the modal wave 
length for the Bretschneider sea spectrum used in the calculation.  
 
 
Figure 7.12: Behaviour of mean frequency and spectral bandwidth for the effective wave.  
 
As can be seen from the plot of the spectral bandwidth, the most critical condition with respect to 
the groupiness phenomenon is found close to Froude number 0.2 in following sea. Although for this 
speed range the process is out of the instability region for the first parametric resonance, it is to be 
noted that, by inspection of the graph for the mean frequency, the conditions for the second 
parametric resonance are met, i.e., the process' frequency is close to the roll natural frequency. The 
threshold in the second parametric resonance region is higher than that in the first region, for this 
reason the second parametric resonance region is often neglected. However, the combination of a 
marked groupiness with a 1:1 frequency ratio, could endanger the ship. 
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7.3 Response Above Threshold 
7.3.1 Analysis of roll standard deviation 
From the determination of stability boundaries as reported above, a first approximation of the 
region of dangerous conditions can be obtained. However, as it is evident from (7.4), linear stability 
boundaries only depend on linear damping, that is usually very small for roll motion: this could 
lead, especially in case of small GM and large KM , to very small critical significant wave heights. 
As in the case of regular sea, any rule solely based on stability boundaries, is likely to be too 
conservative [15]. For this reason a nonlinear analysis above threshold is necessary (see, e.g., the 
approach in [16]), and direct numerical integration of model (7.1) can be performed to have an 
estimation of parametrically excited roll motion above stability threshold by means of Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
Numerical simulations of model (7.1) have been carried out in [17] in order to address the issues of 
(practical) ergodicity of parametric roll raised in [18]. Here, a quantitative discussion of outcomes 
of application of (7.1) is undertaken taking advantage of the availability of experimental results for 
TR2 [5].  
In Figure 7.13 the roll standard deviation from experiments on TR2 is compared with that obtained 
by simulations using a free trim calculation for GZ  curve (curves referred as "not tuned"): as it is 
evident, simulations overestimate the roll motion for both spectra. If a fix trim calculation for GZ  
had been used, the overestimation would have been even larger. From this point of view, model 
(7.1) is conservative for this ship. 
 
 
Figure 7.13: Comparison between simulations and experimental results before and after tuning. 
 
The overestimation could be due to: 
- underestimation of damping; 
- overestimation of parametric excitation; 
Damping was obtained from experiments and thus it is assumed that the cause of the overestimation 
resides in the intensity of parametric excitation. An empirical reduction of the parametric excitation 
is then used in this paragraph by correcting the excitation process ( )eff tη . A "corrected" effective 
wave Cη  is then defined as: 
  
C C efk fη η= ⋅  (7.15)
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and used in the "tuned" simulations. Definition (7.15) implies the following relation between the 
spectrum of the effective wave and that of the "corrected" effective wave: 
 
( ) ( )2,C CS k Sη ηω ω= ⋅  (7.16)
 
Basically, equation (7.15) introduces a linear re-mapping of the significant wave height of the sea 
spectrum: 
 
( ) 1/31/3Results Results
C
HH
k
⎛ ⎞→ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (7.17)
 
so that tuning can hopefully be performed without a re-running of the model, but simply with a 
suitable stretching of the scale of the significant wave heights. 
Ck  is an empirically determined correction factor. In the case of spectrum NB a value of the 
correction factor equal to about 0.8 seems to be suitable, whereas a value of about 0.6 is more 
appropriate for the Bretschneider spectrum. In order to use a single correction factor for both 
spectra, it is assumed in this section that 0.7Ck = . In Figure 7.13 the roll standard deviation 
predicted after tuning is reported as dashed curves. In the case of NB spectrum an underestimation 
of the motion is noticeable, while an overestimation of the roll standard deviation is still visible for 
the Bretschneider sea spectrum. It is to be underlined that the introduction of the correction factor 
 influences not only the response above threshold, but it, in addition, raises by a factor Ck 1 Ck  the 
stochastic stability boundaries depicted in Figure 7.4 (in accordance to the mapping (7.17) ). 
Although the necessity of introducing a correction factor could be due, to a limited extent, to 
inaccuracies in the metacentric height of the model, the difference in the obtained value for the two 
spectra and the quite large mean reduction needed to fit the experimental results clearly shows the 
unavoidable limits inherent the several simplifying assumptions introduced in this analytical 
modelling. It is however important to note that, after tuning, the agreement with experiment is quite 
good, especially regarding the capability of the model to deal with nonlinear effects, as it will be 
shown in the following during the discussion of the probability density function of the roll 
envelope. 
Unfortunately, due to the lack of available experimental data, the variability of the tuning 
coefficient for different ships cannot be discussed at the moment of writing and it is then worth 
future additional research. 
By the analysis of the shape of the roll standard deviation curves in Figure 7.13, a shift of the 
response peak towards the region of low speeds/following sea is noticeable as the standard 
deviation of the motion increases for the NB spectrum: this behaviour resembles the typical 
nonlinear effect often observed in regular sea in the case of softening behaviour of the restoring 
moment. It is interesting to note that the shift clearly occurs in the case of narrow band excitation 
(that is more similar to a regular excitation during limited time windows), whereas it seems to be 
absent in the case of the wider Bretschneider sea spectrum: the occurrence, in the case of narrow 
band excitations, of  behaviours similar to those observed under regular excitation, has been shown 
in the past for the beam sea case [19] and in a critical analysis of the presence of multiple solutions 
for the stochastic linearisation technique [20]. A more comprehensive and clear view of the 
nonlinear softening behaviour of the response can be easily obtained from Figure 7.14, where the 
roll standard deviation has been determined from the tuned model for different couples of speed and 
significant wave height in the case of Bretschneider and NB sea spectra (10 simulations lasting 2h 
have been used for each couple, and only the final 3600s have been used in the analysis of each 
realisation): the peak of the roll standard  deviation for a given significant wave height clearly 
tends, for the NB spectrum, to move towards the region of lower encounter frequencies as the 
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significant wave height (and, thus, the roll motion) is increased, while this shifting is not noticeable 
for the Bretschneider sea spectrum.  
Superimposed to the numerically determined roll standard deviation surface, the corresponding 
analytically predicted stochastic stability boundaries are reported as black dashed lines. In the case 
of Bretschneider sea spectrum the agreement between simulations and analytical predictions can be 
considered very good, on the other hand, in the case of the Narrow Band spectrum, the agreement is 
poor, this posing some doubts on the actual applicability of condition (7.4) in the case of very 
narrow band excitation spectra. It is however to be said that during numerical simulations for the 
NB spectrum, it has been noticed a quite strong dependence of the final roll response on the 
parameters used for generating the signal ( )eff tη  starting from the spectrum ( )eSη ω  (i.e., 
maximum frequency for the generation, type of time domain interpolation, number of frequencies, 
etc.): for this reason the lack of agreement in Figure 7.14 cannot be considered a final outcome, and 
is worth further numerical analyses. 
 
 
Figure 7.14: Roll standard deviation as function of ship speed and significant wave height. Dashed lines report 
analytically determined stability boundaries. 
7.3.2 Non-Gaussian roll motion pdf & Non-Rayleigh roll envelope pdf 
All figures above have dealt with the standard deviation of roll motion as obtained from numerical 
simulations (or experiments). It is however to be underlined that the roll motion arising from 
parametric excitation is, in general, not Gaussian, and, thus, the roll standard deviation cannot be 
considered, in principle, a suitable measure of the variability of the process. In addition, the roll 
envelope process is not Rayleigh distributed: the departure from a Rayleigh distribution 
characterised by the standard deviation of motion (typical narrow band linear approach) is depicted, 
as an example, in Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16. In the figures the tuning coefficients have been 
adjusted to match the standard deviation of roll motion from experiments and that from simulations: 
this adjustment is fundamental for a meaningful direct comparison of the cumulative distribution 
functions. The results from the tuned model are in line with the experimental results, whereas the 
Rayleigh distribution does not seem to be a suitable model for describing the roll envelope, 
especially in the case of NB spectrum. In particular it is to be noted the change of the shape of the 
cumulative distribution function in the two cases: recalling that the probability density function is 
obtained as derivative of the cumulative distribution function, a characteristic bi-modal behaviour is 
already noticeable in the case of NB spectrum from Figure 7.16. For sake of clarity, the probability 
density function of the roll envelope estimated from numerical simulations is compared with that 
obtained from experiments in the case of NB sea spectrum in Figure 7.17: bi-modality is now more 
evident. Bi-modality in the pdf of the response was already observed in the past for the case of 
analytical modelling of roll in beam sea under narrow banded excitation [23].  
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Figure 7.15: Probability density function of roll envelope: comparison between experiments, simulations and Rayleigh 
pdf. Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 7.16: Probability density function of roll envelope: comparison between experiments, simulations and Rayleigh 
pdf. Narrow Band sea spectrum. 
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Figure 7.17: Comparison between experimental and simulated probability density function for roll envelope in the case 
of NB sea spectrum. 
 
It can be guessed, then, that the probability density function of roll motion (and of the envelope) 
depend on the shape of the exciting spectrum, and that the Doppler effect induced by the advance 
speed could have an influence on the shape of the pdf, because of the modification induced in the 
shape of the spectrum of the effective wave. The analysis of the standard deviation is not sufficient 
in order to numerically investigate the presence of changes in the shape of roll motion's pdf, and 
higher order moments are to be considered. Here the simulations that form the basis for Figure 7.14 
are re-analysed (now without any tuning factor, i.e., 1Ck = ), and for each condition "ship 
speed/significant wave height" the third order central moment and the fourth order central moment 
have been used as measures, respectively, of symmetry and peakedness of the roll probability 
density function. 
Because of the symmetry of equation (7.1), it is expected that any property of roll motion shows 
symmetry with respect to 0φ = , for this reason the following analysis of the third order central 
moment is to be considered only as a check of correctness for the simulations. The skewness has 
been chosen as a nondimensional measure of the third order central moment as follows [21]: 
 
3
1 3/ 2
2
µγ µ=  (7.18)
 
Where, letting µ  the mean value of the roll angle: 
 
{ } ( )E pdf dµ φ φ φ+∞
−∞
= = ⋅∫ φ  (7.19)
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nµ  is the n-th order central moment of the pdf defined as: 
 
( ){ } ( ) ( )n nn E pdf dµ φ µ φ µ φ φ+∞
−∞
= − = − ⋅∫  (7.20)
 
For a symmetric pdf it is ( ) .  P ( )
2 0
3 10 0
µ
µ γ
≠
= ⇒ =
In order to analyse the peakedness of the pdf, the kurtosis can be used, defined as follows [21]: 
 
4
2 2
2
µγ µ=  (7.21)
 
It is however to be noted that for a Gaussian distribution the kurtosis equals 3 (note that 
2 3Gaussian γ⇒ =  but not vice-versa), so that it is a common practice to define a new coefficient 
2β  (that will be called here "kurtosis") that is zero for a Gaussian distribution: 
 
2 2 3β γ= −  (7.22)
 
A distribution having 2 0β >  shows a sharp peak, and is said to be leptokurtic. If 2 0β <  the 
distribution is rather flat, and is said to be platykurtic. Finally, if 2 0β = , as in the case of the 
Gaussian distribution, the distribution is said to be mesokurtic. Figure 7.18 reports a sketch on how 
the shape of the pdf could vary according to the value of the kurtosis. 
 
 
Figure 7.18: Example of distributions with different kurtosis. 
 
For each condition, then, 1γ  and 2β  have been estimated from the simulated time histories. 10 
realisations have been performed for each couple "speed/significant wave height", each lasting for 
7200s. Only the final 3600s have been used in the estimations in order to let the initial transient 
decay. Both Bretschneider and Narrow Band sea spectra have been investigated without any 
correction on the intensity of parametric excitation, i.e., 1Ck = . Correction has not been applied 
because, as already discussed, it simply provides a linear stretching of the axis of the significant 
wave heights. 
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7.3.2.1 Narrow Band sea spectrum (modal frequency m 2 / BPg Lω π= ) 
We start from discussing the results obtained when the sea spectrum is of the NB type, this because, 
in such case, non-Gaussian effects are more evident. Figure 7.19 reports the results of the analysis. 
In order to avoid spurious results, only conditions for which the roll standard deviation has been 
estimated to be above 0.5deg are considered. Figure 7.19 shows the following quantities in the in 
the plane ( ) : 1/3,V H
- estimated kurtosis 2β  (upper left) 
- estimated standard deviation 2σ µ=  (upper right) 
- estimated skewness 1γ  (lower left) 
In addition two graphs are reported in the lower right part of the figure, i.e.: 
- the dependence of kurtosis 2β  on the standard deviation σ  
- the dependence of skewness 1γ  on the standard deviation σ  
First of all the behaviour of the skewness is as expected: distributions are always symmetric, so we 
can be quite confident on the other results. Just as a little note, the graph of ( )1γ σ  shows a larger 
dispersion when the roll standard deviation is smaller, this is probably due to the fact that the 
corresponding conditions are very close to the stochastic stability limit.  
 
 
Figure 7.19: Non-Gaussian analysis of simulations in case of NB sea spectrum. 
 
By looking at the behaviour of  and of (2 1/,V Hβ )3 ( )1/ 3,V Hσ , it can be seen a marked correlation: 
regions of large standard deviation corresponds to region of negative kurtosis (platykurtic 
densities). Such correlation becomes evident in the plot of ( )2β σ , that is worth additional 
attention. In the region of large standard deviations, i.e., above about 0.3rad, the functional 
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relationship ( )2β σ  is approximately single valued, this meaning that, apart from random 
spreading, at each value of standard deviation σ  corresponds with sufficient engineering accuracy 
only one value of kurtosis 2β . In addition, ( )2β σ  looks as a strictly monotonically decreasing 
function of σ , this meaning that the pdf of roll tends to flatten as the standard deviation increases. 
The behaviour is, on the other hand, different when the standard deviation is in the range below 
about 0.3rad. For such conditions there seem to be present, approximately, two branches, that is, 
two different values (in a probabilistic sense) of kurtosis for each value of the standard deviation: an 
upper branch with large value of kurtosis (peaked pdfs) and a lower branch with small or negative 
value of kurtosis (flat pdfs). Such bifurcation is more evident in Figure 7.20, and an explanation is 
to be searched in the different roll response as a function of the shape of the spectrum of the 
effective wave at the encounter frequencies. 
 
 
Figure 7.20: Analysis of the dependence ( )2β σ . NB sea spectrum. 
 
In Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20, indeed, the upper branch is referred as "low speed branch", while 
the lower branch is indicated as "high speed branch". Such labelling comes from the following 
reasoning. A marked grouping in the excitation corresponds to a marked grouping in the response, 
this meaning rather long periods of very small roll motion with limited intervals of time with strong 
roll motion (roll grouping) [6][17]. A behaviour of this type leads to probability density functions of 
roll motion showing very high peaks close to 0φ =  because of the  long "latency periods". 
Recalling that the spectral bandwidth, indicator of groupiness, has the typical behaviour reported in 
Figure 7.12, it can be understood that high speeds are associated to less grouping, while at low 
speeds the excitation induced by the effective wave shows a more grouped behaviour (see the effect 
of speed in Figure 7.3). In Figure 7.20 three conditions are indicated that corresponds  
approximately to the same standard deviation but that show different values of estimated 2β , 
namely: 
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- Condition #337: , 0.360 /V m s= 1/ 3 1.944H m= , 2 7.508β = ; 
- Condition #1246: 3.601 /V m s= , 1/ 3 2.360H m= , 2 1.134β = ; 
- Condition #817: , 2.161 /V m s= 1/ 3 1.018H m= , 2 0.099β = ; 
Summarising plots of the analyses of the aforementioned conditions are reported in Figure 7.21 to 
Figure 7.23. Each figure shows, in the upper part, the ten simulated time histories: the vertical 
dashed line in each time history's plot corresponds to the assumed end of transient (3600s). In the 
lower right plot, the condition under analysis is reported as a circle over the surface of standard 
deviation in the (  plane. The estimated pdf of roll is finally report in the lower left plot. )1/3,V H
 
 
Figure 7.21: Analysis of Condition #337: , 0.360 /V m s= 1/ 3 1.944H m= , 2 7.508β = . NB sea spectrum 
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Figure 7.22: Analysis of Condition #1246: 3.601 /V m s= , 1/ 3 2.360H m= , 2 1.134β = . NB sea spectrum 
 
 
Figure 7.23: Condition #817: , 2.161 /V m s= 1/ 3 1.018H m= , 2 0.099β = . NB sea spectrum 
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By visual analysis of the time histories it can be seen a general tendency of roll grouping to reduce 
as the speed is increased, however the estimated kurtosis 2β  is not a monotonically increasing 
function of the ship speed. The lowest speed, 0.360 /V m s=  in Figure 7.21, is worth additional 
attention because of the strongly marked grouping. Several simulated time histories, indeed, show 
almost zero roll after the assumed transient (i.e. after 3600s), and only three time histories report 
very strong motions in big packets. This very different type of behaviour (roll motion "switched 
on/off" [6]) is the cause for the highly peaked pdf or roll. In the case of the highest speed, 
 in Figure 7.22, instead, the behaviour of roll is completely different: roll motion is 
well developed, and groups, although still noticeable, are shorter and weaker. In addition, the 
"latency time" between two subsequent big groups is very limited, in contrast to the long almost 
"quiet" periods noticeable in Figure 7.21. The case of Figure 7.23, even if associated to the lowest 
estimated kurtosis, seems to be, from a visual analysis of the time histories, in-between the previous 
two cases. Figure 7.24 compares the probability density functions of roll motion corresponding to 
the cases with the highest and lowest estimated kurtosis, corresponding to Figure 7.21 and Figure 
7.23 respectively. 
3.601 /V m= s
 
 
Figure 7.24: Comparison of pdfs for two conditions with different 2β  and similar σ . NB sea spectrum. 
 
As shown, the kurtosis, and, thus, the shape of the probability density function of roll motion, given 
a particular standard deviation, depends on the actual ship speed. In order to analyse this 
dependence, results of simulations have been subdivided in domains of almost constant σ  (actually 
intervals ) in the [ [0.005 , 0.005rad radσ σ− + ( )1/3,V H  plane, and the kurtosis has been 
determined as a function of the ship speed for each sub-domain, i.e., ( )2 Vβ σ . Domains of almost 
constant roll standard deviation correspond to "V/U-shaped" regions in the ( )1/3,V H  plane, as can 
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be seen from Figure 7.19. In Figure 7.25 the behaviour of ( )2 Vβ σ  is reported for five values of 
the roll standard deviation, namely 0.10rad to 0.30rad with 0.05rad steps. 
 
 
Figure 7.25: Behaviour of function ( )2 Vβ σ . NB sea spectrum. 
 
The function (2 V )β σ  shows high values in the low speed range, a minimum value in the 
intermediate range of speeds, and an increasing behaviour in the range of high speeds. Such 
behaviour is particularly noticeable for the smaller standard deviations, with a tendency for 
(2 V )β σ  to level and to move towards smaller values of kurtosis as the roll standard deviation is 
increased: the bifurcation observed in Figure 7.20 is now fully explained, and the labelling of 
branches as "low speed" and "high speed" is better justified. 
It is finally to be noted that the kurtosis has been used here only as a rational, traceable, measure of 
non-Gaussianity, but it is not sufficient, together with σ  (and a skewness assumed to be zero) to 
fully characterise the roll pdf. Additional higher order moment would be necessary, and, even if 
such moments had been provided, the grouping behaviour could be explained only by means of 
higher order autocorrelation functions.  
7.3.2.2 Bretschneider sea spectrum (modal frequency m 2 / BPg Lω π= ) 
Driven by the indications obtained in the previous case of Narrow Band sea spectrum, in the 
following the results arising from the analysis in the case of Bretschneider sea spectrum are 
reported. The summarising plot of the analysis is provided in Figure 7.26. 
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Figure 7.26: Non-Gaussian analysis of simulations in case of Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
It can be seen again the correlations between kurtosis and roll standard deviation, with again the 
general monotonically decreasing behaviour of ( )2β σ . The skewness is again, on average zero,  
with a general initial decreasing of the dispersion as the roll standard deviation is increased up to 
about 0.28rad. For larger values of the roll standard deviation σ , the dispersion of the skewness 
increases. Such behaviour is likely to be due to the fact that in the case of Bretschneider sea 
spectrum, for some high value of significant wave height, capsize has occurred in the simulations, 
as shown by Figure 7.27, where the estimated capsize probability is reported in the (  plane. 
Capsized runs are not considered in the statistical estimations: for this reason, in some regions of 
high significant wave heights (and, thus, large roll standard deviations) the total number of points 
available for the statistical analysis is reduced, this leading to a larger dispersion in the statistical 
estimators. This explanation is, however, not fully satisfactory, because a significant increasing in 
the dispersion is noticeable only for the skewness, whereas the scatter plot of kurtosis seems to be 
less affected: such feature is, then, worthwhile additional future attention. 
)1/3,V H
The estimation of the capsize probability as shown in Figure 7.27 is obtained as the ratio between 
the number of runs resulting in a capsize in 7200s and the total number of runs, i.e., 10. It is 
however to be borne in mind that, due to the limited total number of runs, the confidence interval 
for the estimated capsize probability are quite large (see, e.g., [22]). 
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Figure 7.27: Estimated capsize probability. Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
It is interesting to note, that the surface of the capsize probability seems to show two distinct 
regions of high risk: one in head sea, and one in following sea. The presence of this two distinct 
zones could be explained by the previously discussed competitive  behaviour of the tuning ratio 
(that is close to 2 in head sea) and of the grouping phenomenon (stronger in following sea). 
In some cases 100% of capsized runs has been obtained from simulations: for this reason there are 
regions of the ( plane where statistical analysis were not possible, and that are present in 
Figure 7.26 (and in some of the following figures) as "white teeth" in the region of the highest 
significant wave heights.  
)1/3,V H
The presence of a bifurcation in the function ( )2β σ  is still noticeable with the enlarged view of 
Figure 7.28, however the presence of two distinct branches is less marked than in the case of NB 
sea spectrum, with the branch associated to low speeds less represented, probably because of the 
very steep behaviour of the stochastic stability boundaries in the region of low speeds (see Figure 
7.5). 
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Figure 7.28: Analysis of the dependence ( )2β σ . Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
In order to see the difference in the roll pdf induced by the different bandwidth of the exciting 
process, the two conditions indicated in Figure 7.28 are analysed in more details in Figure 7.29 and 
Figure 7.30. 
 
Figure 7.29: Condition #269: , 1.351 /V m s= − 1/ 3 3.355H m= , 2 2.102β = . Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
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Figure 7.30: Condition #405: , 0 /V m s= 1/ 3 2.430H m= , 2 0.261β = . Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
Condition #269 in Figure 7.29 is very close to the stability boundary, and shows a quite marked 
grouping, reflecting in a peaked roll pdf (with high value of kurtosis). Conversely, the case #405 in 
Figure 7.30 is well inside the stochastic instability region, this leading to a more developed roll with 
a more flatten pdf with a smaller kurtosis. Figure 7.31 compares the probability density functions 
obtained from the two analysed cases. It is interesting to note that, similarly to what happened in 
Figure 7.24 for the NB sea spectrum, the more peaked pdf, corresponding to the case with stronger 
roll grouping, extends up to larger rolling angle in comparison with the case of less marked 
grouping: this showing the danger involved in a markedly grouped response.  
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of pdfs for two conditions with different 2β  and similar σ . Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
The behaviour of (2 V )β σ  is analysed in Figure 7.32 for three values of the roll standard deviation: 
the increasing tendency for the kurtosis at low speeds is confirmed, even if a large almost flat region 
is visible, extending more than in the case of NB sea spectrum (compare with Figure 7.25), and two 
minima seem to be present. Results are, in addition, less coherent than in Figure 7.25, especially for 
the smaller analysed standard deviation. 
Because in the case of Bretschneider sea spectrum some regions of the ( )1/3,V H  plane have been 
identified where capsize occurred in simulations, two additional analysis have been carried out in 
order to investigate the following correlations: 
- ( 1, ,SP )σ γ  in Figure 7.33; 
- ( 2, ,SP )σ β  in Figure 7.34; 
where  is the estimated survival probability in 2h exposure (1h assumed steady state, if 
available). 
SP
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Figure 7.32: Behaviour of function ( )2 Vβ σ . Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
Figure 7.33 confirms that the region of large dispersion for the skewness at the high values of roll 
standard deviation is associated with the region of low survival probability . It is particularly 
interesting to note the projection on the 
SP
( ), SPσ  plane, that shows, of course, the same behaviour 
both in Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34: the survival probability is estimated as 1 until a value of roll 
standard deviation close to about 0.3rad, after which an abrupt decrease is noticeable. Small 
increasing in the roll standard deviation results in very large decreasing of the survival probability. 
Such behaviour seems to resemble the quite abrupt reduction of engineering integrity due to fast 
erosion of safe basin for deterministically excited systems with softening restoring. 
By analysis of Figure 7.33 and Figure 7.34 there seems to be no strong correlation for of  and SP 1γ  
or 2β . In the case of kurtosis, the correlation seems to be mainly induced by the more coherent 
relation ( )2β σ . 
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Figure 7.33: Analysis of the relation between standard deviation σ , probability of survival  and skewness SP 1γ . 
Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 7.34: Analysis of the relation between standard deviation σ , probability of survival  and kurtosis SP 2β . 
Bretschneider sea spectrum. 
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8 A probabilistic approach to static stability 
This chapter introduces possible ideas for extending the classical deterministic static stability 
assessment to a probabilistic approach where the effects of variations of geometry induced by 
waves are rationally taken into account. The first part deals with the extension of the deterministic 
idea of GZ  curve and other classical static quantities, to more general entities characterised in a 
probabilistic way. The basic tool is the analytical modelling of GZ  based on the Grim's effective 
wave process. Some examples of application of the theoretical developments are provided. The 
second part is concerned with the rational extension of classical static stability criteria in a 
probabilistic short/long term framework. In addition, quantitative measures of variations are 
proposed in order to compare the tendency of different ships, in different operational areas, to 
exhibit variations of restoring in irregular waves. Again, examples of application are provided.  
8.1 Introduction 
The analytical modelling provided for the analysis of roll motion in irregular longitudinal long 
crested sea has allowed for a dynamic investigation in the previous chapter. However it was 
inherent in the process of development of the dynamic model, the extension of the classical concept 
of righting lever ( )GZ φ  in calm water, to a new quantity, ( ), effGZ φ η , able, in principle, to give 
additional information on the ship restoring variations in waves. Such an extension was already 
present in the analytical model for the regular sea condition: unfortunately, in that case, GZ  had to 
be treated as a deterministic surface, i.e., ( ), ,C wave waveGZ x aφ λ , being waveλ  and  the length 
and amplitude, respectively, of the regular wave under analysis. Such determinism in the selection 
of the wave could have been in principle overcome on the basis of probabilistic considerations 
regarding the sea stochastic process, without, however, getting completely away from a certain level 
of arbitrariness. 
wavea
On the other hand, in the case of modelling for irregular sea, the filtering introduced by the Grim's 
effective wave concept allows a more powerful description of the variations of restoring lever in 
waves, and the actual sea state can rationally be taken into account. It is, indeed, possible to try to 
extend a series of classical concepts permeating the Naval Architecture by rationally accounting for 
stability variations in waves with different environmental conditions, opening the door to 
approaches of short and/or long term type. 
It is not the scope of this chapter to discuss whether any criterion, or set of criteria, or, in general, 
any safety assessment based solely on the analysis of the geometrical properties of the GZ  curve is 
to be considered suitable or not. Rather it will be assumed here that some meaningful general 
(binary or fuzzy) deterministic criterion { }C GZ  exists, and it will be shown how to extend it in a 
rational probabilistic framework to take into account the propensity of the ship to exhibit variations 
of the righting moment. 
8.2 Static stability: from a deterministic approach to a probabilistic 
description 
8.2.1 Theoretical background 
The righting lever on the Grim's effective wave, ( ), effGZ φ η , has been described by means of a 
polynomial representation as follows: 
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with two important derived quantities, i.e., the metacentric height ( )effGM η  (obtained by means of 
derivative of ( ), effGZ φ η  at 0φ = ) and the integral ( ), effb φ η  of ( ), effGZ φ η : 
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When 0effη = , (8.1) and (8.2) reduce to the classical calm water calculations, showing that the calm 
water condition is a sub-case of a more general concept introduced by (8.1). 
The effective wave ( )eff tη  is a Gaussian stochastic process characterised by an energy spectrum 
Sη . Assuming φ  to be fixed, ( , effGZ )φ η  can then be considered as a nonlinear, time-invariant 
transformation of the original process ( )eff tη , i.e.: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ),eff eff efft GZ t GZ t GZ tη φ η η φφ ⎫⎪ → → =⎬⎪⎭ φ   (8.3)
 
Similarly, for : ( ), effb φ η
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ),eff eff efft b t b t b tη φ η η φφ ⎫⎪ → → =⎬⎪⎭ φ   (8.4)
 
In the case of GM , there is no angle dependence (actually, thanks to the derivative in the definition 
of metacentric height, the angle dependence has been hidden), and thus ( effGM η )  is simply a 
nonlinear, time invariant, polynomial transformation of the process ( )eff tη : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )eff efft GM t GM tη η→ =   (8.5)
 
Equation (8.5) tells us that ( )GM t  is, in general, a non-Gaussian stochastic process. Assuming φ  
to be fixed, the same holds for (GZ t )φ  and ( )b t φ . Time domain analyses regarding the behaviour 
of the aforementioned quantities can be readily carried out by means of Monte Carlo simulations 
approaches. In the past, the behaviour of ( )GM t  has been numerically investigated by Palmquist 
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[1] and Panjaitan [2], by making use, however, of direct numerical calculations of a ship on the 
actual irregular sea surface.  
Here we will concentrate on a statistical description of ( ), effGZ φ η , ( effGM η )  and ( ), effb φ η  in 
order to give information on their instantaneous pdfs. It is to be noted that the instantaneous 
statistical characteristics we will deal with are independent on the Doppler effect induced by the 
ship speed. On the other hand, characteristics where the time lag is introduced (as in the case of 
autocorrelation functions, and, then, of its Fourier transform, that is the energy spectrum) depend on 
the actual ship speed. In order to use a general notation, let us call any of the quantities defined in 
(8.3) to (8.5) as , that can always be expressed, in general, as a polynomial having the 
following form: 
( effQ η )
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The nonlinear transformation (8.6) is deterministic and single valued, and the randomness in  is 
due to the fact that the effective wave amplitude 
Q
effη  is a Gaussian stochastic process, i.e., a 
Gaussian random variable when the instantaneous ensemble analysis is of concern as in this case. 
To be precise, the effective wave amplitude has zero mean, then ( 20,eff N )ηη σ∈ , where the 
standard deviation ησ  can be obtained from the effective wave spectrum Sη  (without the necessity 
of applying the Doppler effect). It is then possible to almost fully analytically obtain the probability 
density function of the variable  by using [3]: Q
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being  the total number of solutions, in terms of n effη , of the equation 
 ( )effQ qη =   (8.8)
 
From (8.6) it follows that  
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thus, finally,  
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Equation (8.10) allows to analytically express the probability density function of Q , starting from 
the probability density function of effη  (and provided that the polynomial equation (8.8) is properly, 
in general numerically, solved). Although, as said, effη  is, in principle, Gaussian, due to the 
practically necessary truncation already discussed in Chapter 6, the presence of the two Dirac deltas 
at the limits of the truncation interval is to be properly taken into account in the aforementioned 
procedure. What is done in the case of application to the truncated process Tη , is to limit the 
possible solutions of (8.8) to those being in the allowable range, and to apply (8.10) only to those 
"filtered" solutions. The final pdf for  is obtained by superimposing two additional Dirac deltas at 
 and . 
Q
( minQ η ) ( )maxQ η
It is however not always necessary to know the exact shape of Qpdf , and sometime we can be 
satisfied with the knowledge of a (limited) number of statistical moments. Thanks to the analytical 
relationship (8.6), the k-th moment for the variable  can readily be obtained as: Q
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where, in (8.11), it is implicitly assumed that, in case of truncation of the effective wave domain  
and subsequent singularities, such effects are properly accounted for.  
As an additional, simplified approach, similarly to the one followed in Chapter 6 for the stochastic 
linearisation of ( effGM η ) , the variable ( )effQ η  could be substituted by its stochastic linearisation, 
i.e.: 
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(8.12) represents a Gaussian approximation of Q . 
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Before moving to the application of the presented ideas, it is worth explicitly discuss how a change 
on the vertical position of the centre of mass KG  influences the statistical representation of the 
aforementioned quantities. As already discussed in Chapter 6, the following relations can be 
assumed to hold if the influence of KG  on equilibrium trim is small: 
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We are now interested in comparing two conditions, namely 1KG  and 2KG . From (8.13) it follows 
that: 
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It can be seen from (8.14) that the change in KG , from a statistical point of view, simply leads to a 
shift of the centre of the pdfs, i.e., a modification of the mean of the distributions: 
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Although the moments with respect to the origin, as defined in (8.11) undergoes a change under 
transformation (8.14), it is important to note that the central moments, that is the moments with 
respect to the mean, remain unchanged under the same transformation: 
 
( ) ( ){ }( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )
( ) ( ){ }( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }( ){ }
( ) ( ){ }( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )
2 2 1 1
2 2 1 1
2 2 1 1
k k
eff eff eff eff
k k
eff eff eff eff
k k
eff eff eff eff
E GZ E GZ E GZ E GZ
E GM E GM E GM E GM
E b E b E b E b
k
η φ η φ η φ η φ
η η η η
η φ η φ η φ η φ
⎧ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧− = −⎨ ⎬ ⎨⎪ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩⎪⎪ − = −⎪⎨⎪ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧⎪ − = −⎨ ⎬ ⎨⎪ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩⎪∀⎩
⎫⎬⎭
⎫⎬⎭
  (8.16)
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this because, by using the general naming ( )2 effQ η  and ( )1 effQ η , it is: 
 
( ) ( ){ } ( ) ({ )}2 2 1 1eff eff eff effQ E Q Q E Qη η η− = − η   (8.17)
 
Thanks to the relations (8.13) to (8.17), any change in KG  can easily be handled.  
8.2.2 Examples of application 
The theoretical tools reported in the previous section, are here applied to show how they can be 
used to judge the propensity of a ship to show variations of restoring capabilities in waves. 
Figure 8.1 shows a summary of the calculation of the probability density function of the random 
metacentric height for the ship TR2 when the sea spectrum is of the Bretschneider type, with modal 
wave frequency corresponding to a wave length equal to the ship length between perpendiculars, 
and a significant wave height of 7.5m. On the upper left plot, the Gaussian probability density 
function of the effective wave is shown, where the dashed thick lines are reported as remainders of 
the presence of the two Dirac deltas at the truncation limits 5eff mη = ± . The upper right plot reports 
the nonlinear transformation ( effGM η )  according to (8.2). Finally, the lower right plot shows the 
analytically determined probability density function of the metacentric height, where, again, the 
dash thick lines corresponds to delta singularities in the pdf. 
 
Figure 8.1: Random metacentric height. Ship TR2. Bretschneider sea spectrum, 0.683 /m rad sω = , . 1/ 3 7.5H m=
 
By looking at GMpdf  Figure 8.1 in it can be seen a markedly non-Gaussian shape, with considerable 
asymmetry, with a non negligible part of the probability density function extending in the region of 
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negative GM  values. In order to verify the correctness of the analytical calculation, Figure 8.2 
shows a comparison between the probability density function obtained analytically and that 
obtained by using a Monte Carlo approach. 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Random metacentric height. Ship TR2. Comparison between analytic  calculation and Monte Carlo 
generations. Bretschneider sea spectrum, 0.683 /m rad sω = , . 1/ 3 7.5H m=
 
The previous example is limited to a single sea state, it is however interesting to analyse how the 
probability density function is influenced by the significant wave height for a given modal wave 
frequency (or, in general, by changing the sea spectrum), this because the dispersion of GM  (in 
terms, e.g., of percentile levels) could be used as a rational measure of the ship tendency to show 
variations in the restoring capabilities. Figure 8.3 shows the modifications that the probability 
density function, and the corresponding cumulative distribution, undergoes as the significant wave 
height is increased by keeping the modal wave frequency fixed. For the lowest tested  the pdf 
for 
1/3H
GM  has the typical peaked behaviour of a Gaussian distribution, this because of the small 
standard deviation of the effective wave, this making the linear transformation a good 
approximation of the central region of the upper right plot of Figure 8.1. When the significant wave 
height is increased, however, nonlinear effect start playing a relevant role, and the Gaussian shape is 
more and more distorted. Especially in the case of 1/ 3 7.5H m=  the symmetry of the pdf is 
completely lost. 
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Figure 8.3: Influence of the significant wave height on the pdf and cdf of the metacentric height. Ship TR2. 
 
An analysis similar to that carried out for GM , can of course be performed on the righting arm at 
any given heeling angle according to the same approach. Figure 8.4 shows an example of analysis 
of GZ  at 45degφ =  for the ship TR2: here the nonlinear effects introduced by the transformation 
( 45degeffGZ η φ = )  are evident in the marked asymmetry of GZpdf . However, much more 
complicated shapes for GZpdf  can be obtained, depending on the complexity of the function ( effGZ )η φ , as it is shown in Figure 8.5 for the ship ITACA where the presence of the three points 
at which 0
eff
dGZ
dη =  introduces singularities in GZpdf , two of which are evident in the pdf in the 
lower right plot. 
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Figure 8.4: Random GZ  at 45deg. Ship TR2. Bretschneider sea spectrum, 0.683 /m rad sω = , 1/ 3 5H m= . 
 
Figure 8.5: Random GZ  at 40deg. Ship ITACA. Bretschneider sea spectrum, 1.083 /m rad sω = , 1/ 3 2.5H m= . 
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It is possible, however, to have a more global picture on the randomness in the righting capabilities 
of the ship by performing the analysis on a wide range of angles, as reported in Figure 8.6. 
 
 
Figure 8.6: Global statistical analysis by means of Monte Carlo approach. Ship TR2. Bretschneider sea spectrum, 
0.683 /m rad sω = , 1/ 3 7.5H m= . 
 
In the upper left plot, the surface of ( )GZcdf GZ φ  is shown: for each value of heeling angle, it is 
reported in colours the function ( ) ( )GZGZ GZcdf GZ pdf dφ ξ φ ξ
−∞
= ∫ . Three curves can be found 
superimposed: the lower and upper quartiles (i.e. the sections of ( )GZcdf GZ φ  at levels 0.25 and 
0.75) and the calm water GZ  curve. Similarly, in the lower left plot the result of the analysis of the 
area under GZ  is reported. It is however important to recall that the fuzzy bands that can be 
obtained by the iso-level curves of the surface ( )GZcdf GZ φ  only have a clear meaning when 
looked for fixed values of the heeling angle, this because of the deterministic relationship ( effGZ )φ η . Given indeed a particular fixed test value ( )*GZ φ  for a given angle *φ , it is possible 
to determine, in a general non degenerate case, a finite (or null) series of effective amplitudes ,eff hη  
satisfying the equation: 
 ( ) ( )* * ,, eff hGZ GZφ φ η=   (8.18)
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and for each of the determined amplitudes ,eff hη  a unique (continuous) curve  
( ) ( ,,h eff hGZ GZφ φ η= )  is obtained. Because of this relation, given any point in the plane ( ),GZφ , 
a finite (or null) number of deterministically determined curves departs from it: an example is 
shown in Figure 8.7. A similar discussion could be done in the case of the area under the righting 
lever curve. 
 
 
Figure 8.7: Example of multiple GZ  intersecting in a single point, leading to a double solution for the equation ( ) ( )* * ,, eff hGZ GZφ φ η= . Ship TR2. 
 
Coming back now to Figure 8.6, the upper right plot shows the probability density function and the 
cumulative distribution of the metacentric height (in the same conditions of Figure 8.1 and Figure 
8.2). The lower right plot finally shows how ( )GZpdf GZ φ  modifies as φ  is changed (see Figure 
8.4 for comparison). 
Summarising plots like that in Figure 8.6 could be useful tools for quantitative and qualitative 
analysis for the judgement of the ship propensity to show dangerous stability variations in irregular 
sea. 
8.3 A possible rational approach to the definition of quantitative 
measures for restoring variations 
8.3.1 Extension of calm water criteria to irregular sea: general framework 
Although the theoretical tools discussed in the previous sections provide general means to discuss 
the effect of environmental conditions on the variations of ship restoring capabilities, it is worth 
trying to rationally define a sort of semi-empirical measure (or, better, class of measures) reflecting 
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the propensity of the ship to exhibit variations of GZ  in waves for a given sea state (short-term 
approach) or according to a given distribution of sea states (long-term approach). 
We start from noting that Naval Architects have, in the recent past and presently, partly decided 
upon the sufficient or not sufficient level of safety of a ship by analysing the geometrical properties 
of GZ  curve in calm water. The work of Rahola [4], the following developments (see [5]) and part 
of the present IMO rules [6], reflect such way of thinking. It is not in doubt that a static analysis can 
only partly disclose some ship deficiencies in terms of stability, and that the analysis of ship 
dynamics (being the static response a particular case of dynamical response when the characteristic 
frequencies of the problem shift towards zero) should be addressed by first principles approaches in 
order to try to guarantee low probability levels for dangerous motions (such as large rolling angles). 
On the other hand, however, a global dynamic (thus time domain) nonlinear 6-DOF approach is, 
presently, a formidable task in terms of computational time, if the intention is to carry out an 
exhaustive probabilistic analysis, and usually only limited ranges of conditions can be deeply 
investigated. Simplified analytical models, such those developed in  the previous chapters, can 
largely help when attention is given, separately, to particular phenomena (e.g. roll in beam sea, surf 
riding, roll in longitudinal sea, etc.). However, even with such simplified tools, their routinely 
application could be too time consuming in a regulatory framework or during the initial design 
stage. For this reason it is worthwhile to try to give a global, even if rough, measure that, hopefully, 
could reflect the global level of safety of the ship with respect to a series of phenomena: in 
particular, here, phenomena related to restoring variations in waves are of concern. The 
methodology that is going to be developed will then allow for giving a rational class of measures of 
the restoring variations. There are indeed indications that, often, large restoring variations in waves 
are related to low safety levels [7]. 
In a completely general form, we assume to have at hand a criterion ( ){ }C GZ φ , i.e. a "rule" for 
evaluating a given GZ  curve. Such basic criterion is assumed to provide a numerical value in the 
interval [0 : "0" when the ship restoring is considered insufficient, "1" when the ship restoring is 
considered sufficient (basically "0" means not compliance with the criterion 
,1]
{}.C , whereas "1" 
means compliance). For sake of generality, it is assumed, in addition, that the criterion is able to 
assess "partial compliance" by means of intermediate values in [  (e.g. 0.3, 0.95, etc.): the 
criterion is then assumed to be of fuzzy type. Formally, we have: 
0,1]
 
( ){ } [ ]0,1C GZ φ →   (8.19)
 
From the modelling provided in (8.1), GZ  is actually a random process depending on the effective 
wave amplitude effη  (or, maybe better, it is a curve changing shape randomly according to 
transformation (8.1)). To any value of effη  it is deterministically associated a GZ  curve 
( effGZ )φ η , to which the criterion (8.19) can be applied. It is then possible to define a direct 
deterministic relation CI  between the effective wave amplitude and the real numbers in the interval 
: [0,1]
 
( ){ } ( ) [ ]0,1eff C effC GZ Iφ η η= ∈   (8.20)
 
We could call CI  "compliance level" with respect to the criterion {}.C . 
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Because effη  is a random variable with a given probability density function (that depends on the sea 
state), then CI  is a random quantity too, and its probability density function can be obtained starting 
from the pdf of the effective wave, by using: 
 
( ) ( )C C C eff effpdf I dI pdf dη η η= ∑   (8.21)
 
Equation (8.21) is actually to be considered as a conditional probability density function given a 
particular sea state, because the characteristics of the sea spectrum reflect on the standard deviation 
of the Grim's effective wave amplitude. If we assume that, given a particular spectral shape (e.g. 
Bretschneider, JONSWAP, etc.), the sea state could be identify by the significant wave height  
and the spectral modal period 
1/3H
2
m
m
T πω= , where mω  is the spectral modal angular frequency, then a 
short term probabilistic representation of the restoring variations is given by 
 
( ) ( ) {}( )1/3 1/3,    , .C C m mpdf I H T pdf H T Cη η← ∧   (8.22)
 
If we want now to move from the short term point of view, to a long term approach, we need the 
joint probability density function of the sea state characteristic parameters, i.e.  and  in our 
case: 
1/3H mT
 
( )1/3 ,SEA mpdf H T   (8.23)
 
By recalling that  
 
( ) ( )( ), 1/ 31/3 1/ 3
, ,
,
,
C SEA C m
C C m
SEA m
pdf I H T
pdf I H T
pdf H T
=   (8.24)
 
and that 
 
( ) ( )
1/ 3
, 1/3, ,
m
C C C SEA C m m
H T
1/3pdf I pdf I H T dT dH= ∫ ∫   (8.25)
 
we can finally express the long term probability density function of the "compliance level" CI  as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
1/ 3
1/3 1/3 1/3, ,
m
C C C C m SEA m m
H T
pdf I pdf I H T pdf H T dT dH= ⋅∫ ∫  (8.26)
 
Although continuous analytical functions for ( )1/3 ,SEA mpdf H T  are available in certain cases (see, 
e.g, [8][9][10]), it is much more common to have the joint probability density function of 
significant wave height and modal or, more usually, zero crossing period (from which  can be 
obtained) in discrete form, by means of the so called Wave Scatter Diagrams (WSD) [11][12]. The 
probability of occurrence of a finite discrete number of sea states is then given as 
mT
( )1/3 ,SEA mP H T  
and equation (8.26) can be rewritten as: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
1/ 3
1/3 1/3, ,
m
C C C C m SEA m
H T
pdf I pdf I H T P H T= ⋅∑∑   (8.27)
 
Although not explicitly reported, the probability density function in (8.27) is to be considered as a 
conditional pdf, because the spectral shape has been assumed to be fixed. If different spectral 
shapes are to be considered, according to a given probability of occurrence .spect shapeP , the final 
weighted pdf for the compliance level would become: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ).
1
shape shape
shapesN
C C C C spect shape
j
 pdf I pdf I j P j
=
= ⋅∑   (8.28)
 
where ( shape C C )pdf I j  is to be considered given by (8.27). 
As a final comment it is to be noted that the previous discussion has been limited to one loading 
condition: if different loading conditions are to be considered, an additional weighting of (8.28) is 
necessary according to a given probability density function for the position of the centre of gravity, 
i.e. ( , ,G G G )pdf x y KG  where, usually, it is 0Gy =  for symmetry.  
8.3.2 The use of expected value as a first simplification 
The final result (8.27) (or the more complete form (8.28)) merges several information involving the 
sea states and the propensity of the ship to show variations of righting moment in waves (in 
addition, the pdf of loading conditions can be considered). It is however to be noted that the final 
outcome is still of probabilistic nature, being it the probability density function of the compliance 
level. Although the actual global shape of Cpdf  could be of importance in comparing two ships, the 
richness of information could sometime be disorienting from a designer (or regulatory framework) 
point of view. It could then be useful to simplify the final outcome by reducing it to a single 
number, reflecting the position of the centre of Cpdf , i.e., the mean Cµ , that can be, in principle, 
obtained as: 
 
{ } ( )1
0
C C C C CE I I pdf I dIµ = = ⋅∫ C   (8.29)
 
It could then be introduced a ship ordering among different ships, or among the same ship and 
different loading conditions, according measure (8.29) under the following assumption: 
 
( ) ( ) { } { }1 2  ship(or condition) "1"  safer than ship(or condition) "2"
hopefully
C Cµ µ
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
>
↑
⇒  
 (8.30)
 
Although the mean Cµ  is expressed in (8.29) on the basis of the final, non conditional Cpdf , the 
calculation can equivalently be carried out from the initial short term approach. Let indeed 
 
( ) { } ( )11/3 1/3 1/3
0
, , ,C m C m C C C mH T E I H T I pdf I H T dIµ = = ⋅∫ C  (8.31)
 
it follows that 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/3 1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3
, ,    for continuous pdf
, ,    if WSD is provided
m
m
C m SEA m m
H T
C
C m SEA m
H T
H T pdf H T dT dH
H T P H T
µ
µ µ
⎧ ⋅⎪⎪= ⎨ ⋅⎪⎪⎩
∫ ∫
∑∑   (8.32)
 
and, again, spectral shape can additionally be taken into account.  
(8.32) and (8.29) can be proved to give the same result as follows: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/3 1/3 1/3
1
1/3 1/3 1/3
0
1
, 1/3 1/3
0
1
, 1/3 1/3
0
, ,
, ,
,
, ,
m
m
m
m
C C m SEA m m
H T
C C C m C SEA m m
H T
C C SEA C m C m
H T
C C SEA C m m C
H T
H T pdf H T dT dH
I pdf I H T dI pdf H T dT dH
I pdf I H T dI dT dH
I pdf I H T dT dH dI
µ µ= ⋅ =
⎡ ⎤= ⋅ ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
= ⋅ =
⎡ ⎤= ⋅ =⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫
∫ ∫ ∫
∫ ∫ ∫
∫ ∫ ∫
( ) { }1 ,
0
C C SEA C C CI pdf I dI E I= ⋅ =∫
=
 (8.33)
 
8.3.3 The special case of binary criteria with presence of critical 
effective wave amplitude 
In general, the compliance level ( )C effI η  could be any function of the effective wave amplitude, 
and there are no particular requirements apart from the domain [  in which the results are 
defined. We consider here the case in which the original criterion 
0,1]
( ){ }C GZ φ , even if originally 
fuzzy, could be substituted, with sufficient engineering accuracy, with a binary criterion allowing 
only "0" (not compliance) and "1" (compliance) as possible results. Such type of behaviour is 
already typical of present criteria of the pass/fail type. Correspondingly,  becomes of 
binary nature too, and defined from the domain of effective wave amplitudes to the finite set { . 
An example is shown in (8.8). 
(C effI η )
0,1}
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Figure 8.8: Comparison between fuzzy and binary form of the compliance level function. 
 
It is on the other hand known that, in general for mono-hull ships, the presence of a wave crest 
amidship is detrimental in terms of static stability, because of the reduced available restoring 
moment, that makes the ship more vulnerable to external (or internal) heeling causes. For this 
reason it could be expected that a criterion judging on the sufficient level of static stability, would 
be fulfilled only up to a certain values of the Grim's effective wave amplitude. We assume then that 
the compliance level can be described as follows: 
 
( )
( )
1   for   
0   for   
C eff eff crit
C eff eff crit
I
I
η η η
η η η
⎧ = ≤⎪⎨ = >⎪⎩
  (8.34)
 
According to the assumption (8.34), CI  is a discrete random variable with the following probability 
mass function: 
 
{ } { } ( )
{ } { } ( ) {
Prob 1 Prob
Prob 0 Prob 1 1 Prob 1
C eff crit crit
C eff crit crit C
I cdf
I cdf
η
η
η η η
η η η
⎧ = = ≤ =⎪⎨ = = > = − = − =⎪⎩ }I
 (8.35)
 
The expected value of  CI  can now be easily determined as: 
 { } ( ) { } { }
{ } ( )
C 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3
E I , , 1 Prob 1 , 0 Prob 0 ,
Prob 1 , ,
m C m C m C m
C m crit m
H T H T I H T I H T
I H T cdf H Tη
µ
η
= = ⋅ = + ⋅ =
= = =
=
  (8.36)
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In (8.36) it has been underlined that the probability density function for the effective wave 
amplitude, and thus the expected value of the compliance level, depends on the actual sea state. 
We now recall that the effective wave amplitude is a zero-mean Gaussian variable whose standard 
deviation ησ  depends on the actual sea state, i.e.: 
 
( )( )2 1/30, ,eff mN H Tηη σ∈   (8.37)
 
It follows that the cumulative distribution function of the effective wave amplitude can be expressed 
by using the cdf of the standardised normal variable: 
 
( ) ( )1/3 1/3, ,critcrit m mcdf H T H Tη η
ηη σ
⎛ ⎞= Φ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  (8.38)
 
where Φ  is the cumulative distribution of a zero-mean Gaussian variable with unitary variance. 
Given a particular sea state , ( )1/3 , mH T 2ησ  is straightforwardly determined by integration of the 
spectrum of effη . By combining (8.36) and (8.38) we obtain: 
 
( ) ( )1/3 1/3, ,
crit
C m
m
H T
H Tη
ηµ σ
⎛ ⎞= Φ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  (8.39)
 
Expression (8.39) is, again, a short term description of the problem, depending on the sea state 
under analysis. The long term result is determined, following (8.32), as: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/3 1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
,    for continuous pdf
,
,    if WSD is provided
,
m
m
crit
SEA m m
mH T
C
crit
SEA m
H T m
pdf H T dT dH
H T
P H T
H T
η
η
η
σµ
η
σ
⎧ ⎛ ⎞Φ ⋅⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠= ⎨ ⎛ ⎞⎪ Φ ⋅⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎩
∫ ∫
∑∑
  (8.40)
 
It is worth recalling that the position of the centre of mass only influences the critical effective wave 
amplitude critη  according to the criterion {}.C , i.e.: 
 ( ) ( ), ,, ,crit crit G G G C C G G Gx y z KG x y z KGη η µ µ= = ⇒ = =   (8.41)
 
Usually it is , and the most important contribution is then given by variations in 0Gy = KG , 
whereas the influence of longitudinal position Gx  is of less importance, unless large variations in 
GZ  are obtained by small variations in trim (this is typical or large, flat sterns close to the draught 
level). 
In order to make clear which sea states are more dangerous for the ship under analysis it is useful to 
define an "effectiveness factor" ef  as follows: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1/3 1/3
1/3
1/3
2
2
0
, 4 ,
, m me m
z
z
z
H T H T
f H T
H
S
f d
η η
η
σ σ
σ
ωω ωσ
∞
⋅= =
= ⋅∫
=
  (8.42)
 
If the spectrum, as, e.g, in the case of Bretschneider shape, is such that: 
 
( ) ( )21/3 1/3 1/3, 1z m zS H T H S H Tω ω= ⋅ = , m   (8.43)
 
then the effectiveness factor does not depend on  the significant wave height. Figure 8.9 shows the 
calculated effectiveness factor in nondimensional form for sea spectra of Bretschneider and 
JONSWAP type: it can be seen that the effectiveness factor is in both cases always less than one 
and that the ef  depends on the actual shape of the spectrum. The peak of ef  occurs when the 
spectrum modal period is close to the peak of the transfer function fη , i.e., when the wave length 
corresponding to the modal frequency is close to the length of the ship under analysis. In the 
limiting case of a spectrum defined by a Dirac delta, the effectiveness factor ef  is equal to the 
Grim's transfer function fη . 
 
 
Figure 8.9: Sea sate effectiveness factor for Bretschneider and JONSWAP spectra. 
 
Equation (8.40), in case of continuous pdf for the sea state parameters, can then be rewritten as: 
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( ) ( )
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= ⋅
∫ ∫
∫ ∫
∫
m =  
 (8.44)
 
Where the effectiveness factor and the conditional probability density function of the significant 
wave height given the wave modal period, allow for the determination of the conditional mean of 
the "compliance level" for a given modal wave period { }C mE I T : such quantity represents an 
indication of the relative severity of different sea periods, taking into account the fact that the 
distribution of the significant wave height is not independent on the wave period. 
Just as a final comment, it is worth considering the case of a ship marginally complying with 
criterion {}.C  in calm water. In such case it could quite often happen that 0critη = , because the ship 
is not able to sustain any reduction of GZ  induced by the presence of a wave crest amidship 
according to criterion {}.C , this leading, without the need of any calculation, to 0.5Cµ = . The 
proof can readily be obtained from (8.44), recalling that ( )0 0.Φ = 5 . 
8.3.4 Other measures based on the process effη   
The approach reported above could represent an extension of present available calm water criteria, 
in order to try increasing the ship safety level according to the propensity of a ship to suffer 
variations of restoring in waves. However, it is important to note that the quality of this assessment 
is strongly influenced by the quality of the underlying criterion {}.C  (and, of course, by the basic 
idea of Grim's effective wave). In addition, an approach of the type reported in 8.3.3 will always 
introduce, for the type of static criteria more often used today [6], an increasing of the metacentric 
height, with respect to the marginal calm water value, in order to counterbalance the effect of 
random variations of GZ : basically, a stochastic approach to a criterion {}.C  would require a calm 
water GZ  curve having larger margins with respect to the marginal GZ , the larger are the 
variations induced by waves for the ship under analysis. 
As an alternative, it is possible to determine other physical measures reflecting the global variations 
of GZ , on the basis of the short term description of ( ), effGZ φ η . Let assume, indeed, that for a 
given sea state a particular (short term) measure ( )1/3 , mM H T  is made available on the basis of an 
analysis of ( , effGZ )φ η , it is then possible to obtain the expected value of M  by weighting 
( 1/3 , m )M H T  according to the sea state pdf: 
 
{ }
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1/ 3
1/ 3
1/3 1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3
, ,    for continuous pdf
, ,    if WSD is provided
m
m
m SEA m m
H T
M
m SEA m
H T
M H T pdf H T dT dH
E M
M H T P H T
µ
⎧ ⋅⎪⎪= = ⎨ ⋅⎪⎪⎩
∫ ∫
∑∑   (8.45)
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As an example we could consider, as a measure of variation, the standard deviation of the area 
under GZ  curve up to an angle *φ  (e.g. 40deg, see [13]), normalised with respect to the calm water 
area (we assume nonlinear effects on the mean as negligible) i.e.: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )
*
1/3
1/3 *
,
,
, 0
eff m
m
eff
Var b H T
M H T
b
ηη φ σ
φ η= =  
 (8.46)
 
The measure above can be obtained by using the theoretical bases reported in 8.2. However, it is 
worth reporting here a simplification of the problem that allows very fast calculations. According to 
(8.6), we can express (8.46) as 
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∑
 
 (8.47)
 
and we now assume that nonlinear terms in effη  are negligible, this leading to the following linear 
expression: 
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Of course the deterministic linearisation can be substituted by a stochastic linearisation, but in that 
case the coefficient  becomes a function of the effective wave standard deviation too, and it is no 
more constant as it will be assumed in the following discussions. It is now easy to introduce (8.48) 
in (8.45), leading, to 
1P
 
{ } ( )( ) ( ) ( )1/ 3
*
1
1/ 3 1/3 1/3*
0
, ,
m
M m SEA
H T
P
E M H T pdf H T dT dH
P η
φµ σφ= = ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫ m m  (8.49)
 
where only the continuous case has been reported for sake of compactness. Assuming now  to be 
independent on the effective wave standard deviation (deterministic linearisation with respect to the 
effective wave amplitude), we have: 
1P
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 (8.50)
 
where { }E ησ  is the expected value of the standard deviation of the effective wave according to the 
given distribution of sea states, and it is thus related to a long-term type of approach. It is however 
important to note that the long term expected value of the short term standard deviation, does not 
coincide, in general, with the actual long term standard deviation of the effective wave amplitude. 
This can be proved as follows: 
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 (8.51)
 
It could then be more sounding to define the long term measure in terms of variances, in order to 
exploit finally the long term probability density function of the effective wave amplitude. Let 
indeed 2,2M Mµ µ=  as follows: 
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Because { },long term Eη ησ σ− ≠  as proved before, we obtain that ,2M Mµ µ≠ . In addition, being from 
Cauchy-Schwartz  inequality { } { }2,long term E Eη η ησ σ− = ≥ σ , it follows ,2M Mµ µ≥ . 
It is important to note that , and, thus ( 1/3 , mH Tησ ) { }E ησ  or , only depends on the ship 
length, and that the propensity of the ship to show variations of restoring moment is reflected in the 
proportionality factor 
,long termησ −
( ) ( )*1 0P P *φ φ . The results in (8.50) or (8.52) give global, single measures of 
the variability of restoring capabilities in waves. An almost identical approach can be followed in 
the case, for example, of the analysis of variation of metacentric height in waves where, in that case 
it can be considered: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }( ) 1/31/3
,
,
0
eff m
m
eff
Var GM H T
M H T
GM
ηη σ
η= =  
 (8.53)
 
Other physical measures can be defined relying on the fact that the Grim's effective wave process is 
Gaussian and, due to its spectrum, usually narrow banded, this meaning that its envelope is 
approximately Rayleigh distributed. We assume now to have a measure ( )M aη  depending on the 
amplitude aη  (no longer on the instantaneous value effη ) of the fluctuation. As an example we can 
consider the difference between maximum and minimum metacentric height for a sinusoidal 
variation of effη , i.e., ( )coseff aηη τ=  being τ  a dummy variable, that, actually, corresponds to 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )max mineff effM a GM GMη η η= −  with ,eff a aη ηη ⎡ ⎤∈ −⎣ ⎦ . Having at hand the general 
function ( )M aη , we can consider M  as a random variable, whose pdf can be obtained from the 
pdf of aη  by using, again: 
 
( ) ( )M apdf M dM pdf a daη η η= ∑   (8.54)
 
where now the probability density function of aη  is a Rayleigh density: 
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( ) 22 21exp    for 02a a apdf a aη η ηη ηη ησ σ
⎛ ⎞= ⋅ − ≥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
  (8.55)
 
In a way almost identical to that followed in previously, it is possible to use the measure M  in a 
probabilistic framework, by finally obtaining its probability density function (or any statistical 
moment) taking into account the distribution of sea states. 
Finally, given any global measure of variations M , a final evaluation criterion could then be 
introduced, based on the analysis of the pdf of M  or on any of its statistical moments. 
8.4 Application: a comparison between three ships 
8.4.1 Introduction 
The concepts developed in section 8.3 are here applied in order to compare different ships 
according to their propensity to show variations of restoring in waves. Three ships are analysed, i.e. 
TR2, ITACA and a modified ITACA2.4 that has been obtained from the original ITACA after 
scaling by a factor 2.4 in order to have a ship with displacement similar to that of TR2 and as a 
means to assess the effect of the actual ship dimensions. Data for ITACA and TR2 have already 
been reported in Chapter 3, whereas Table 8.1 shows the main particular for ITACA2.4. 
 
Table 8.1: Main particulars of ITACA2.4. 
Hull  RoRo ITACA2.4DINMA C84-234 
Length between perpendiculars  BPL [m] 126.12 
Breadth B  [m] 24.00 
Draught T  [m] 5.040 
Hull volume ∇  [m3] 7866 
Longitudinal position of the centre of 
buoyancy from mid perpendicular Bx  
[m] -0.557 
Model scale  1:72 
 
Two type of analysis will be performed:  
- An analysis based on the idea of "compliance level" where the basic criterion used is part of 
the set of recommended general criteria in present IMO Intact Stability Code [6]. 
- An analysis based on the direct assessment of measures of variation of restoring. 
Two wave scatter diagrams are considered in long term approaches: 
- North Atlantic reported in Table 8.2 as recommended by IACS [12]; 
- Area 27 (East Mediterranean Sea) from [11]; 
The sea spectrum used is of the Bretschneider type. Although wave scatter diagrams reports usually 
the zero-crossing period ZT , the modal period  can be obtained from mT
 
1/ 45 1.408
4m z
T T Tπ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ≈ ⋅⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ z   (8.56)
 
and the modal spectral frequency is given by 2m mTω π= .  
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Table 8.2: WSD for North Atlantic as recommended by IACS [12]. 
 
 
Table 8.3: WSD for Area 27 (East Mediterranean Sea) [11]. 
 
8.4.2 Analysis of the level of compliance 
In order to apply the method developed in 8.3.1 to 8.3.3, a criterion {}.C  is needed. Here we will 
apply the following set of "rules" that are a subset of the set of recommended general criteria in 
present IMO Intact Stability Code [6]: 
 
{ }
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
{ }
30deg 0.055
40deg 0.090
1 40deg 30deg 0.030
30deg 0.20
0.15
otherwise 0
b m rad
b m rad
C GZ b b m rad
GZ m
GM m
C GZ
⎧ ≥ ⋅⎪ ≥ ⋅⎪⎪⎡ ⎤= ⇔ − ≥ ⋅⎨⎣ ⎦⎪ ≥⎪⎪ ≥⎩
=
  (8.57)
 
(8.57) is a set of rules defining a binary criterion. A comparison with chapter "3.1.2 Recommended 
general criteria" of [6] would show that (8.57) comprises only those criteria based on the direct 
analysis of GZ , and that the criterion requiring the maximum  of GZ  to occur over 25deg has not 
been taken into account. Such choice has been made in order to avoid situations like that reported in 
the following Figure 8.10.  
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Figure 8.10: Comparison between different GZ  on Grim's effective wave. Ship ITACA. 
 
Figure 8.10 shows indeed three GZ  curves for the same ship (ITACA), one on a wave trough 
(curve A), one in calm water (curve B) and the last one on a wave crest (curve C), two of which (A 
an C) not complying with the criteria in paragraphs 3.1.2.1 to 3.1.2.4 of [6]. The reason for not 
fulfilment in the case of curve (A) is that the maximum occurs at an angle of 24.2deg, that is below 
the 25deg limit in 3.1.2.3 of [6] (the problem of the position of the maximum of GZ  curve seems to 
be typical for ships with large /B T  ratios). In the case of curve C, the not fulfilment is due to an 
area under the GZ  curve between 0 and 30deg below the 0.055m*rad limit in 3.1.2.1 of [6]. The 
curve B in calm water, having a maximum above 25deg and having sufficient area, fulfils the global 
set of criteria. A comparison, however, between curve A and B shows that the requirement 
regarding the position of maximum precludes the acceptance of the GZ  curve A in favour of the 
curve B, despite the fact that, as a matter of fact, curve A provides much more restoring capabilities 
than curve B, with respect to the maximum sustainable heeling moment both statically and 
dynamically, the former being related to the maximum value of GZ  and the latter being related to 
the global area under GZ  curve. In addition, the curve on the trough provides an even larger 
interval of positive GZ  in comparison with the calm water curve. In order to avoid unreasonable 
situations  like that in Figure 8.10, the requirement regarding the position of maximum has not been 
included in the set of rules forming the criterion {}.C  in (8.57). 
The marginal loading conditions in calm water are reported in Table 8.4, where, by comparing the 
results for the two scaled version of ITACA, it is interesting to note an important feature of present 
criteria providing absolute dimensional limits, i.e., they do not provide marginal conditions that 
scale geometrically. In the case of the criterion  ( ) ( )2 1 bb b lφ φ⎡ ⎤ 12− ≥ ∆⎣ ⎦ , it can indeed be proved 
(assuming negligible effect of KG  on trim variations) that, if max,1KG  is the critical vertical position 
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of the centre of gravity for the ship "1", the corresponding max,2KG  for a geosim ship "2" obtained 
by scaling ship "1" by a scale factor fs  is given by: 
 ( ) 12
max,2 max,1
1 2
1
cos cos
f b
f
s l
KG s KG φ φ
− ⋅∆= ⋅ + −   (8.58)
 
Expression (8.58) is basically saying that, given a criterion of the type "difference of area" with a 
dimensional limitation  (e.g. 0.030m*rad), the larger the ship, the larger the allowable 12bl∆
/KG KM  ratio (or, it is the same, the /KG T  ratio). Similar expressions can be obtained for the 
other criteria used in (8.57). As a little note, in the case of the position of maximum GZ , the 
limiting vertical position of the centre of mass scales geometrically. Figure 8.11 shows the marginal 
GZ  curves for the three ships. 
 
Table 8.4: Marginal loading conditions in calm water according to (8.57). 
 TR2 ITACA ITACA2.4
maxKG  8.99m 4.75m 11.83m 
minGM  0.54m 0.87m 1.65m 
Criterion 
Failed ( )30degb  ( ) ( )30deg 40degb b− ( ) ( )30deg 40degb b−  
 
 
Figure 8.11: GZ  curves for marginal metacentric heights.  
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As already stated, ship's restoring capabilities usually reduce when the ship is on a wave crest, and 
increase when the ship is on a wave trough. It is then possible to find, for a given value of KG  and 
for a given ship, the maximum allowable effective wave amplitude critη  above which the 
corresponding GZ  curve does not fulfil the criterion {}.C . If KG  is lower than the maximum 
allowable KG  in calm water, it will be 0critη > , otherwise it  will be 0critη ≤ , with 0critη =  if 
calm water
maxKG KG= . Figure 8.12 shows the critical effective wave amplitude as a function of the 
metacentric height value in both dimensional (on the left) and nondimensional (on the right) form. 
In the nondimensional plot the ratio /crit BPLη  is one half of the effective wave steepness.  
 
 
Figure 8.12: Effect of loading condition on the critical effective wave amplitude. Dimensional plot on the left, 
nondimensional plot on the right. 
 
It can be seen that the increasing of GM  for TR2 is less effective in increasing the critical effective 
wave amplitude with respect to the cases of ITACA and ITACA2.4, this meaning that the variations 
induced by waves in TR2 are, with respect to the used criterion, more effective. On the other hand, 
the minimum nondimensional metacentric height required to fulfil the criterion is smaller than in 
the case of ITACA and ITACA2.4. A different criterion could have shown, anyway, different results 
(this will be more clear later when discussing direct measures of variations). Given the critical 
effective wave as a function of the vertical position of the centre of mass, i.e. (crit KGη )
)m
, it is then 
possible to calculate  according to (8.39) for any short term case, and, finally, using 
the provided wave scatter diagram, it is possible to calculate 
( 1/3 ,C H Tµ
Cµ  according to (8.40). The way the 
calculation is performed is exemplified in Figure 8.13 for a "long" ship (e.g. TR2), while Figure 
8.14 shows a case of a "short" ship (e.g. ITACA): in both cases the same critical effective wave 
amplitude (2m) has been used for a meaningful comparison.  
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Figure 8.13: Example of calculation of the long term mean value Cµ  of the compliance level. Ship length 132.22m. 
 
Figure 8.14: Example of calculation of the long term mean value Cµ  of the compliance level. Ship length 52.55m. 
 
In both cases the plot on the right shows the probability mass function of the different sea states 
according to IACS recommendation for the North Atlantic. The left plot shows the value of 
 for each given discrete sea state, that represent the probabilities of exceeding the 
critical effective wave amplitude in the different sea states, and that, finally, can be interpreted as 
the plot of the probabilities of not fulfilling the criterion 
( 1/31 ,C H Tµ− )m
{}.C  for the different sea states under 
analysis. It is evident, by comparison of this latter type of graph in Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14, that 
for the shorter ship, sea states with smaller modal wave period are more effective, while, in the case 
of larger ship, longer modal period are required. This is a consequence of the matching between the 
sea spectrum and the Grim's transfer function, this latter being approximately centred on the range 
of frequencies corresponding to wave lengths close to the length of the ship. By multiplying data on 
the left and on the right, the central plot is obtained, where the contribution to the final value of 
1 Cµ−  from each sea state is reported. It can be seen that the major contributions for the shorter ship 
are given by sea states shifted towards smaller wave periods and higher significant wave heights: a 
better look is given by Figure 8.15, where the contribution from the considered sea states (marked 
with green circles in the range of the plot) is shown in colours as a fraction of the global index 
1 Cµ− . 
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Figure 8.15: Contributions to 1 Cµ− : comparison between large and small ship. 
 
The calculation of the mean compliance Cµ  can be carried out for different loading conditions as 
reported in Figure 8.16, where it is possible to quantitatively assess the beneficial effect of a larger 
metacentric height in comparison with the calm water marginal GM  (at which 1 0.5C Cµ µ= − = ). 
Results in Figure 8.16 are strictly related to those in Figure 8.12: it can be seen, indeed, that given a 
certain "level of non compliance 1 Cµ− " assumed as acceptable (e.g. 10-3), the required increasing 
in metacentric height for TR2 has to be larger than that required for ITACA and ITACA2.4. This 
behaviour resemble that of (crit GMη )  in Figure 8.12, as a consequence of the transformation 
(8.40). 
By selecting, in particular, an acceptable (from a regulatory point of view) level of 1 Cµ− , it could 
be determined, for any given ship, the corresponding needed increasing of GM  with respect to the 
calm water marginal condition according to the proposed method: such increasing would partially 
counterbalance the propensity of the ship to exhibit static restoring variations in waves. In addition, 
an increase of metacentric height would correspond to an increase of the roll natural frequency and, 
then, finally, in an increased speed at which dynamic 2:1 parametric roll resonance could be 
encountered. Such an increasing in the resonance speed would probably be beneficial in comparison 
with the encountering of the same resonance at lower speeds where the damping is reduced and the 
wave grouping is stronger. On the other hand, an increasing of the metacentric height for large ships 
having roll period above those of typical sea spectra (i.e. above about 18s-20s) could probably 
increase the roll motion in beam sea due to resonance. 
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Figure 8.16: Effect of loading condition on 1 Cµ− . Dimensional plot on the left, nondimensional plot on the right. 
The proposed method is able to address the effect of different sea state's probability density 
functions, this feature making it suitable, in principle, to take into account restricted service 
conditions or different geographical areas of operation. In order to check the effect on the computed 
compliance level Cµ  of a change in the long term description of environmental conditions, the 
compliance level has been determined for each ship according to an additional wave scatter diagram 
as available for the "Area 27 – East Mediterranean Sea" from [11]. A further calculation has been 
performed considering a restricted service in North Atlantic, by assuming that the ship under 
analysis is not operated at sea states having significant wave height above 5.5m (this changing to 
zero the frequency of occurrence of any sea state above such limit in the original wave scatter 
diagram in Table 8.2). The behaviour of Cµ  as a function of the metacentric height for the three 
different ships is shown in Figure 8.17 to Figure 8.19. 
 
Figure 8.17: Effect on Cµ  of a change in the long term description of environmental conditions. Ship TR2. 
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Figure 8.18: Effect on Cµ  of a change in the long term description of environmental conditions. Ship ITACA. 
 
 
Figure 8.19: Effect on Cµ  of a change in the long term description of environmental conditions. Ship ITACA2.4. 
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The analysis of the behaviour of (1 C GMµ− )
m
 for the three different ships allows to make a series 
of interesting observations. First of all we compare the case of North Atlantic with the 
corresponding North Atlantic with limitation at 1/3 5.5H ≤ . In all cases the restriction of operation 
has led to an increase, given the loading condition, of the mean compliance level (C GMµ ) , this is 
due to the fact that the most severe sea states have been neglected, this leading to a quite large 
modification of the probability mass function of the significant wave height, without changing too 
much, however, the probability mass function of the modal wave periods, this latter being 
fundamental in the process of matching of the wave spectrum and of the Grim's transfer function 
(see Figure 8.20). The resultant curve of 1 Cµ−  in restricted service is then, for 0.5Cµ ≥  (i.e. for 
GM  above the marginal value in calm water), always below the curve for unrestricted service for 
all the ships. Looking at the result from a different point of view, it could be said that, given a 
restriction in the operational sea states, it is possible to reduce the minimum metacentric height 
necessary to counterbalance the variations of restoring induced by waves.  
 
 
Figure 8.20: Limitation of the maximum operative significant wave height to 5.5m in North Atlantic: effect on the 
probability mass functions of modal period and significant wave height. 
 
Something more subtle occurs when the probability of occurrence of different sea states is changed 
from that corresponding to the North Atlantic to the case of East Mediterranean Sea. The first 
noticeable outcome concern the ship ITACA: the curve of 1 Cµ−  for the Area 27 is above the curve 
corresponding to the North Atlantic, and this seems, at a first sight, an unreasonable result, because 
we have the in general the feeling that the North Atlantic is much more severe than the East 
Mediterranean Sea (and this feeling is supported by the comparison of Table 8.2 and Table 8.3). It 
is however important to recall that the present method is intended to judge about variations of 
restoring in waves only, and that restoring variations are larger when the wave length is close to the 
ship length. In case of ITACA, waves in North Atlantic are in general longer than the ship length, 
because the most probable wave periods are close to 12s (corresponding to a wave length of about 
225m). On the other hand, most probable modal wave periods in East Mediterranean region are 
close to 7s, corresponding to waves having length of the order of 75m that are much more effective 
in generating variations of underwater hull geometry for ITACA, being such wave lengths closer to 
the ship length: such behaviour is nothing but a sort of "static resonance", i.e., is the result of an 
effective " matching" between the forcing process (the sea) and the transfer function for the Grim's 
effective wave amplitude. Of course this result does not mean that ITACA is, globally, safer in 
North Atlantic than in East Mediterranean Sea, it simply means that problems related to restoring 
variations should be more carefully addressed in Area 27, and that other problems (like, e.g., roll in 
beam sea) are probably to be addressed more carefully in North Atlantic. In order to be consistent 
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with the methodology, a reduction in KG  would be required when passing from North Atlantic to 
East Mediterranean for a given prescribed mean level of compliance. 
We now move our attention to the results obtained for TR2 and ITACA2.4 in East Mediterranean 
Sea. The two ships have almost the same length, but they show different  critical effective wave 
amplitude for a given value of metacentric height according to Figure 8.12: these differences are the 
reason for the different order of magnitude of ( )1 C GMµ− . In both cases the mean compliance 
level Cµ  achieved in East Mediterranean region is always above the corresponding level in 
unrestricted North Atlantic, the reasons being similar to those already discussed for ITACA 
regarding the matching of wave and ship lengths. It is on the other hand worth discussing the 
crossing observed in both cases between the curves of ( )1 C GMµ−   for restricted North Atlantic 
and East Mediterranean when ( ) 41 1Cµ 0−− ≈ . This crossing is due to the change in the long term 
probability density function of the effective wave amplitude as determined by the wave scatter 
diagrams. Given a value of critical effective wave  amplitude critη , the corresponding value of Cµ  is 
uniquely determined according to (8.40), and vice-versa. The relation with the actual ship geometry 
is given, in an hidden way, by the critical curves depending on loading condition (Figure 8.12). 
Expression (8.40) represents the long term probability of non-exceedence of critη , this meaning that, 
having at hand the long term pdf (or cdf) of the effective wave amplitude is a sufficient tool to 
determine Cµ  for different loading conditions. Recalling that the effective wave amplitude is a zero 
mean Gaussian process, the long term probability density function of the effective wave, 
considering a discrete description of the joint pdf for different sea states is given by: 
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Correspondingly, the long term cumulative distribution function is given by 
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By comparison of (8.60) and (8.40) it follows that  
 
( ),C long term ccdfηµ η−= rit   (8.61)
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Because of the difference in the weighting factors ( )1/3 ,SEA mP H T , the global shape of  
could be considerably different in different areas and for different ships, this leading to the 
possibility of crossing for the curves 1
,long termcdfη −
Cµ− . The long term cumulative distribution function for the 
effective wave amplitude has been calculated assuming a ship length  of 130m (close to those of 
TR2 and ITACA2.4) in Figure 8.21, where the influence of the sea states distribution in now clearly 
visible and the crossing at the level ( ) 41 1Cµ 0−− ≈  between the curves for restricted North Atlantic 
and East Mediterranean Sea is explained. Figure 8.22 reports, finally, the same calculation for a 
ship length equal to that of ITACA: it is now clear how the nonlinear functions in Figure 8.12 allow 
to transform (,long term effcdfη )η−  in ( ) ( )( ),C long term eff critGM cdf GMηµ η η−= = . 
 
 
Figure 8.21: Long term cumulative distribution function of the effective wave for different environmental conditions. 
Ship length 130m. 
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Figure 8.22: Long term cumulative distribution function of the effective wave for different environmental conditions. 
Ship length 52.55m. 
8.4.3 Analysis of other measures of variation 
In the previous section we have analysed the level of compliance according to the chosen criterion 
{}.C . It is however to stress that the selection of the type of criterion, that is more or less arbitrary, 
could have (or, better, is very likely to have) a strong influence on the final outcomes. In addition, 
such influence is in some way hidden in the final result. In this section we try to use other types of 
measures of variation for the same three ship used in the example calculation of 8.4.2 using the 
ideas outlined in 8.3.4. In particular we will analyse two measures or relative variations, i.e.: 
- The nondimensional fluctuation of the metacentric height; 
- The nondimensional fluctuation of the area under GZ  up to 40deg; 
In both cases we will use the simplified deterministic linearisation according to (8.48), and, for the 
long term approach, we will use the definition of measure as stated in equation (8.52), in order to 
sounding relying on the properties of the long term probability density function of the effective 
wave amplitude. For the long term weighting, the wave scatter diagrams already used in 8.4.2 are 
considered. 
The linearisation process for the metacentric height as a function of the effective wave amplitude 
for the three ships is reported in Figure 8.23. The linear approximation is more suitable in the case 
of TR2 where there is a quite large range of almost linear behaviour for ( effGM η )  close to 0effη ≈ . 
The linear approximation is less adequate for ITACA and ITACA2.4, although still acceptable 
especially bearing in mind the fact that we are here only providing an example of application. An 
approach based on a stochastic linearisation would be, in general, more effective in automatically 
account for the presence of nonlinearities. It is worth observing that, being ITACA2.4 obtained as a 
scaled version of the original ship ITACA, the central and right plots are related by the same scaling 
factor, this leading to the fact that the factor  (nondimensional) for the two ships is the same. As a 1P
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final comment, the slight differences noticeable between the calm water metacentric height and the 
values of the coefficient  are due to the parameters used in the least-square fitting procedure for 
the coefficients . 
0P
jnQ
Figure 8.24 reports the same type of analysis, but carried out for the area ( )40degeffb η φ =  under 
the GZ  curve from 0deg to 40deg. The same comments already made in case of Figure 8.23 apply 
to this case. It is in addition interesting to underline that, although some similarities can be seen in 
the shape of the plots for ( effGM η )  and ( )40degeffb η φ =  given a particular ship, the ordering of 
coefficient  (that represents the rate of change of the quantity under analysis per unit change of 
significant wave amplitude) change from the upper to the lower plots. The ship TR2 is more 
sensible, in absolute (dimensional) terms, than ITACA (and ITACA
1P
2.4) when ( )40degeffb η φ =  is 
considered (larger ), the conversely occurring when considering the variations of metacentric 
height.  
1P
 
  
Figure 8.23: Linear approximation of ( )effGM η  for the three ships under analysis. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.24: Linear approximation of ( )40degeffb η φ =  for the three ships under analysis. 
 
Looking at Figure 8.23 and Figure 8.24, the linear approximation can be considered a sufficient 
approximation in this context. There are however cases for which a nonlinear approach, or, as an 
alternative, a stochastic linearisation are necessary. As an example, the case of ( )40degeffGZ η φ =  
is shown in Figure 8.25 for TR2 and ITACA: the simple local deterministic linearisation in the case 
of TR2 is still a sufficient approximation, but it fails in the case of ITACA. The strong nonlinear 
behaviour of ( 40degeffGZ η φ = )  for ITACA is due to the shifting of the peak of the GZ  curve 
from low to large angles as the effective wave amplitude is increased, as shown by the surface 
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( , effGZ )φ η  for ITACA in Figure 8.26, where the curve ( )40degeffGZ η φ =  has been 
superimposed. ( effGZ )η φ  is not used, however, in this section, and thus the use of linear approach 
for ( effGM η )  and ( 40degeffb η φ = )  is acceptable.  
 
 
Figure 8.25: Linear approximation of ( )40degeffGZ η φ =  for ITACA and TR2. 
 
 
Figure 8.26: Surface ( ),effGZ η φ  for ITACA. 
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According to (8.52) the first step is the determination of 2,long termησ −  for the different wave scatter 
diagrams, because the value of ,2Mµ  can easily be determined from coefficients  and . The 
results of this first calculation are reported in Figure 8.27 and in Table 8.5. Figure 8.27 shows in 
both dimensional and nondimensional form how the long term standard deviation  
depends on both the ship length and the assumed distribution of sea states (wave scatter diagram), 
whereas Table 8.5 reports numerical values of  for the three ships under analysis. It is 
interesting to highlight, in Figure 8.27, the crossing of the curves of  below 
 due the fact that typical wave lengths Area 27 are shorter than waves in North Atlantic. 
In addition, as a sort of "static resonance" (intended here as an effective matching between Grim's 
transfer function and sea spectra), the function  for the East Mediterranean Sea shows a 
flat peak for ships of the order of 80m in length.  
1P 0P
,long termησ −
,long termησ −
( ),long term SLησ −
60SL ≈ m
,long termησ −
 
 
 
Figure 8.27: Long term standard deviation  2,long termησ −  of the effective wave amplitude for different wave scatter 
diagrams as function of the reference ship length . SL
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Table 8.5: Numerical values of long term standard deviation  2,long termησ −  of the effective wave amplitude for 
different wave scatter diagrams obtained for the three ships under analysis. 
 
 
After determining , it is now important to determine the measure of variation of restoring 
properties according to coefficients  and  for the particular quantity under analysis. For the 
quantities of concern in this section, it can easily be proved that, with sufficient engineering 
accuracy (i.e. neglecting the change of equilibrium trim due to vertical shifting of the centre of 
mass), the coefficient  does depend on the actual loading condition, i.e., basically on 
,long termησ −
1P 0P
0P KG . On the 
other hand  is independent on the actual vertical position  of the centre of mass. Let indeed start 
from the relations (8.13), and let us deterministically linearise, as an example, the expression for the 
righting lever as follows: 
1P
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It can now be seen that the variations induced by waves only apply to the geometrical term of the 
righting lever, i.e., ( ), effKR φ η , and that the term due to the position of the centre of mass is present 
only as an additive constant in the coefficient . Similarly, in the case of metacentric height we 
obtain: 
0P
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And in the case of the area under GZ  we have: 
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Where the subscript "CW" indicates the calm water condition. From a designer point of view, then, 
coefficient  can be controlled by changing the loading condition, on the other hand the coefficient 0P
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1P  is an inherent property of the hull form, and can be changed only by changing the hull geometry 
(of course it depends, in general, on the calm water draught, i.e., on the ship displacement). The 
general measure of variation can then be expressed as: 
 
( )
( )
*
1
,2 ,*
0 ,
M long term
P
P KG η
φµ σφ −= ⋅   (8.65)
 
The tendency of the different ships to show variations regarding GM  or ( )40degb  as reflected by 
the proportionality coefficient  has already been considered in the discussion of Figure 8.23 and 
Figure 8.24. 
1P
In Figure 8.28 the ratio 1 0/P P  is reported when the variation of the metacentric height is of 
concern: the left plot shows the ratio as a function of the actual metacentric height, whereas the 
right plot reports the same data as functions of the nondimensional ratio between metacentric height 
and vertical position of the metacenter. In general ITACA is the ship showing the largest tendency 
to transform variations in the effective wave amplitude into variations of metacentric height. 
Although in dimensional form there is a considerable difference between TR2 and ITACA2.4 for a 
given metacentric height, it can be seen from the right plot how the ratio 1 0/P P  for the two ships 
becomes very similar when plotted versus /GM KM , due to the larger KM  of ITACA2.4 with 
respect to TR2. 
Figure 8.29 shows the results from the analysis regarding the factor 1 0/P P  when analysing the 
variation of the quantity ( )40degb . The first note is that, in general, the factor 1 0/P P  for 
 is, for a given ship and loading condition, smaller that the corresponding factor for 
variations of 
(40degb )
GM : it seems that the averaging process induced by the integration is able to smooth 
the variations in the GZ  curve. There is however a characteristic steep increase of the curve 1 0/P P  
for all the ships when the metacentric height is decreased towards very low values, this being due to 
the decrease of  (see Figure 8.30). 0P
 
  
Figure 8.28: Dependence of the coefficient 1 0/P P on the loading condition for the three different ships. The quantity 
under analysis is the metacentric height.  
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Figure 8.29: Dependence of the coefficient 1 0/P P on the loading condition for the three different ships. The quantity 
under analysis is the area under GZ  curve from 0deg to 40deg.  
 
 
Figure 8.30: Calm water area under righting lever curve from 0deg to 40deg as a function of the loading condition for 
the three ships under analysis. 
 
When the to principal actors of the calculation, i.e., 1 0/P P  and , are available, it is then 
possible to multiply them in order to obtain the measure of variation 
,long termησ −
,2Mµ . Figure 8.31 shows the 
results of the calculation in the case of the analysis of the variation of GM , whereas Figure 8.32 
shows the outcomes in the case of the analysis of variation of ( )40degb .  
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Figure 8.31: Final comparison of ,2Mµ . Measure of variation of GM . 
 
Figure 8.32: Final comparison of ,2Mµ . Measure of variation of ( )40degb . 
 
Given an admissible level of the nondimensional variation ,2Mµ  for a given quantity, GM  or 
, it is finally possible to determine a minimum require metacentric height according to 
the operational area. It is interesting to see that for the two long ships (TR2 and ITACA
(40degb )
2.4), the 
changes in the assumed wave scatter diagrams have a quite large influence on the measure ,2Mµ , 
whereas, in the case of the shortest ship, ITACA, the changes of wave scatter diagram are less 
influencing: this is in accordance with the results in Table 8.5. 
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9 Concluding remarks 
This thesis has primary dealt with the problem of parametrically excited roll motion in both regular 
and irregular longitudinal waves. In addition, a static approach has been proposed in order to judge 
and compare different  ships on the basis of their propensity to show stability variations in irregular 
sea. Problems related to variations of restoring in waves are, indeed, of big importance especially 
for some ship typologies such as containerships, large passenger ships, car carriers, RoRos, etc., due 
to their typical hull form shape. There is then a need, both from the designer and from the 
regulatory point of view, to guarantee operational safety with respect to dynamic and static 
phenomena in longitudinal waves.  
The target of this study has been the development of simple models able to be used in routine 
applications and/or in a regulatory framework. Of course, in order to achieve this goal, a balancing 
between accuracy and simplicity has been necessary. In all cases (dynamic approach in regular and 
irregular sea, and static semi-empirical approach) use has been made of the Froude-Krylov 
assumption, in order to try avoiding fluid dynamics computations: this, of course, has an influence 
on the accuracy of the methods, because part of the hydrodynamics is lost. Roll motion has been 
modelled as a single degree of freedom system, taking partially into account heave and pitch by the 
quasi-static assumption: this approximation has, again, an influence on the accuracy because it leads 
to the neglecting of that part of parametric excitation due to the dynamic effects induced by waves 
on heave and pitch. Surge motion has always been neglected by assuming a constant ship speed: 
relaxation on this assumption is possible, if a numerical time domain approach is used, by adding a 
second degree of freedom. All models can be implemented by starting from a classical hydrostatic 
software, presently being available to any Naval Architect. The differential equations of motion, 
both in regular and irregular sea, have been provided in fully analytical way, in order to potentially 
allow for the use of theoretical approaches (e.g. modern geometrical methods for systems 
dynamics) not based on direct numerical simulation.   
The model in regular sea has been analysed both numerically in time domain and analytically in 
frequency domain. This latter approach represents a fast tool able to provide the response curve 
with both stable and unstable solutions, giving a quite global picture of the system dynamics in the 
region of the first parametric resonance. A comparison between the predictions obtained from the 
proposed method and a series of experimental tests for four different ships has shown, on average, a 
good agreement, despite the original quite strong assumptions used in the dynamical modelling. In 
particular, by comparing predictions and experiments, it seems that the determination of the GZ  
curve in waves should be carried out by means of a fix trim method, being this approach more 
conservative and, on average, leading to a better fitting with experiments (even if not for all the 
tested ships). The effect of advance speed on damping is to be taken into account, especially when  
parametric resonance occurs at high speeds where linear damping is largely increased due to hull 
lift effects, this rising the stability threshold in terms of critical wave height. The roll behaviour has 
been proved to be highly nonlinear, this feature requiring to take into account high order terms in 
the restoring description. Experimental results have confirmed the theoretically predicted presence 
of multiple stable steady states, i.e., multiple coexisting stable solutions of the roll motion equation 
for the same wave and ship speed. In the past this type of phenomenon has often been relegated to a 
sort of research curiosity mainly addressed in beam sea, and seldom discussed in longitudinal sea. 
On the other hand, the calculations and the experiments carried out in this work seems to support 
the fact that multiple responses close to the instability limits (especially at the low speed boundary, 
due to the usual softening behaviour of GZ ) are quite common, and are not exceptional 
occurrences. When the second parametric resonance region is of concern, it has been shown the 
need for moving from the usual linear/nonlinear Mathieu equation model, to, a more general 
nonlinear Hill equation, taking into account harmonics higher than the first one in the restoring 
fluctuation. It is however to be underlined that, in this latter case, designer should be more worried 
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about the beam sea harmonic resonance condition than about the longitudinal sea response. As a 
secondary result of the modelling in regular waves, it has been shown, from the static point of view, 
that the presence of waves can have a detrimental effect on the mean restoring capabilities of the 
ship. Although the proposed model has been mainly used to deal with dynamic roll in the first 
parametric resonance region, it can be used in the analysis of other relevant situations such as the 
pure loss of stability in following sea: in this case, however, a coupling with a surge equation would 
be advisable, that can be performed without difficulty. Numerical investigations on the model have 
shown the well known phenomenon of safe basin erosion if the parametric excitation is sufficiently 
large and the tuning factor is in the appropriate range: in such  cases chaotic motions have been 
numerically observed. 
The model in longitudinal long crested irregular sea maintains a series of assumptions used in the 
case of regular sea (Froude-Krylov assumption, constant speed, quasi-static heave and pitch), in 
order to create a sort of parallel alternative (or complementary) model. Three main feature was 
required to the simplified irregular sea model: taking into account nonlinearities in damping and 
restoring, accounting for differences in wave spectrum, and being sensible to the ship speed. In 
order to introduce nonlinear effects in restoring, of fundamental help has been the concept of Grim's 
effective wave. By using this latter idea, it has been possible to obtain a model where the restoring 
term is analytically represented by a surface depending nonlinearly on the instantaneous heeling 
angle and on the instantaneous amplitude of a Gaussian stochastic process: the effective wave 
amplitude. The spectrum of the forcing stochastic process (that represents the basis of the 
parametric excitation) is obtained starting from the sea spectrum, and Doppler effect induced by 
ship speed is taken into account by the spectrum transformation. A methodology has been proposed 
to address the problem of stochastic stability without resorting to time domain simulation by mixing 
a stochastic linearisation technique and known analytical results for a Mathieu equation 
stochastically excited by Gaussian processes: this method is useful to determine regions of 
environmental conditions/ship speeds where additional nonlinear calculations should be performed 
to address the nonlinear rolling behaviour above threshold. Outcomes from the simulations have 
been compared with a series of experimental  results showing that, in general, the analytical model 
overestimates the rolling motion. The introduction of a tuning factor on the level of parametric 
excitation has, however, largely improved the agreement. A general procedure for the estimation of 
this tuning factor is, unfortunately, still missing. The rolling motion has been shown to be non-
Gaussian and that the shape of the roll probability density function depends on the actual shape of 
the sea spectrum at the encounter frequencies: for this reason, the usual Gaussian approach of 
classical linear seakeeping theory is not sufficient to address the behaviour of the system. In 
particular, close to the stochastic stability limits the roll motion is characterised by a strong 
grouping behaviour, where quite short groups exhibiting large rolling motions could occur after 
long periods of quiescence during which roll is negligible: this is a dangerous condition because 
large rolling becomes an almost unpredictable event from the master point of view. 
The final part of the thesis has dealt with possible methods for introducing the effects of variations 
of restoring in irregular waves in the framework of usual static stability criteria. Starting from the 
modelling of GZ  as a stochastic process, it is possible to define a large variety of measures of 
variation of static restoring (e.g. the standard deviation of the metacentric height, the inter-quartile 
range of GZ  at a certain heeling angle, etc.) taking into account the actual environmental 
conditions in terms of parameters of the sea spectrum. Because large variations of restoring in 
waves seem, from the available literature, correlated with low levels of safety, the developed 
methodology could be used in a rational probabilistic framework to provide additional safety with 
respect to this type of phenomenon. In particular, by making use of presently available criteria (or 
any other similar criterion) based on the analysis of the geometrical properties of the GZ  curve, it is 
possible to rationally extend them in order to provide requirements for additions to the marginal 
calm water metacentric height, by taking into account the propensity of the ship to show variations 
of restoring in waves. The proposed method has been applied to three different ships in different 
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environmental conditions. The probability density functions (and the cumulative distributions) for 
the metacentric height and for GZ  at different heeling angles have been determined for different 
sea states, showing the effects of nonlinearities in  transforming the original Gaussian process into a 
non-Gaussian process especially for large significant wave heights. A summarising way of 
providing results has been shown, where the magnitude of the variations can be visually assessed. 
By selecting a set of criteria based on present IMO rules for intact ship, the influence of the change 
in the environmental conditions has been quantitatively assessed showing that the most severe areas 
in terms of environment could differ from the most severe conditions in terms variations of righting 
lever, this because of the fact that the largest variations in restoring usually occurs when the 
dominant wave length is close to the ship length. 
The models developed in this work for parametric roll are suitable, in principle, to be incorporated 
in the new generation of performance oriented criteria presently under discussion at IMO, because 
they allow for the estimation of the actual ship dynamic behaviour under a particular type of 
dangerous condition. There is however a different level of developing for the regular sea model and 
the irregular sea model. While in the former case the availability of a series of experimental tests on 
different ships has allowed for drawing a series of quite general conclusions, in the latter case the 
lack of systematic experimental data on different ships prevents too general indications. There is 
then additional need for experiments in irregular waves, in order to understand whether or not it is 
possible to empirically define a generally suitable tuning factor for the parametric excitation level as 
determined by the proposed modelling. 
The final approach to static stability by incorporating statistical considerations related to variations 
of restoring is of very different type, and much more empirical. Although the inherent quasi-static 
assumption makes it suitable, at least in principle, to deal with low encounter frequency problems 
(as the case of pure loss of stability), it is to be said that the set framework can provide indices for 
the relative comparison of different ships or conditions, but it is not possible to give to them, at this 
stage, any relation with physical dynamical measurable quantities (such as the capsize probability, 
the probability of exceeding certain critical rolling angles, etc.) without an extensive tuning 
procedure where direct numerical simulations or experiments are carried out on different ships and 
the results are correlated (if possible) to the outcomes of the proposed method. Although this type 
of approach is not uncommon in the developing of rules when the goal is the reduction of the 
calculations required to the designer, it is to be underlined that it cannot be considered a wise 
practice. In order to create criteria able to follow the progress of designs and knowledge, it is 
important to provide them in a clearly physical way, where the quantities to be limited by the 
regulatory bodies have a clear physical counterpart: following this way it is possible to provide 
flexible criteria capable of being tackled by simplified methods (with correspondingly high safety 
factors to reflect the simplifications involved), by more accurate numerical simulations (where the 
safety factors can be decreased if the numerical simulation tool is considered sufficiently reliable), 
or even by direct experiments (where the safety factor levels could be set to very low values). 
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- Formula (6.35) is to be substituted by the following one: 
{ } 2
0  if  is odd
2 1   if  is even
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